
Comment ID: 1 
 

Response date: 23/09/21 16.22 

Status: Processed 

Submission Type: Web 

Version: 0.2 

To which part of the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan does your comment relate? 

Housing proposals for Marlborough. 

 
Comment: 

 

I am very concerned about proposals relating to further building on open countryside and in particular 

farmland. Crown estates, for example, have sold off a great deal of farmland across the countryside, 

which is extremely concerning. Marlborough will always be a popular place but that does not mean 

we must concrete over it. The loss of farmland already at the Salisbury rd site, together with the 

destruction of ancient hedgerow here, has been am appaling decision, in my view and the view of 

many other locals. It is brownfield sites now or not at all and I think councillors should actively fight for 

this. 

Do you wish to be notified of the decision on the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan 

proposal? Yes 

 
Comment ID: 2 

 
Response date: 06/10/21 16.54 

Status: Processed 

Submission Type: Email 

Version: 0.3 

Dear Sir 
 

Thank you for consulting the Canal & River Trust on the Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan 

(2021 – 2036). As the Trust does not own or maintain any waterways with in the plan area we have 

no comments to make. 

Kind regards 
 

Do you wish to be notified of the decision on the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan 
proposal? No 

 



Comment ID: 3 
 

Response date: 13/10/2021 

Status: Processed 

Submission Type: Email 

Version: 0.3 

Comment: 

 
Please find attached my comments on the Marlborough Neighbourhood Plan (MANP) as part of your 
Regulation 16 Consultation and as outlined on your website: https://wiltshire- 
consult.objective.co.uk/portal/spatial_planning/np/ 

 

Many thanks 
 



Ref: (For official use only) 

 

 

Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (2021 – 2036) 
Consultation Response Form 

 
 
 

Please return to Wiltshire Council, by 5pm on Monday 8th November 2021. 
 

By post to: Spatial Planning, Economic Development and Planning, Wiltshire Council, 
County Hall, Bythesea Road, Trowbridge, Wiltshire, BA14 8JN. 

 

By e-mail to: neighbourhoodplanning@wiltshire.gov.uk 
 

Via the council’s website at: http://consult.wiltshire.gov.uk/portal 
 

Documents viewed via the consultation portal may not be available to view with Internet 
Explorer. Please use an alternative internet web browser such as Google Chrome or Microsoft 
Edge. 

 

This form has two parts: 
 

Part A – Personal details 

Part B – Your representation(s). Please use a separate sheet for each representation. 
 

Part A – Personal details 
 

*if an agent is appointed, please fill in your Title, Name and Organisation but the full contact details of the agent must be completed. 

 

 1. Personal details 2. Agent’s details (if applicable)* 

Title   

First name   

Last name   

Job title 
(whererelevant) 

  

Organisation 
(where relevant) 

  

Address Line 1   

Address Line 2   

Address Line 3   

Address Line 4   

Postcode   

Telephone Number   

mailto:neighbourhoodplanning@wiltshire.gov.uk
http://consult.wiltshire.gov.uk/portal


 

Email Address   

 

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each part of the draft plan you wish to comment on 

 
To which part of the Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (2021 – 2036) do your 
comments relate? 

 
 

Page: Paragraph: Other: 
 
 

Comment: 

 
 

I support the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (MANP) proposal for the development 

land sites as laid out on pages 22-29 of the supporting document entitled “1. Marlborough Area 

Neighbourhood Plan (2021 - 2036)”. 

 

I do not support consideration of any other green field development sites in Marlborough: 

 
• Further housing development in Marlborough would build on green field sites in the AONB 

resulting in permanent loss of this precious and finite resource. The AONB surrounding 

Marlborough is of outstanding landscape value with wonderful open, wide-ranging vistas. 

 
• Marlborough does not need more new housing. There has been no growth in local 

employment, and Marlborough is becoming a commuter town for other employment areas 

(eg. Swindon), resulting in significant pressure on local infrastructure and increased traffic and 

pollution. 

 
• Recent past developments in Marlborough have failed to deliver affordable housing 

sustainably that meet the needs of low paid local resident despite commitments to do so. 

Many compromises in the planning, development and implementation stages have resulted in 

poor outcomes. This core driver (of affordability) for expansion is being used, intentionally or 

otherwise, as the mechanism to justify development approval, but is simply resulting in more 

market-priced housing creating ever greater strain on Marlborough’s infrastructure but 

without the outcomes (of affordable housing) it sought to deliver. 

 
• Any development for affordable housing should be directed to brownfield sites, lessons should 

be learnt from the past and new (economic) solutions need to be found to encourage a 

greater proportion of a site to be earmarked for affordable housing and for this to be 

sustainable (eg. no right to buy). 
 

The withdrawal of Preshute parish council at a late stage of the process in developing the 

MANP negatively impacted the option of proposing a significantly larger development site at 

Barton Dene. 

 

In considering which development site or sites to progress of those laid out in the MANP (pages 

22-29), Preshute parish should be included within the Marlborough Neighbourhood Plan 

– the parish extends well in towards the centre of Marlborough town and forms an integral part 

of the town. Its exclusion results in highly sub-optimal outcomes for Marlborough and appears 

to be driven by self-interest from Preshute council to limit development to the west of town. 



 



Comment ID: 4 
 

Response date: 13/10/2021 

Status: Processed 

Submission Type: Email 

Version: 0.3 

 

Comment: 
 

Please find attached my consultation response in relation to the Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood 
Plan. 



 



 



 
 
 

Comment ID: 5 
 

Response date: 25/10/2021 

Status: Processed 

Submission Type: Email 

Version: 0.2 

Comment: 

 

Dear Neighbourhood Planning Team 

 

Thank you for providing National Highways (formerly known as Highways England) with the opportunity 

to comment on the submission version of the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Development Plan. The 

plan area comprises Marlborough Town Council and the Parish Councils of Mildenhall and Savernake. 

National Highways is responsible for operating, maintaining and improving the strategic road network 

(SRN) which in this case comprises the M4 which passes to the north of the Plan area. 

 

The plan area is bisected by the A346 which provides a direct connection to M4 Junction 15 which 

experiences congestion at peak times, and currently the subject of an improvement scheme. It is noted that 

the Plan proposes to allocate 4 housing sites to provide a total of 130 dwellings which is within the range 

of housing growth identified for the Marlborough area in the emerging Wiltshire Local Plan Review. 

Whilst we are generally satisfied that the Plan’s proposed policies are unlikely to result in development 

which would adversely impact on the SRN, we would nonetheless expect any major development coming 

forward in the area to be supported a suitable assessment of traffic impact. This should consider the 

operation of the strategic road network in line with national planning practice guidance and DfT Circular 

02/2013 The Strategic Road Network and the Delivery of Sustainable Development, with particular 

consideration given to M4 junction 15. Where proposals would result in a severe congestion or 

unacceptable safety impact, mitigation will be required in line with current policy These comments do not 

prejudice any future responses National Highways may make on site specific applications as they come 

forward through the planning process, which will be considered by us on their merits under the prevailing 

policy at the time. 

 

Kind regards 



Do you wish to be notified of the decision on the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan proposal? 

Yes 
 

 

Comment ID: 6 
 

Response date: 27/10/2021 17:26 
 

Status: Processed 

Submission Type: Web 

Version: 0.3 

To which part of the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan does your comment relate? 
 

Various parts of the plan – The Vision, MARL 1, MARL 5, MARL 7, MARL 15 
 

Comment: 

 

The Vision of Marlborough 2036 - shows a distinct lack of ambition with regard to how 

the future sporting landscape of Marlborough may look. Further plan references to sports 

facilities within the document - MARL7 - lack anything other than vague promises; 

essentially Marlborough Town Council will do what it can for sports clubs but there is 

no plan at all, and that is a concern. MTC is paying lip service to the need for better and 

more sports facilities for a population that is increasingly engaged in sport. I would like 

to see more than just rhetoric in the plan and a firm commitment with a plan of how the 

town will tackle the problem. 

 

MARL 1 - Housing. The MANP is built around an out of date survey from 2017 from 

which dubious conclusions were drawn. Having read the document it is clear that the 

survey results have been written to support a pre-held view that there are not enough 

social houses in the town that can be offered to its younger population. The survey does 

not produce the facts to mirror that conclusion. Marlborough is a town with a population 

of a higher than average age, higher than average disposable incomes and a lack of 

employment opportunities. The town encourages commuters - it is a great place to live 

but there is no great employment hub and so the population travels in all 4 directions 

every working day. Young people with ambition choose to work and live elsewhere. 

There is sufficient social or low cost housing stock to cover demand and no evidence of 

a need to build more affordable homes. 

 

MARL 1 identifies Barton Dene as a potential location for a new Medical Centre but the 

lack of support from current Medical Centre staff for such an idea is evident by the fact 

that there is none. The Medical Centre location is vague at best, the access point is not 

known and there is no thought given to what would happen to any land designated for 

the Medical Centre should it NOT move to Barton Dene. Are we to expect more houses? 

 

MARL 1 - suggests Barton Dene as the location for 40 new houses, some of which will 

be allocated to College masters. There is something inherently wrong when College 

Masters are provided with houses to accommodate their families at the same time as they 

rent their own houses elsewhere – and some of which are in Marlborough!! The MANP 

does not describe or show the access point to the proposed Barton Dene estate so I 

would suggest that any referendum on the MANP cannot go ahead 

until more details are provided. The adjacent road - Colleg Fields - is a busy road and the 

likely access point is less than 100 yards from the A4. 5.10 suggests Barton Dene allows 



for non-car accessibility to the town centre, which is very true. However, College 

Masters apart, those new household will need to work somewhere and with Marlborough 

lack of employment prospects, the resident of Barton Dene are future commuters and 

future polluters. Marlborough is already well known for its poor air quality and traffic 

jams, so adding housing in this location will simply worsen the problem. 

 

MARL 15 - talks of proteting Open Spaces but is very weak in how it night do that, 

instead suggesting the Open Spaces may become subject to housing plans if the case is 

strong enough. That is no reassurance to anyone that our Green Spaces will stay green 

and Wiltshire Council's record in protecting green space is poor - as residents in the 

town will testify. 

 

The MANP is not able to cover general infrastructure which has to be a nonsense when 

the houses it wants built will have a major and detrimental impact on the town, traffic, 

people's health, air pollution. None of these fundamental issues have been addressed and 

for me no MANP can he adopted until we see how these plans fit in to a wider picture 

for the town. We cannot simply keep on building houses and hope the pollution 

problems go away. 

 

 
Comment ID: 7 

 

Response date: 29/10/21 14:07 

Status: Processed 

Submission Type: Email 

Version: 0.3 

Comment: 

 
Dear sirs, 
I am a resident of Marlborough and I attach my comments on the draft Marlborough Area 
Neighbourhood Plan together with attachments referred to. 

 
Please can you acknowledge receipt. 

Many thanks. 



MARLBOROUGH AREA NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN 

REPRESENTATIONS BY [Name redacted], RESIDENT OF MARLBOROUGH 

These representations are made to the MANP Submission Plan as published for 

consultation under Regulation 16. 

1 SUMMARY 

The submission plan is generally flawed and the flaws appear to be so 

fundamental that the plan as a whole as written is unsound. 

Para 1.5 of the Neighbourhood Plan states that the NP must meet a number of 

basic conditions which are said to be; 

Consistency with national policy, consistency with local planning policy, 

promotes sustainable development and meets the requirements of 

environmental laws. 

The NP fails to meet all the above basic conditions. 

The NP proposes unsustainable land use development, is contrary to National 

Policy by promoting major development in the AONB without justification and 

proposes strategic policies up to 2036 which is not in conformity with the 

adopted Local Planning policy which has a timescale of 2026 and pays scant 

regard to environmental policies. 

The strategic plan contains policies to 2026 whilst the NP contains strategic 

policies to 2036. In para 3.7 the NP says it has anticipated the Wiltshire Local 

Plan and expects the NP to be adopted before the Local Plan 2036 has even 

been written. This acknowledges that the NP cannot be in conformity with the 

strategic plan which does not yet exist. 

Furthermore, there is no credible evidence to support the main land use 

proposals in the NP. 

Therefore, it appears that the NP is unsound and should be substantially 

amended, or rejected or deferred until the Local Plan has been adopted. 

2 PREMATURITY 

Neighbourhood Plans must be in general conformity with the Strategic policies 

of the Local Planning Authority set out in the development plan. The relevant 

Strategic Plan for this area is the adopted Wiltshire Core Strategy which was 

adopted in 2015 and runs till 2026. There are no adopted strategic policies for 



the period beyond 2026. Wiltshire Council are currently preparing a Local Plan 

Review which will contain strategic policies from 2016 – 2036. The 

development Plan Scheme indicates that a draft plan will be published for 

consultation in the first quarter of 2022 and the plan in expected to be 

adopted in 2023. 

Whilst there is no impediment for a NP to have a different timescale than the 

Strategic Plan, this is dependent upon the NP being in general conformity with 

the strategic plan. However, the MANP contains strategic proposals of its own 

which are well beyond the current adopted policies and these cannot be said 

to be in general conformity. 

The MANP is not in conformity with the strategic plan and is therefore 

premature. This is acknowledged by the NP itself which it admits anticipates 

the new strategic policies or in effect pre-determines strategic policy. The NP is 

unsound for this reason alone in my view. 

3 RESPONSIBILITY FOR STRATEGIC PLANNING 

Under the Town and Country Planning Act Wiltshire Council are the Local 

Planning Authority with responsibility for preparing strategic planning policy 

for the whole geographical area within their jurisdiction. 

The self- appointed NP Steering Group propose strategic policy on their own 

behalf and appear to have assumed the role of Local Planning Authority. 

Strategic Plans by their nature cover the entire area within the jurisdiction of 

the Local Planning Authority. It is therefore inconsistent for a NP for a small 

area to prepare a strategic plan without regard to or responsibility for the 

policies for the whole county and this is inconsistent with the legislation and 

overreaches their proper remit. 

4 GOVERNANCE 

The NP has been prepared by a small Steering Group under the sponsorship of 

Marlborough Town Council. There appears to have been no proper selection 

process adopted to consider the suitability or appropriateness of prospective 

members of the Steering Group and volunteers in effect simply appointed 

themselves. One member of the Steering Group is Mr Roe who is the 

Development Director of Marlborough College and whose role appears to be 

to promote the development of College property. Mr Roe has been a member 

of the Steering Group from the outset and still is a member and he has 



attended over 50 meetings of the Steering Group. His employers put forward 

their land for development for the consideration of the Steering Group on 

which they are represented. The largest allocation of land in the NP is land 

owned by the College. No impropriety is suggested, however this unfortunate 

situation could give rise to the ‘appearance of bias’ especially as during the NP 

preparation period, two senior Town Councillors were also employees of the 

College, one was deputy mayor then Town mayor and the other was vice chair 

of the Planning Committee. Whether or not this gives rise to the appearance of 

bias is for others to judge. 

5 UNBALANCED STRATEGY AND UNSUSTAINABILITY 

The adopted Core Strategy 2006-2026 proposed a balanced strategy of housing 

and employment in Marlborough. The strategy proposed 680 houses for the 

town alongside 3ha of Employment land. 

The last available Annual Housing Land Supply Statement published by 

Wiltshire Council in December 2020 with a base date of April 2019 shows that 

by April 2019, 494 houses had been built and there was planning permission 

for a further 227 making a total of 721. Therefore the housing provisions up to 

2026 have been met and in fact exceeded and there are likely to have been 

further permissions since April 2019. 

During the plan period no new employment land has been developed, 

proposed or identified and also during this time some existing employment 

land has been developed for other purposes -notably residential. These include 

the Citroen Garage on Granham Hill, Council depot on Salisbury Road, Builders 

yard on London Road, police station on George Lane, Cardigan House offices 

and Ailesbury Court offices on the High street. 

The overall consequences have been increased commuting by new residents to 

jobs elsewhere in other towns. There is no rail service in Marlborough and bus 

services are limited and so most commuting is by private car leading to 

increased congestion and poorer air quality in town which is often below WHO 

standards to the extent that Marlborough is now a blanket Air Quality 

Management Zone. 

The NP now proses 130 additional houses which will compound this situation. 

The NP proposed no new employment land. It is not surprising that businesses 

are not attracted to the town because the area is an AONB, there is poor 

connectivity and a small labour market and there are much better located 



employment sites in places such as Swindon, Chippenham and Newbury which 

have motorway access, train services, large labour pools and complementary 

businesses and business services. 

Further residential development will not meet local needs but will simply 

increase in-migration and exacerbate the problems of car commuting, 

congestion and poor air quality. 

Increased housing with no employment is not in conformity with the Core 

Strategy and is also is unbalanced and unsustainable and without any 

justification especially as the adopted strategic housing provisions up to 2026 

have been achieved. 

6 WILTSHIRE COUNCIL DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS 

As part of the preliminary work on preparing the Local Plan to 2036 Wiltshire 

Council Spatial Planning team tested the impact of three development 

scenarios for different combinations of housing and employment provisions in 

Marlborough. These are set out in full in the Appendix 6 of the Wiltshire Local 

Plan Review paper considered by Wiltshire Cabinet in April 2019. One scenario 

tested housing and 3ha of Employment land; another tested 4ha of 

Employment land. A third scenario tested housing with no new Employment 

land. The scenario with no employment land limited housing to existing 

commitments and 50 houses. Of the three scenarios tested this scenario had 

the least impact . These scenarios are referred to in the Wiltshire Local Plan 

Review papers published for consultation in January 2021. 

As there is no realistic prospect of large- scale employment development the 

only appropriate and tested scenario is 50 houses without having unacceptable 

environmental consequences and impact. No other scenario assuming no 

employment land has been tested. 

7 LACK OF CLARITY 

The NP fails to provide any real sense of how the town will develop in the next 

few years. 

In April 2019 there were planning permissions for a further 227 houses. 

Wiltshire Council in their preliminary work on the Local Plan Review forecast 

that there will be a further 160 houses built on previously developed or unused 

land in the town by 2031. This means that there will be 387 additional houses 

built in the next few years. The NP proposes a further 130 houses and 



therefore taking all these together there would be 517 additional houses with 

no new employment. It should be remembered that 494 houses have already 

been built with no new jobs. This means that over 1,000 houses will have been 

added to Marlborough over a few years without any new employment. Most 

of the sites proposed could be developed in a few years. This level of 

unbalanced development is unsustainable. 

The forecast by Wiltshire Council that 160 houses will be built on brownfield 

sites by 2031 appears realistic and in the last few months there have been 

planning applications for at least 46 houses on brownfield land (24 houses on 

the police station on George Lane , 15 at St Peter’s School on London Road and 

another 7 at Ailesbury Court on the High Street) . These are now subject to 

finalising Section 106 agreements 

In their preliminary work on the Local Plan Wiltshire Council, identified a need 

for a further 6 ha of new Employment land in the Swindon Housing and 

Economic Area in which Marlborough is located. In the preliminary work on 

the Local Plan Wiltshire council propose that this is located in Royal Wootton 

Bassett alongside strategic housing development which is in a growth area 

outside the AONB. 

There is no realistic prospect of large- scale industrial estate development in 

Marlborough for the reasons given. The unbalanced growth which has already 

taken place and which is already in the pipeline will remain and there is no 

merit proposing further housing which is any case not in conformity with the 

Core Strategy or the principles of sustainability. 

The submission NP contains a number of misleading inconsistent and incorrect 

statements. Some are minor but some are significant. Some statements are 

correct but contradicted by the plan policies, for example; 

- para 2.17 points out that Marlborough already has poor air quality and is a 

Blanket Air Quality Management Area and that 5 sites already exceed the UK 

standards. Para 2.18 points out that transport in Marlborough is heavily reliant 

on private vehicles adding to pollution but also points out that low- income 

groups have to rely on poor quality public transport to access jobs. The NP 

proposes further strategic housing and affordable housing for which there is no 

local need. These policies will exacerbate poor air quality and introduce low- 

income groups who will have difficulty accessing employment. New residents 

will commute to jobs by car. 



-para 2.22 states that ‘the majority of its housing stock consists of large 

detached houses’. There is no evidence for this assertion or its relevance . 

-para 2.28 third line should be east not west. 

-para 3.4 correctly points out that Core Strategy policy 2 defines a Settlement 

boundary (which has since been amended in a new Site Allocation and 

Settlement Boundary Development Plan Document adopted in February 2020) 

which limits the development of Marlborough to infill within the designated 

Settlement Boundary. The NP ignores this and proposes strategic development 

outside the Settlement Boundary in open countryside 

- despite the statutory duty for Neighbourhood Plans to be in general 

conformity with the Strategic Plan Para 3.7 states that the NP which has a 

timescale of 2036 will be adopted in advance of the new Strategic Plan – the 

Wiltshire Local Plan and by definition the NP does not conform to adopted 

Strategic policy. 

-para 3.9 appears to prejudge the new Local Plan. There is no approved 

housing strategy beyond 2026. The para then acknowledges that Planning 

officers have suggested that 50 homes is a more achievable target. The para 

then states that further employment land is not needed in Marlborough. In 

reality there is no adopted housing strategy for Wiltshire or Marlborough 

beyond 2026. Also, in Appendix 2 of the preliminary Local Plan work called 

‘Planning for Marlborough’, page 363 states that there is ‘Very limited supply 

of employment sites and premises in Marlborough’. In the Wiltshire Local Plan 

Looking to the Future -Emerging Spatial Strategy paper the Planning Authority 

identify acknowledge a need for additional employment land and identify a 

need for 6ha of Employment land in this Economic and Housing Market Area 

and all this is suggested to be located in Royal Wootton Bassett although the 

Local Plan is not yet even in draft form. 

It is simply inappropriate for a NP to second guess future plans or attempt to 

write Strategic Policy, and to ignore the Wiltshire assessment that there is 

shortage of employment land in this Economic and Housing Market Area. 

-para 3.12 however does state that Marlborough is not regarded as a 

sustainable location for growth of any scale and must address its challenges 

within environmental constraints. It is inconsistent for the NP to then propose 

strategic growth on land outside the recently adopted Settlement Boundary 



-para 5.2 states that one objective is to deliver affordable housing to address 

the present shortfall. I show in section 10 of these comments that there is in 

fact no shortfall and a surplus of affordable houses in Marlborough for local 

needs. 

-para 5.5 sets out the vision and says that young people will have found 

affordable homes and jobs not far from home. The NP provides no 

Employment sites and none are likely as there are employment sites in better 

locations such as Swindon, Chippenham and Royal Wootton Bassett and 

Trowbridge, Melksham etc. and there is already a surplus of affordable homes 

to the extent that most available affordable homes are re-let to people from 

elsewhere in Wiltshire and also surrounding counties. 

-Policy MARL 1 relating to Barton Dene proposes a new medical centre. This 

seems inconsistent with Policy MARL 7 which states that the NP supports the 

Existing medical centre on George Lane. There is no explanation for the idea of 

a new medical centre or whether it is an additional facility or replacement, or 

why it is being proposed and who has requested or supports it. 

-para 5.7 this para again seems to assume the strategic planning role and 

assumes what the Local Plan will say and seems presumptuous in this regard. 

-para 5.17 says that there is a continuing loss of affordable houses through 

right to buy and this is increasingly important to tackle. No evidence is given 

for this assertion. 

WC have confirmed that there are 733 affordable homes in Marlborough and 

96 more are under construction under section 106 agreements. The 2018 

Wiltshire Affordable Housing study shows that the proportion of homes in 

Marlborough which are affordable homes owned by Housing Associations is 

the highest proportion in the county. That report also points out that the 

largest supply of affordable homes, not surprisingly, comes from the re-letting 

of existing affordable homes. 

Para 5.18 contains another assertion that the homes for retired people ‘has 

been more than well provided for’. It is generally acknowledged that the 

provision of retirement homes and assisted living homes not only releases 

family homes for families to buy, but it leads to a better use of housing stock 

and also reduces the demands on public social care and the NHS. Para 5.19 

says that there is no need for more housing for the elderly. There is no 



evidence for this with an ageing population and to ban age related housing is 

discriminatory. 

-para Policy MARL 5 states that the car park on the Common will have no 

permanent structures, kerbs, footways or landscaped bunding. It then says 

that its use will be confined to cars and somehow other vehicles or high sided 

vehicles will be prevented from using it. It is difficult to reconcile these 

aspirations. 

-para 5.52 and 5.53 , 5,56 and 5.59 appear to quote incorrect NPPF references . 

Taken as a whole the NP is confused, based on assertions, lacking in evidence, 

inconsistent and inaccurate. 

 
 

8 INFRASTRUCTURE 

The NP proposes no new infrastructure for the growth already in the pipeline 

and that which the NP proposes. There is already a shortfall in sports provision 

and public open space as the Wiltshire Council open space and sports study 

shows. The town already suffers from congestion, shortage of parking and 

poor air quality and capacity for additional secondary education. The NP has no 

proposals to resolve existing problems and further housing will exacerbate this 

and will not improve the lives of existing or incoming residents. 

 
 

9 BROWNFIELD LAND 

Wiltshire Council have forecast that 160 houses will be built on brownfield land 

in the urban area by 2031. 

National Policy (NPPF policy 119 and 120 and 121) and Core Strategy Policy 2 

emphasises the importance of promoting housing on brownfield land and 

NPPF advocates that plan making bodies should take a proactive role in 

identifying and bringing forward brownfield land for development. 

Most of the houses proposed in the NP are on Greenfield land. Whilst two 

brownfield sites are proposed for development the NP should have considered 

other suitable, available and achievable brownfield sites within the urban area. 

which already have a presumption in favour of development in the Core 

Strategy. A number of brownfield sites were put forward in the call for sites, 

such as the large site called Rawlingswell off Kelham Gardens outside the flood 



plain which Wiltshire Council considered suitable for 80 houses and Kennet 

Tyre company on London Road suitable for 10 houses. These sites should have 

been followed up rather than dismissed in favour of greenfield land. 

It appears that the NP did not prioritise brownfield land contrary to NPPF 

chapter 11 and core strategy 2. 

There is clear evidence that there is likely to be significant housing 

development on brownfield land and in recent months 46 houses have been 

the subject of planning applications. Consequently, there is no established 

requirement for any greenfield housing allocations during the plan period 

especially if the residual number of new houses is 50. 

 
 
 

10 LACK OF EVIDENCE 

The NP housing strategy is based solely on a 2016 opinion survey. This survey 

asked all residents over the age of 16 whether they were likely to move house 

and if so were likely to want an ‘affordable’ house by 2021 without defining 

what this was. From the responses, the Steering Group calculated that 175 

affordable houses were required. The Steering Group acknowledged that 96 

affordable houses were under construction and so about 80 affordable houses 

were required. No attempt was made to assess the total number of houses 

required. 

This approach is flawed. 

NPPF para 61 makes it clear that in calculating the number of houses needed a 

housing needs assessment should be carried out using the standard method in 

national guidance. The opinion survey does not follow the standard method or 

indeed any other credible method. 

Secondly the opinion survey only covered the period up to 2021. The 2016 

survey is out of date and the period covered has expired. 

Thirdly the conclusions do not even reflect the results of the survey as these 

were manipulated in some undefined way to inflate the requirement. Para 

5.3.2 of the Cobweb survey confirms that the survey results were altered 

because they thought more young people should have said they wanted an 

affordable house and they confirm they ‘weighted ‘the results in some 



unspecified way to inflate the figure. They then assumed what these imaginary 

people could afford 5 years later. 

Fourthly, the survey took no account of the 160 houses which Wiltshire Council 

forecast will be built on brownfield land by 2031. 

Fifthly and perhaps most importantly the Steering Group failed to consider the 

actual supply of affordable houses. In response to a Freedom of Information 

request Wiltshire Council have confirmed that there are 733 affordable homes 

in Marlborough and Homes for Wiltshire re-let an average of 20 existing 

affordable homes pa. In the four years 2016-2019 they confirm that 80 

affordable homes were made available from existing stock, not counting the 96 

under construction. The 80 available over 4 years to 2019 in fact meets the 

number the Steering Group say are needed by 2021. There is no reason why 

this rate of re-let will reduce because many tenants are elderly and will move 

to care homes or pass away over the life of the plan. The re-let rate shows 

each house is re-let every 36 years which is in any event a very low re-let rate. 

Even assuming the current rate of re-lets, 300 affordable homes plus the 96 

under construction will be made available making a supply of 396. 

Wiltshire Council also confirmed that of the 80 houses made available in the 

four years to 2019, only 19 local people could be found to let them to. The 

remaining 61 were let to people from elsewhere in Wiltshire and within the 

operating area of the housing association which covers several surrounding 

counties. Because of the lack of employment and career opportunities in 

Marlborough and the lack of social amenities, the town does not seem 

attractive to young people. New tenants will either be retired, or will need to 

commute elsewhere for work by car or will have difficulty accessing work by 

public transport. 

In an e-mail to the town clerk of 11th March 2020,on the subject of housing in 

the NP, Wiltshire Council officers said they were of the opinion that there is 

‘not an overwhelming need to deliver affordable housing’. 

Therefore there is no evidence of any credibility that there is a need for 130 

houses . In fact no justification at all is given for this figure. 

 
 

11 SPECIFIC SITE ALLOCATIONS 

The NP proposes four sites for housing development. 



Land at Barton Dene off College Fields Road 

Land behind the existing leisure Centre off College Fields is allocated for 40 

houses. This is generally greenfield land although there are some houses in this 

area. This land is outside the recently adopted Settlement boundary for 

Marlborough and is open countryside. The land is also in the AONB. 

Para 176 of the NPPF states that ‘Great weight should be given to conserving 

and enhancing landscape and scenic beauty in the AONB’ and that these areas 

have‘ the highest level of protection in relation to these issues’. The NPPF also 

states that ‘the scale and extent of development within these designated areas 

should be limited ‘. Para 177 states that in these areas ‘permission should be 

refused for major development other than in exceptional circumstances, and 

where it can be demonstrated that the development is in the public interest’. 

The NP fails to identify any exceptional circumstances or public interest and 

does not justify the allocation in any way. 

Bearing in mind the designation as AONB the allocation is not supported by 

any Landscape and Visual Impact Analysis. The plan in the NP also is very vague 

and the access to this area is ambiguous and it is difficult to see how or where 

the site would be accessed without major intrusive engineering works. 

Land behind Marleberg Grange on Salisbury Road 

Land for 50 houses is allocated behind the development currently under 

construction. This site is also in the AONB and outside the adopted Settlement 

Boundary and the NPdoes not identify any exceptional circumstances or public 

interest to justify the allocation and the NP does not justify this allocation in 

any way. 

The allocation is not supported by any Landscape and Visual Impact Analysis. 

Again, the access is unclear but the only access seems to be through Marleberg 

Grange. At this end of the development the roads are narrow culs de sac. 

There is a mature stand of trees at the edge of the development and it is 

difficult to see how this site can be developed without significant landscape 

and environmental impacts. 

Resource Centre and gas works site on Kelham Gardens. 

I support the development of the already developed resource centre and Gas 

works site although the gas works site is on the flood plain. Development of 

this site may be contrary to NPPF para 159 and 161. The allocation should be 



accompanied with a flood risk analysis as required by para 164. However, this 

is a matter for the Environment Agency to comment on in more detail. 

Medical Centre on Barton Dene 

This is a curious allocation. The comments which apply to the housing 

allocation at Barton Dene also apply to this allocation. It is very odd that such a 

major social infrastructure proposal does not have a separate and detailed 

chapter explaining whether it is in addition to the existing medical centre or in 

addition to it, how it will be accessed by car, and public transport . The 

proposal does not appear to have any car parking which is essential for a 

medical centre. The leisure centre car park is often full and cars already park all 

along residential roads in College Fields and the bus service is very infrequent. 

There is no explanation of whether the Clinical care Group have asked for it or 

support it or how large it will be. The area proposed for allocation seems to be 

on the site of some existing houses as well as ‘on top’ of part of the Leisure 

Centre . This proposal is subsumed in the housing allocation policy for Barton 

Dene and the policy allows for the site to be developed for housing if the 

medical centre does not materialise. There is no indication by whom or why 

this medical centre will be implemented. 

The existing medical practice has recently amalgamated with another practice 

and they have two centres, one in Marlborough and the other in Pewsey. It is 

not clear whether the proposal takes account of this or where the idea of a 

medical centre on this originated. 

If there was a need for more floor space it seems that the obvious solution 

would be to extend the existing centrally located practice in George Lane 

adjacent to a large car park and bus service and incorporate the pharmacy 

which is a separate building on the same site. 

The NP proposal simply does not seem a serious proposal and there should be 

a separate chapter in the NP explaining all the details and there should be full 

community consultation with patient groups etc. possibly as a stand- alone 

separate project. 

Land at the Common 

One site on the Common is proposed as an extension to the cemetery. Another 

site is proposed as a car park. The car park is poorly located for the town 

centre being up a steep hill and seem unlikely to be used by shoppers or 



visitors or even by people who work in the town centre. The site is adjacent to 

Hyde Lane which has no footpaths, street lights and is narrow with several 

bends with restricted visibility and may be unsafe for pedestrians using it from 

the car park. The site is adjacent to the Rugby Club car park and will be used by 

club members. It may be relevant that the rugby club separately recently 

proposed a new training pitch on the Common. The NP says that it will be free, 

unregulated and unmanaged. As well as rugby club members it seems possible 

that the car park may be used by overnight visitors as a free alternative for 

parking caravans or motorhomes, especially in the summer especially as it will 

be unmanaged. 

Proposals for the benefit and use of private clubs should not form part of a NP 

but be a separate planning application . 

In any event proposals for development of Common Land are governed by 

Common land legislation and require the approval of the Secretary of State 

and as such are not in the gift of a NP Steering Group. 

Any proposals on the Common should also be accompanied by an ecological 

study and a basic safety audit. 

 
 

12 Open Space 

The NP proposes to designate some areas of public open space as Greenspace . 

I support this proposal especially the one at College Fields and Barton Park 

which has been the subject of great public interest and an application for 

designation as a Village Green. 

This is a valued area of POS used on a daily basis by many local people despite 

there being no facilities on the site. This area of 1.8ha was given by the 

developers of 310 houses at College Fields and Barton Park to Kennet District 

Council (now Wiltshire Council) in about 1985 under a Section 52 agreement 

(now Section 106). No facilities, seats, play equipment or signs identifying it as 

POS were provided and it was not included on the council POS register. In 2014 

Wiltshire Council refused to confirm the status of the site and so an application 

was submitted to register it as a Village Green. The application was supported 

by 186 witness statements and 100 people attended the public inquiry each 

day. At the Inquiry the Inspector, Wiltshire Council as owners and Marlborough 

College as owners of adjoining land all agreed that it was extensively used as 



POS. Counsel for Wiltshire Council and senior Counsel for the College spent 

three days asserting that the land was POS and therefore could not be a Village 

Green. 

The MANP now proposes to designate the land as Greenspace. I support this. 

However, it appears that Wiltshire object to this proposal and say it does not 

meet the tests in NPPF para 102. 

In my opinion the site does meet the NPPF tests because; 

-it is centrally located in a development of 310 houses, 

-it is demonstrably special to residents as so many gave witness statements 

and attended the VG Inquiry, 

-it is local in nature and not extensive. In fact it is 1.8ha (4.4acres) which meets 

the NPFA standard of 4.5acres per 1,000 population. This land should be 

designated as Green Space. 

 
 

13 CONCLUSIONS 

It appears that the draft MANP fails to meet the basic tests in several 

fundamental respects, although it is up to the Inspector and Wiltshire Council 

as Local Planning Authority to come to a conclusion on this and to decide how 

the draft MANP should proceed. 

It seems to me that if it is concluded that the draft plan does fail to meet the 

basic tests and that the plan requires substantive amendments, deletions and 

re-writing, it will take some time to amend, agree with the Town Council, Minal 

and Savernake Parish Councils, reconsult the public, resubmit to Wiltshire 

Council and have further public consultation and reconsideration by the 

Inspector. In these circumstances it may be more appropriate to defer the NP 

until the new strategic guidance in the form of a Local Plan Review is finalised 

and approved. The NP up to 2036 will then have clear strategic policies with 

which the NP can then conform. 

[Name redacted] BSc(Econ); Dip T P; FRTPI. 

October 2021 
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To which part of the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan does your comment relate? 

 
All of it 

 

Comment: 

 
The initial position of Wiltshire seems to be largely concerned with development within the AONB. 
The response from the MANP team seems to be that the positives outweigh this development.The 
rationale for this "outweighing" is the required number of affordable homes. Given the outdated 
(housing needs studies from 2016 and pre-covid of course), poor and simply incorrect data 
supporting this number, the outweighing is unsupportable. 

 
The COVID pandemic has thrown huge uncertainty into any future planning exercises such as 
MANP. Demand for housing etc will be impacted by major economic, societal and working pattern 
changes for years. It would be sensible to save nugatory effort and cost by postponing this task for 
say 2 years until a way forward is clearer. Ploughing ahead regardless should not be an option. 

 
The schedule differences between the MANP and Wiltshire’s planning process should be 
reconciled. Wiltshire Plans take precedence so surely the MANP should come later? 

 
The plan is intended to cover up to 2036 but many of the Wiltshire documents and especially the 
settlement boundary documentation runs until 2026.Presumably therefore, the MANP covers 2026- 
2036 or how is this reconciled? 

 
The main development areas in the MANP are outside the current settlement boundary as defined 
in the Wiltshire documents (ref Core policy 2). Since the presumption, stated in those documents, is 
that developments outside the boundary will be refused, how can these developments be 
realistically proposed? 

 
Given the AONB and the policy to not extend settlement boundaries in it, any such proposals are 
likely to be rejected and/or subject to appeal to very high levels. This has happened in the recent 
past when proposals were dismissed by the Secretary of State. 

 

MANP Housing Needs Study dates from 2016 and questions covered a 5 year period, so to 2021. 
By definition, it is no longer applicable, especially see COVID comment above. 

 
The housing aspects are erroneously driven by the need for a certain number of affordable houses 
(80) and policy MARL1 and this then drives the total number of houses. A more holistic approach is 
needed, looking at total requirements of all types, considering national and local socio-economic 
aspects. 

 
The 180 total/80 affordable numbers from the 2016 study are already exceeded by the approved 
developments at Rabley, Salisbury Road and approvals expected at brownfield sites. These total 
about 440/160 approx. 

 
There are no plans to further develop business parks etc in Marlborough (nearest being RWB) so 
no new employment. This brings further doubt onto future housing demand. 

 
The MANP contains too few proposals to improve local education, health, leisure, transport, car 



parking to cope with an increased population inherent to the plan. 
 

The MANP contains no specific local traffic management proposals to cover the increased 
population inherent to the plan, especially given that Marlborough will continue to be dormitory town 
but with much through traffic. 

 
The car park proposal using land on the common is not satisfactory. It is too far from the town, with 
a steep slope en route and will not be used routinely. A difficult problem but this cannot simply be 
bypassed especially with the inherent population increase in the MANP. 

 
The logical site for the medical centre is where it is now, next to a large car park in the town centre. 
It should be enlarged, perhaps by adding a second storey and/or building on its current small staff 
car park and perhaps incorporating the pharmacy. 

 
The Barton Dene site and its associated words have a number of problems. 

 
It is noteworthy that the medical centre, originally an implied condition of development as an 
attractive offer from the land owner, is now downplayed from earlier versions of the MANP and if 
not wanted (presumably by the local preactice) then more houses will be built resulting in enhanced 
returns to the landowners etc. 

 
The site already has the Leisure Centre, teacher’s houses and several College facilities, some with 
listed status. Access is narrow and difficult. The site is steeply sloped and has much biodiversity. It 
seems unlikely that 40 houses and a medical centre could be accommodated, making this area 
less credible. 

 
Planning application K/53180/F in 2005 for the 6 teachers houses now built, had (< I believe>) a 
commitment from the landowner not to further develop the site. I cannot check as the documents 
are not on line amd COVID has prevented access by othe means. This needs checking. 
A medical centre at Barton Dene is not well situated. This is the edge of town, has no reasonable 
bus service (contrary to what the MANP says), no footpath/cycle path access, no nearby pharmacy 
etc. Further, the resulting car park requirements (it absolutely must have its own car park otherwise 
on-street parking will be a nightmare) of say 30 spaces, coupled with say 60 spaces for the 40 
houses further complicates the site's credibility. 

 
The words associated with the Barton Dene site (“The housing scheme shall not….”) are not 
definitive enough and allows the developer to finish building before any agreement ref the medical 
centre. This allows a “hold to ransom” situation to develop (as happened at the bottom of Grantham 
Hill). In other words, development permission must be withheld until a contract for the medical 
centre is in place (wherever it turns out to be. 

 
Do you wish to be notified of the decision on the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan 
proposal? 

 
No 
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Dear Sirs 



 

Please find attached my comments on the Marlborough Neighbourhood Plan. 
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1  

Comments on the Draft Marlborough Neighbourhood Plan 

The Plan is premature 

The Plan must conform to the Wiltshire Core Strategy which is currently to 2026. 

The Neighbourhood Plan however covers the period up to 2036 for which there is 
no strategic guidance. 

Wiltshire Council are in the process of reviewing the Strategic Plan and extending its 
period to cover the period 2016-2036. The Neighbourhood Plan is premature until 
Wiltshire have adopted Strategic guidance up to 2036. 

As it currently stands under the Core strategy to 2026 Marlborough is required to 
provide: 

680 houses, and 3ha of employment 

By 2019 Marlborough had provided 721 houses (built under construction or with 
planning permission). 

No new employment land has been provided in the town since 2006 and many 
employment premises have been redeveloped for housing. 

Therefore, Marlborough has already exceeded the Wiltshire housing requirement to 
2026, and there is no need for any new housing land to be provided until then. 
Wiltshire have not decided the requirements beyond 2026. 

No new employment land has been provided in Marlborough which means that all 
new residents must commute out of town to jobs elsewhere, leading to even more 
congestion and pollution. This level of population increase with no local 
employment is unbalanced and unsustainable. 

Wiltshire are the Planning Authority and it is not the function of a Neighbourhood 
Plan to set strategic policy beyond 2026. The emerging Local Plan Review up to 2036 
will set out the strategic guidance expected to be adopted in 2023 and the MANAP 
should conform to that plan and it is currently therefore premature. 

Simply adding more houses with no realistic prospect of employment land or new 
industrial estates or business parks in the AONB is unsustainable because it will lead 
to more commuting and strain on the current infrastructure and air quality. 

Lack of Public Consultation on the Draft Neighbourhood Plan 

Over the last 18 months the communication and consultation with the public has 
been inadequate and unsatisfactory and the public have had no opportunity to see 
an exhibition, engage with the Steering Group and their Consultants, or have an 
appreciation of the plans. As the Plan is premature and as coronavirus restrictions 
have been lifted there should be a proper engagement with the public on the plans 
being submitted. 

The Draft Neighbourhood Plan should be deferred until there is a proper Public 
Consultation so that the Steering Group can explain why the Neighbourhood Plan is 



2  

being progressed in advance of the Wiltshire Local Plan and why more houses are 
being proposed with no new infrastructure or jobs. 

Housing Proposals 

The entire housing strategy is based on a public opinion survey carried out in 2016. 
This survey asked people if they wanted to move house by 2021 and what they 
thought they could afford 5 years later. 

From this survey the Steering Group came up with a need for 175 affordable houses. 
96 affordable houses are already under construction and the Steering Group say 
there is a residual requirement for 80 new affordable homes. 

The Steering Group Chairman on 26th January Zoom meeting admits this is a novel 
and unique way of calculating housing needs and is not a recognised Planning 
Housing Needs Analysis Calculation. 

A proper Housing Survey should also take into consideration the actual availability of 
existing affordable houses, of which there are 773 + 96 under construction. 

This whole exercise, which is out of date anyway and only covers the period up to 
2021, provides insufficient evidence to support the housing strategy AND even if it 
was correct fails to take into account the actual supply of affordable housing, and 
those which will be built as part of brownfield site redevelopments. 

Existing affordable houses are constantly becoming available for re-let and I 
understand that over the last 4 years 80 existing affordable houses have been re-let 
which meets the figure which the Steering Group say was required. 

No evidence has been provided to support any particular number of houses and the 
Neighbourhood Plan proposes 130 houses without any basis in fact. 

Sustainability 

I understand that the planning system is intended to promote sustainability and 
address climate change; increasing housing in a country town with no rail service 
and a poor bus service with few jobs is not sustainable. 

The 3 ha of employment land required by the Current Core Strategy has not been 
provided and the Neighbourhood Plan proposes none to 2036. 

The Neighbourhood Plan will lead to more commuting and congestion and pollution, 
and demand on the existing infrastructure. 

New housing should be located near to jobs and services, in order to reduce 
commuting for people with cars and to facilitate access to jobs for people without 
private transport. 

There are 280 houses with planning permission yet to be built and 160 houses which 
WC forecast will be built on brownfield sites by 2031, totalling 440 houses already in 
the pipeline. The 130 additional houses in the Plan means that the town will grow by 
570 houses with approximately 1500 additional people, with no new jobs or 
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approved social and physical infrastructure. 

The Plan is clearly NOT sustainable. 

Medical Centre 

Any proposal for a replacement or additional medical centre should surely have a 
specific chapter dedicated to it, and a full explanation and a detailed site plan and 
layout plan included, as this is a facility that ALL residents of Marlborough use; 
instead it scarcely gets a mention and only appears in a section devoted to a 
housing site. 

Also, there is no explanation or evidence as to why the medical centre needs to be 
moved. The current medical centre is in a central location in the town centre, 
accessible from all bus routes on the High Street and George Lane, and is adjacent to 
a large public carpark. 

There is no plan showing where the new medical centre may be sited in Barton 
Dene near the leisure centre, nor any indication to its access, or parking availability, 
or its size, number of storeys, etc. Public transport to this area is limited and there is 
no room for buses to turn. 

Parking at the leisure centre during normal times is usually limited and the MANP 
parking survey concluded that all on road parking spaces on College Fields outside 
the leisure centre were occupied constantly throughout the day, essentially making 
College Fields a single carriageway road. 

The Steering Group Consultants and Marborough College Consultants who own the 
land have had several years to produce a concept plan showing the layout of the 
houses, medical centre access arrangements and car parking that is proposed in this 
Plan. Instead the diagrammatic plan provides no confidence about what is actually 
proposed. The policy for Barton Dene states that if the medical centre is not 
implemented the land can be developed for housing which may be its ultimate use 
or even real intention. 

Additionally, there is no indication that the Clinical Care Group have been consulted 
or support this. Instead, they will be approached if the plan is approved. This is a 
back to front approach. 

If more space is needed it seems there is ample space next to the existing medical 
centre to extend in its current town centre location, perhaps including the 
pharmacy. 

It is not clear whether the proposed medical is a replacement for the existing 
medical centre or an additional facility. 

As a user of the medical centre I would have expected there to have been 
considerably more Public Consultation on this major proposal, the reasons for it, its 
justification, time scale, accessibility etc etc 

In any event I do not support this location for a major community facility as it is 
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inappropriate compared to the existing one in the town centre location. 

Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) 

Marlborough is a Kennet Valley Town situated in a protected landscape of national 
importance. The landscape was declared an AONB to conserve its landscape quality 
and this should be the most important guiding principle. 

Last year Wiltshire Council adopted a new Settlement Boundary for Marlborough 
within which development may take place. 

Development on Greenfield Land on the edge of town in the AONB and outside the 
Settlement Boundary will have an adverse effect on the AONB and the setting of the 
town. I understand that major developments in the AONB’s are only possible in 
‘exceptional circumstances’. The MANP does not give any exceptional circumstances 
which would justify its proposals. 

Development on Greenfield land is unnecessary anyway as Wiltshire Council already 
forecast 160 houses will be built in Marlborough on Brownfield land by 2031. 

The Common and Parking 

The Parking survey identifies that there is a lack of parking in the Town Centre for 
residents and visitors. 

The only site the Steering Group have come up with is on the Common next to the 
rugby club, which will be very inconvenient for everybody other than users of the 
rugby club. Residents want to park by their homes to unload shopping, charge their 
cars etc and visitors want to be in the town where the shops and teashops and 
toilets etc are located. 

Shoppers with shopping bags need to park near shops. Why couldn’t part of the 
existing central car park be sold or leased to a commercial parking operator to build 
a 3 storey central car park. 

Also, as the Common was given for everyone to enjoy, the Town Council as 
custodians of the land should prepare an overall management and landscape and 
environmental plan for the whole Common, including any other changes to it that 
they are considering. 

Sporting Facilities 

The Neighbourhood Plan itself highlights the lack of sporting facilities although the 
Plan itself fails to address this issue. 

The POS and Sports survey by WC states there is a shortage of POS and sports 
facilities in Marlborough already. A further 570 houses with 1500 additional people 
will compound this issue. 

Conclusion 

As a local resident interested in the environment and the town generally the 
publication of this Draft Plan which contains policies up to 2036 is ill-conceived as 



 

the Core Strategy only covers the period up to 2026 and I object to the Plan as a whole. 

As Wiltshire Council are preparing a countywide plan up to 2036 which will be published in a few 
months the Neighbourhood Plan is premature and should be postponed until the Wiltshire Local 
Plan has been adopted which will set out the strategic housing and employment policies for the 
town. 

I do not support the Plan. 
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All parts of the ANP are in scope of our representation 

 
Comment: 

 
REPRESENTATIONS OF COLLEGE FIELDS AND BARTON PARK RESIDENTS’ ASSOCIATION TO THE 
MARLBOROUGH AREA NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN 

 

There are some good points in the MANP, especially regarding Conservation Areas, Greenspaces etc. 
However, there are a number of fundamental flaws in the plan and the College Fields and Barton Park 
Residents Association object to these as set out below. These flaws are extensive and it seems as a 
consequence that the plan as a whole needs fundamental revision. 

 
Our concerns are set out below. 

 

1 The role of the Neighbourhood Plan 
 

NPPF para 17 makes it clear that it is the Local Planning Authority (Wiltshire Council) function to 
prepare and adopt Strategic Policies. NPPF para 20 makes it clear that it is the Local Planning Authority role 
and responsibility to set out strategic policies for Housing and Employment provision, Infrastructure and 
Community facilities such as health provision etc. Para 28 makes it clear that non- strategic policies should be 
used for planning at neighbourhood level. 

 
The adopted strategic policies are set out in the Wiltshire Core Strategy. However the MANP appears to set 
out new and different strategic policies than those in the Core Strategy by proposing significantly more 
housing and no employment and therefore does not conform to the NPPF because the Neighbourhood Plan 



 

Steering Group appear to have taken on the role of setting strategic planning policies rather than non-strategic 
policies. 
2 Timescale and Prematurity. 

 
The Neighbourhood Plan should be in general conformity with the Core Strategy. The timescale of the Core 
Strategy is 2006-2026. The timescale of the Neighbourhood Plan is 2021-2036. Whilst it is permissible for a 
NP to have a different timescale its policies are still required to be in general conformity with the adopted Core 
Strategy. The adopted Core Strategy required land to be made available for the development of 680 houses 
and 3ha of employment land in Marlborough between 2006 and 2026. 

 
In the Housing Land Supply Statement published by Wiltshire Council in December 2020 with a base date of 
April 2019 shows that by April 2019, 494 houses had been built and there was planning permission` for a 
further 227 houses making a total of 721 houses. The housing requirement to 2026 has therefore been met 
and exceeded. During this time no new employment land had been made available and in fact many 
previously existing employment premises and sites had been lost and redeveloped for housing including: 
Citroen garage on Granham Hill; Council depot on Salisbury Road; Builders yard on London Road and 
Ailesbury Court offices on the High Street converted to flats. 

 
There is no strategic policy for the period beyond 2026 although WC are now preparing a Local Plan which will 
have a timescale to 2036. 

 

Despite there being no strategic policy beyond 2026 the MANP proposes a further 130 houses and no new 
employment. The NP therefore does not conform to the Core Strategy and is premature in proposing strategic 
development up to 2036 on its own behalf before any strategic guidance has been approved by the strategic 
planning authority. 

 
WC Development Plan Scheme states that the Local Plan to 2036 is expected to be published in the first 
quarter of 2022 and adopted in 2023.The MANP does not conform to the Core Strategy to 2026 and cannot 
conform to the Local Plan as this does not yet exist. The MANP should therefore be deferred until the Local 
Plan is adopted and at that time it should contain policies in conformity to the adopted Local Plan. Until then 
the MANP is premature. 

 

3 The MANP does not propose sustainable development. 
 

Para 7 of the NPPF states that the purpose of the planning system is to contribute the achievement of 
sustainable development. Para 11 states that ‘all plans should promote a sustainable pattern of development.’ 
The adopted Core Strategy proposed a balanced housing and employment strategy for Marlborough 
comprising of 680 houses and 3ha of new employment development. As of April 2019, 721 houses had been 
built or had planning permission but no new employment had been provided and no new employment land 
identified. In fact, some previous employment land and buildings had been developed for residential use. This 
has led to an increase in commuting. As Marlborough has no train station and public transport is generally 
poor most commuting is by private car. This in turn has led to a noticeable increase in congestion and air 
quality in the town centre is frequently below WHO standards. MANP proposes 130 additional houses and WC 
estimated in January 2021 that there would be 160 houses delivered on brownfield sites in the urban area by 
2031 increasing the number of houses by 290. When added to the 721 houses built or with planning 
permission the increase in 
the number of houses would exceed 1,000 (with perhaps 3,000 people).This level of growth in a small town 
with no new employment or infrastructure is unsustainable and will simply add to commuter traffic and a 
reduction in air quality. 

 
4 No evidence base 

 

The housing proposals in the MANP have no basis in evidence. The NP housing strategy is based solely on a 
2016 housing opinion survey -mis-named as a housing needs survey. The survey asked every resident over 
the age of 16 whether they were likely to move house by 2021 and what they could afford. From this the NP 
Steering Group assume that 175 affordable houses were required. The Steering Group acknowledged that 96 
new affordable houses were currently under construction at Salisbury Road and Rabley Wood View. 
According to the NP Steering Group this left a requirement for about 80 additional affordable houses. 

 
Para 61 of the NPPF states that housing needs assessments must be carried out using the ‘standard method’ 
as set out in national guidance.The MANP opinion survey does not follow the standard method or indeed any 
credible method. In any case it is out of date. Thirdly the conclusions of the survey do not even reflect the 



 

actual survey results. Para 5.3.2 of the Cobweb report confirms that the survey results were altered because 
they thought that more young people should have responded and so they ‘weighted’ the results (in some 
unspecified way) to inflate the number and then assumed what these imaginary people could afford 5 years 
after the survey. 

 
Most significantly the survey failed to take into account the actual supply of affordable homes and the rate of 
re-lets. The Affordable Housing Study for Wiltshire published by Wiltshire Council in 2018 pointed out that the 
greatest supply of affordable homes is in fact re-lets and about 9,000 affordable homes are made available in 
Wiltshire each year from the re-letting of existing affordable homes. 

 

There are 733 affordable houses in Marlborough (plus the 96 under - construction), and of the existing homes, 
20 are re-let each year. In the years 2016 -2020, 80 affordable homes were made available to new tenants - 
which is the number suggested in the MANP in any case. WC have also confirmed that of the 80 homes made 
available in the four years, only 19 tenants could be found in Marlborough. The remaining 61 affordable 
homes were re-let to people from all over Wiltshire and from the Housing Association operating area beyond 
Wiltshire. As there are no new jobs in the area these tenants will also have to commute to work. 

 
Over the 15 years of the NP from 2021-2036, 300 affordable homes can be expected to be made available 
plus the 96 under construction. There is clearly a significant supply of affordable homes to meet local needs. 
There is no evidence to support the Steering Group original assumption that there needs to be additional 
affordable homes to meet local needs.There are many towns in Wiltshire where there are good employment 
opportunities where there is clearly a need for affordable homes such as Chippenham, Salisbury, Warminster 
etc. Affordable homes resources should be provided in the areas of greatest need. 

 
In any event the NP Steering Group make no attempt to justify why they propose 130 houses in total. 

 
The housing number has no evidence or justification and should be deleted as should all reference to the 
flawed housing opinion survey. 

 
5 No exceptional circumstances for AONB sites 

 

Of the 130 houses proposed in the MANP, 90 are proposed on greenfield land in the North Wessex Downs 
AONB. NPPF para 176 states that ‘great weight should be given to conserving and enhancing landscape and 
scenic beauty in National Parks, the Broads and Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty which have the highest 
status of protection in relation to these issues’. Para 176 also states that ‘the scale and extent of development 
within all these designated areas should be limited’. 

 
Para 177 states that permission should be refused for major development other than in ‘exceptional 
circumstances, and where it can be demonstrated that the development is in the public interest’. 

 
The MANP does not provide any evidence to justify allocating two sites for strategic development (behind 
Marleberg Grange on Salisbury Road, and on Barton Dene, behind the leisure centre). The MANP does not 
attempt to explain any ‘exceptional circumstances’ or to explain why building on protected landscapes is ‘in 
the public interest’. 

 
Neither allocation was accompanied by any sort of Landscape or Visual Impact Assessment. The access to 
Salisbury Road site is unclear as the roads at this end of the existing development are narrow culs de sac and 
there are mature trees at the road ends.The access to the Barton Dene site is unclear and part of the 
allocation seems to be already developed with houses. 

 
In February 2020 a new Settlement Boundary was adopted as part of the Development Plan, and within which 
development should be contained. The greenfield sites proposed in the MANP are both outside the Settlement 
Boundary. 

 
Both these allocations should be deleted. 

6 Scenario tests 

As part of the preliminary work on preparing the Local Plan Wiltshire Council tested a number of 
housing and employment combinations. WC tested 3 scenarios for Marlborough. One scenario assumed 3ha 
of new employment, another assumed 4ha of new employment land and only one scenario assumed no new 
employment in Marlborough . This scenario limited the new houses to 50 in addition to the 227 houses which 



 

already have planning permission. 
 

WC also estimated that 160 houses could be accommodated on brownfield land by 2031. Therefore, it is safe 
to assume that 50 houses can be built on brownfield land. In fact, in recent months there have been three 
planning applications -for 24 houses on the empty police station on George Lane and 15 at St Peter’s School 
on London Road – section 106 agreements are currently being prepared for these sites .7 flats were also 
recently approved as conversion of offices in the final part of at Ailsbury Court. The MANP also allocates 40 
houses on brownfield sites although 10 of these at Kelham Gardens appear to be in the flood plain. There is 
clear evidence that a significant number of new homes can be built on brownfield sites in accordance with the 
NPPF priorities to make ‘effective use of urban land’ and in compliance with Core Strategy 2. 

 
There is therefore no need for any greenfield sites to be allocated. 

7 No evidence for medical centre. 

Within the housing policy for Barton Dene the MANP proposes ‘land for a medical centre’ adjoining the leisure 
centre. The policy also states that if there are no proposals to build it then the land will be released for 
housing. Part of the land earmarked for the medical centre appears to be on top of the leisure centre. The 
access to this area is unclear and there is no parking for the medical centre. 

 
This proposal has no justification whatsoever. The Clinical Care Commissioning Group do not appear to have 
requested it or support it. There is no evidence about why it has been proposed, whether it is a replacement 
for the current centre or a new additional facility. 

 

In any event this is an inappropriate location. Public transport is poor, it is not central to the town, it has no 
parking, and patients, staff and visitors will simply park further and further up College Fields and narrow 
residential streets. 

 

If additional floorspace is required by the existing medical centre there is ample land adjacent to the existing 
medical centre to facilitate an extension possibly linked with the existing pharmacy. The current location is in 
the centre of town, next to bus services and large car park and is ideal for linked trips. 

 
We would have expected that proposals to relocate or provide additional major social infrastructure would 
have had a complete chapter devoted to this in the NP and would be the subject of a separate and detailed 
public consultation. As it is this proposal is easily missed as it comprises a couple of lines in a housing policy. 
This does not appear to be a serious proposition and should therefore not be taken seriously. 

 
The MANP proposal for a medical facility of unspecified size, with unspecified access and no parking or bus 
service has no merit, justification or evidence and should be deleted. 

 

8 Proposals on the Common 
 

The MANP proposes an extension to the cemetery and a new car park. The car park is poorly related to the 
town and is unlikely to be used by shoppers or workers in town. It appears that it will be used mainly by the 
Rugby Club as an extension to their current car park. No ecological evidence has been provided for these 
proposals. Also, as they are development of Common Land these proposals require specific approval by the 
Secretary of State under the Commons Registration Act and are not in the gift of a NP Steering Group. In any 
event the NP should not be used to extend a private club car park. 

 

The proposals suggest that this car park will be unmanaged, unregulated and unlit and has poor 
pedestrian access into town, particularly along Hyde Road -which is narrow, unlit and has no footpaths. This 
car park may well be used by overnight visitors as a free facility, especially as there will be no restrictions on 
entry etc. 

 
This should be a matter for a planning application in the normal way rather than a NP allocation. It should be 
up the Rugby Club or Town Council to seek the approval of the Secretary of State. The proposed allocation for 
the car park should be deleted. 

 

The proposal for the cemetery extension should be accompanied by further environmental information, or 
alternatively and more appropriately this should be deleted and left for the Town Council to prepare a planning 
application in the normal way and for the Town Council to seek approval of the Secretary of State. 



 

9 Support for Greenspace designation 
 

We support the designation of the sites as Greenspaces in the MANP and especially the one in College Fields 
and Barton Park, which serves our community. 

 

This is a valued area of Public Open Space used on a daily basis by local people despite WC having provided 
no facilities on the site for any age group in the last 35 years. This area of 1.8 ha was provided by the 
developer as public open space as part of the development of about 310 houses and given to Kennet District 
Council (now Wiltshire Council) in about 1985. No signs identifying it as POS were ever put up and no play 
equipment was ever provided and it was not included on the council POS register. In 2014 WC refused to 
confirm its status and so an application was made to have it designated as a Village Green. The application 
was supported by 186 witness statements and 100 people attended the public Inquiry. At the Inquiry WC 
agreed at the outset that the land was used by the community and counsel for WC acknowledged repeatedly 
that the land was Public Open Space and therefore could not be a Village Green. 

 
The MANP proposes this area be designated as Greenspace. It appears that WC object to this 
designation because they say it does not meet the tests in NPPF para 102. 

 
In our view the designation as Greenspace does meet the tests in Para 102 of the NPPF because: 

 

- it is centrally located 
- demonstrably special to residents as so many gave evidence and attended the inquiry 

- it is local in nature and not extensive. In fact it is 4.4 acres to serve about 310 houses which meets the NPFA 
standard of 4.5 acres per 1,000 population. 

 
This land should remain designated as Greenspace as proposed in the MANP. 

10 Conclusion 

The MANP fails to conform to National Policy regarding the role of Strategic plans and Neighbourhood plans 
and the proposals would lead to an unbalanced strategy and unsustainable development and the 
Neighbourhood Plan has taken on a strategic role contrary to legislation. The NP proposes major development 
in the AONB without there being any exceptional circumstances. 

 
The MANP fails to conform to strategic policies. The Core Strategy contains guidance and policies up to 
2026.The MANP contains policies up to 2036 which are not in general conformity to adopted policy. The 
adopted strategic housing requirements to 2026 have already been exceeded however the employment land 
requirement has not ben achieved and has no prospect of being achieved. This has resulted in unbalanced 
development, commuting, congestion and poor air quality. Therefore, not only has development not been in 
conformity with the balanced Core Strategy to date, but the NP proposes to exacerbate this imbalance further 
by proposing additional houses and no employment. The NP proposes development outside the recently 
adopted Settlement Boundary and in the AONB without justification. 

 
There is no evidence whatsoever to justify the NP proposals, and the housing opinion survey is deeply flawed, 
out of date and irrelevant and the results of even that flawed survey were manipulated or weighted in some 
way. There has been no Landscape and Visual Impact Assessments, air quality or environmental studies and 
the strategy set out in the NP has never been tested. The only scenario tested which has no new employment 
land was for 50 houses. 

 
There is no justification for the cursory suggestion for a medical centre behind the leisure centre. 

There is no justification for a new car park as an extension to the rugby club car park on the Common. 

The site is not convenient for the town centre being up a hill and the proposal is that it would be 
unmanaged and unlit. The access into town along Hyde Road is narrow, unlit and has no footpaths. This car 
park would probably only be used by the rugby club and overnight visitors wanting a free pitch. 

 

The plan as whole is unsound and should be rejected, or substantially amended with the public 
re-consulted, or deferred until the Wiltshire Local Plan is approved at which time it can be amended to 
generally conform to it. 

 

Do you wish to be notified of the decision on the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan proposal? 



 

Yes 
 

 

Comment ID: 11 
 

Response date: 05/11/21 18:14 

Status: Processed 

Submission Type: Web 

Version: 0.3 

To which part of the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan does your comment relate? 

 
section 6.9 of the NHP (as per Policy MARL 1A) 

 
Comment: 

 
It’s important that the GPs are part of any indicative land, premises, or site allocation to ensure that services 
are being provided in the right geographical location. The Barton Dene site referred to in section 6.9 of the 
NHP (as per Policy MARL1A) is not the preferred workable location, therefore; an alternative will need to be 
explored and provisions made. 

 

The Wording in Policy MAR1 will need to be amended to reflect this. 
 

The response is on behalf of the commissioners and KAMP Surgery, which will set out the demands on 
healthcare infrastructure from housing growth development scheme will impact on demand for services. 

 

NHS BSW (BaNES, Swindon and Wiltshire Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) currently commissions 
Primary Care Services across BaNES, Wiltshire, Swindon and Shrivenham. Wiltshire locality also 
commissions a full range of the health care services for this population which includes hospital, community 
and other health support services. 

 
NHS BSW CCG have found more recently further increasing pressure from housing growth 
developments that are situated within Marlborough and the surrounding areas which patients across boroughs 
and healthcare boundaries. This is putting further pressure on all healthcare service capacity including the 
planning and sourcing of GP resources and provision within their own regions. 

 
The planning of additional Primary Care Services and other healthcare provision for housing growth is key to 
ensuring that future capacity is sufficient to meet the service need. The premises space and workforce are key 
to to the delivery of primary care and healthcare, therefore; a lack of premises space and insufficient staff puts 
severe pressure and will impact on already long wait times for appointments and 

 
The size, location and configuration of delivering additional new health infrastructure is determined by taking 
into account the NHS 10-year plan on prevention, various policies by the Department of Health, NHS, Public 
Health England, LMC guidelines including the Delivering a ‘Net Zero’ NHS for 2040. 

 

The delivery of the procured primary care service will be subject to the inclusion and availability of funding and 
developer contributions and looking for an innovative solution in conjunction with the Wiltshire Council. 

 

In addition, the NHS will need to increase access to other services provision including Children’s 
Services, Mental Health Services, Community Services, and Acute Services including patient bed capacity. It 
will also impact on emergency services such as ambulance and A&E services 

 
The impact of non-recurrent (capital) and recurrent (service provision) infrastructure costs as a direct result of 
new housing development are very significant and is recognised in the emerging health infrastructure 
strategies, Wiltshire Local Plan, delivery plans and support for developer contributions. 

 
Below provides more information regarding the need to Pirmary Care and Health Care services current 
capacity and provision to support 



 

 

1 Primary Care and Health Care Service 
 

1.1 KAMP Surgery forms part of the East Kennet Primary Care Network (PCN) a network of 
GPs that work closer together and often have a shared vision for delivering patient care 

 
1.2 KAMP Surgery is the GP practice that has any proposed housing growth within their contractual boundary, 
therefore; the population growth (based on 2.3 patients per dwelling) would automatically expect this practice 
to provide their Primary Care (GP) service needs 

 

1.3 This practice has seen a significant growth in patient list size over the last 5 years due to 
constant housing growth and as a result are currently at a short fall of internal floor area for the size of its 
current patient list. Therefore, this practice does not have sufficient capacity within the practice premises to 
increase to meet the demand of further anticipated growth and further growth required for Primary Care 

 
1.4 The practice currently has a premises capacity gap which equates to circa 290m2 which could 
accommodate circa a 4,000-patient list size, when considering their PCN the gap 

 
1.5 In addition to the above, increased access to other services provision including Children’s 
Services, Mental Health Services, Community Services, and Acute Services including patient bed capacity will 
need to factored in, many of these services are at capacity due to insufficient workforce and/or insufficient 
premises capacity to host the workforce 

 
1.6 There is one District General Hospital – Great Western Hospital which is already experiencing significant 
pressure in terms of demand and capacity on services from the existing population 

 

1 Workforce 
 

2.1 KAMP Surgery along with all GP surgeries across the country are experiencing significant and growing 
strain with struggling to recruit staff and patients having to wait longer for appointments. Additional increase in 
patients without having the appropriate staffing model in place together with insufficient premises space will 
put the staff under severe pressure and will impact on already long wait times for appointments 

 
2.2 Over the last decades, the demand on health services has risen dramatically. This, in part, 
can be attributed to a growing and ageing population, as well as advances in medicine and technology that 
have enabled a wider range of healthcare services to be provided. KAMP Surgery have adapted to meet these 
changes also to increase staff in response to safe staffing guidelines 

 
In some cases, the NHS has been unable to keep pace with the increased demand for staff 
by managing the inflows and retention of its workforce, gaps have appeared 

 

2.3 Alongside some long-term trends, GPs have been at the forefront of the NHS’s response to 

the COVID-19 pandemic whilst maintaining non-COVID care for patients throughout. This has also entailed 
the GP practices supporting community and the hospital services significantly more to enable them 
concentrate on acutely ill patients and more services being by GPs 

 

2.4 KAMP Surgery has seen its’ GP workforce shrink for various reasons including a retiring 
workforce and a lack of new recruits coming through, this has and continues to impact on the service delivery 
model and leaves the practice over stretched 
2.5 Nursing staff in GP practices has as equally seen a shrinking workforce with over one-third of staff are 
over 55 years old, therefore this will leave the practices challenged with workforce 

 

3.0 Summary 
 

3.1 Based upon the above, to maintain good care and sufficient adequate capacity to the existing GP 
population this development is objected to, it is felt that this housing growth would put too much pressure on 
the GP service. 

 
3.2 The CCG is currently supporting and working with PCNs and other health care services to work through 
the planning and support for demand and capacity. This is being done through various policies, strategies, and 
plans 



 

3.3 Based upon the above it should be acknowledged that the need to factor Primary Care and 
Health Care premises provision will be key to enable the healthcare infrastructure delivery to meet the 
healthcare needs of the population increase. 

 

Do you wish to be notified of the decision on the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan proposal? 
Yes 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Comment ID: 13 

Response date: 07/11/21 

Status: Processed 

Submission Type: 0.3 

Version: All 

To which part of the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan does your comment relate? All 

 
Comment: 

 

Marlborough has seen more than enough development and house building in recent years, with existing 

road, school and GP resources stretched to breaking point. The Salisbury road is often gridlocked 

following the massive housing development already completed there. Similar congestion can be seen 

in the High Street and George Lane. NO MORE houses should be built in this area at all. 

In terms of climate change we should be looking at maintaining Marlborough's AONB status by 

maintaining greenfield sites and planting more trees in areas currently marked for development. Also 

with no rail line and a poor bus service more homes should NOT be built in Marlborough, bur rather 

in proximity to employment locations like Swindon. Encouraging commuting from Marlborough is again 

contrary to green principles. 

 
Do you wish to be notified of the decision on the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan proposal? 
Yes 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Comment ID: 14 
 

Response date: 07/11/21 16:39 

Status: Processed 

Submission Type: Web 

Version: 0.3 

To which part of the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan does your comment relate? All of it 

 
Comment: 



 

 

Considering we are going through a period in our lives of extreme climate change and environmental 

damage being caused by pollution, to build further houses in an area of outstanding natural beauty 

on greenfield sites will only lead to further damage and disease in these areas. To consider brownfield 

site is a much more obvious answer. 

Already Marlborough is struggling to cope with the population and traffic with the infrasture that is 
already in place. 

We whoolly disagree with the proposal for more houses being built in and around the small market 
town of Marlborough. 

 
Do you wish to be notified of the decision on the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan proposal? 
Yes 

 

 
Comment ID: 15 

 

Response date: 07/11/21 21:59 

Status: Processed 

Submission Type: Web 

Version: 0.3 

Comment: 

 
Areas designated for future development and process of consultation. We are pleased to see that the 

process of consultation has taken into consideration the views of local residents. We very much 

welcome and endorse the decisions made by Marlborough Town Council on future development and 

the nature of that development. We are particularly pleased to see that the decision to develop the 

site at the back of Elcot Lane/St John's Park is not to be taken forward, given the high level of local 

concern. We fully endorse the proposals and the MNP that has been put forward to Wiltshire Council. 

 
Do you wish to be notified of the decision on the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan proposal? 
Yes 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Comment ID: 16 
 

Response date: 07/11/21 22:15 

Status: Processed 

Submission Type: Web 

Version: 0.3 

To which part of the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan does your comment relate? 
1. Building in an AONB and specifically Barton Dene 

2. Surgery 



 

3. Housing and jobs 
 

Comment: 

 
Theme 1 

All areas of the plan are part of the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty with the start point being that 

building is prohibited. I do not agree that the developments proposed on greenfield sites can outweigh 

the detrimental effects on such beautiful areas, and believe that this will impact local wildlife, including 

owls, deer, muntjacs and bats. 

These areas are popular route for walkers enjoying the countryside and should be maintained to 

support the related health and leisure policies. 

There will be increased light (counter dark skies objectives) and noise pollution, from the housing and 

supporting infrastructure. This will be a particular challenge in the proposed Barton Dene development 

with the increased acoustics from the natural valley. 

The proposed layout for Barton Dene shown in the MANP does not minimise the additional roads 

required, including a road directly next to the copse that is to be retained to support the biodiversity. 

In the worst case that building is permitted, the area occupied should be minimised, use existing road 

structires and closer to the existing College staff houses, minimising the spread into the AONB. 

Theme 2 

The proposed relocation or new doctors surgery near the Leisure Centre does not have sufficient 
justification to offset the resulting traffic increase, congestion and carparking. The current surgery 
location has access to a significant sized car park and is very central, in walking distance of a number 
of retirement homes. There does not appear to be a strategic solution to the location of the surgery, 
rather one based on the convenience of building at the same time as the houses. 

Theme 3 

The MANP describes the volume of housing to be built in the future but not the jobs for the occupants. 
This will result in more commuting, impacting air quality. 

 
Do you wish to be notified of the decision on the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan proposal? 
Yes 

 
 

 
 _ 

 
 

 
Comment ID: 17 

Response date: 07/11/21 

Status: Processed 

Submission Type: Web 

Version: 0.3 

To which part of the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan does your comment relate? 

Building in an AONB, references include p.9, p.16, p.29 

 
Comment: 

 
All areas of the plan are part of the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty with the start point being that 

building is prohibted. I do not agree that the developments proposed can outweigh the detrimental 

effects on such beautiful areas, and believe thet will impact local wildlife, including owls, deer, muntjacs 



 

and bats. 

There will be increased light (counter dark skies objectives) and noise pollution, from the housing and 

supporting infrastructure. This will be a particular challenge in the proposed Barton Dene development 

with the increased acoustics from the natural valley. 

 
 
 

Do you wish to be notified of the decision on the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan proposal? 
Yes 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Comment ID: 18 
 

Response date: 07/11/21 15:08 

Status: Processed 

Submission Type: Email 

Version: 0.3 

Comment: 

 
Please find attached a letter in response to the above consultation. This letter is sent on behalf of the 

Marlborough Sports Forum and the sports clubs who are identified as signatories. I also attach a copy 

of the original submission of 11/2/21 to Marlborough Town Council made by the Sports Forum and 

identified clubs. 

 
 

Please could you acknowledge receipt. 

 
 

Kind regards 



 

 



 

         
 

04 November 2021 
 

 

Dear Sir 

MARLBOROUGH AREA NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN (MANP) 

As Chairs of the major sports clubs in Marlborough, we are submitting a joint communication 

regarding the consultation regarding the MANP. 

We had previously jointly commented on the Pre-Submission MANP (a copy of which is attached) 

which led to Sports Forum representatives being invited to a (Zoom) consultation meeting with the 

MANP authors on 25th March 2021. Following this meeting, the MANP was modified to include an 

additional one-page section (Policy MARL8: Protecting and Improving Sports Facilities). 

Although we recognise this addresses some of the concerns we had raised, it does not address or 

identify any plans, or even aspirations, for sports facilities in Marlborough for the next 15 years (after 

5 years in preparation). This is despite there being at least two firm proposals currently under 

consideration by the Marlborough Town Council i.e. a new multi-purpose “3G” pitch and an 

additional grass training area on the Common for youth football and rugby players. 

The absence of any such plans and aspirations is at odds with the recent Budget announcement of 

a government allocation of £205 million to provide 8,000 new sports pitches. For example, it would 

be helpful to see some wording to reflect that when/if any land becomes available then the 

opportunity for sports use is given weight at least equal to other possible uses when it is considered 

by the Town Council. 

We would urge Wiltshire Council to ask for the MANP to be reviewed to include some more concrete 

sporting ambitions for the town of Marlborough. 

Yours faithfully (as Chairs of the following Marlborough sports clubs) 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 

         
 

11 February 2021 

 

 
Dear Madam Town Clerk 

PRE-SUBMISSION MARLBOROUGH AREA NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN (MANP) 

As Chairs of the major sports clubs in Marlborough we are submitting a joint communication 

regarding the Pre-Submission MANP which was recently issued for public consultation. 

In the video introduction to the MANP the Chair of the Steering Committee states that “it’s very 

important that we introduce our young people to sport at an early age and give them the facilities to 

participate”. The MANP web site further suggest one of its aims is to meet the needs of the 

community for “sports facilities”. 

However, the 70 pages of the MANP references “sport” only once and that is, ironically, in the context 

of the Steering Committee having received “clear direction of what was important [including] 

improvement of local sports facilities”. In addition, on 18th January 2021, the Full Town Council 

meeting resolved “to increasing sporting facilities where possible”. 

We note the consultation exercise undertaken with a limited number of local sports clubs whose 

feedback is included in the Steering Group Working Document entitled “Open Spaces in MANP 

Parishes”. It is interesting to read of the club’s plans for future expansion but disappointing to read 

the conclusions in the report. “Following…. initial public consultations… the call for land …was not 

fruitful in identifying suitable land for improving local sports facilities. The cooperation between clubs 

and other organisations in sharing facilities is, at present, the only way forward.” 

Whilst local landowners have not been forthcoming with offers of land, we do not believe this should 

be the end of the matter as far as the MANP is concerned, for three reasons: 

1. There are two obvious sports proposals currently being considered by the Town Council, 

notably a request for an additional training area on the Common and a new sports facility at 

St John’s Academy. Both these proposals were discussed at the Full Town Council Meeting 

of 18th January 2021. We believe both should be referenced and supported in the MANP. 

 
2. We also note that a number of Policies contained within the Plan talk about “protecting” assets 

and facilities within the town – MARL9,15,16,17 refer. We are of the view that the MANP 

should add to these policies with the addition of one to be called “Protecting and enhancing 

sporting facilities”. Preserving the sport facilities we have now is equally as important as the 

other assets the MANP now rightly seeks to protect. 

 
3. Regardless of land being available, we are disappointed that the MANP sees cooperation 

between clubs as the only way forward. For us, the MANP is as much about the Town Council 

showing clear leadership as it is about how many houses will be built in the town. By omitting 

sports facilities from its myriad of policies, we believe the Town Council is abrogating its’ 

leadership role in local sports. We suggest that the addition of a sports policy would recognise 

the importance of sports to the Town, whereas the omission of such a policy would relegate 

sports to a position of secondary importance which we are certain is not the intention. 



 

We would urge the MANP Steering Committee to recognise the important role sports clubs play in 

the physical and mental well-being of the local community – as highlighted by the current pandemic 
- and to be more ambitious in their plans for the Town’s sporting community through to 2036. 

We believe the draft MANP is weakened by the omission of any plans for sport, but we would be 

happy to redress this by working closely and speedily with members of the Steering Group to help 

formulate a sports policy we believe is essential if the MANP strategy is to deliver on the objectives 

the Plan seeks to achieve. 

Yours sincerely (as Chairs of the following Marlborough sports clubs) 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 

         
 

11 February 2021 

 

 
Dear Madam Town Clerk 

PRE-SUBMISSION MARLBOROUGH AREA NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN (MANP) 

As Chairs of the major sports clubs in Marlborough we are submitting a joint communication 

regarding the Pre-Submission MANP which was recently issued for public consultation. 

In the video introduction to the MANP the Chair of the Steering Committee states that “it’s very 

important that we introduce our young people to sport at an early age and give them the facilities to 

participate”. The MANP web site further suggest one of its aims is to meet the needs of the 

community for “sports facilities”. 

However, the 70 pages of the MANP references “sport” only once and that is, ironically, in the context 

of the Steering Committee having received “clear direction of what was important [including] 

improvement of local sports facilities”. In addition, on 18th January 2021, the Full Town Council 

meeting resolved “to increasing sporting facilities where possible”. 

We note the consultation exercise undertaken with a limited number of local sports clubs whose 

feedback is included in the Steering Group Working Document entitled “Open Spaces in MANP 

Parishes”. It is interesting to read of the club’s plans for future expansion but disappointing to read 

the conclusions in the report. “Following…. initial public consultations… the call for land …was not 

fruitful in identifying suitable land for improving local sports facilities. The cooperation between clubs 

and other organisations in sharing facilities is, at present, the only way forward.” 

Whilst local landowners have not been forthcoming with offers of land, we do not believe this should 

be the end of the matter as far as the MANP is concerned, for three reasons: 

1. There are two obvious sports proposals currently being considered by the Town Council, 

notably a request for an additional training area on the Common and a new sports facility at 

St John’s Academy. Both these proposals were discussed at the Full Town Council Meeting 

of 18th January 2021. We believe both should be referenced and supported in the MANP. 

 
2. We also note that a number of Policies contained within the Plan talk about “protecting” assets 

and facilities within the town – MARL9,15,16,17 refer. We are of the view that the MANP 

should add to these policies with the addition of one to be called “Protecting and enhancing 

sporting facilities”. Preserving the sport facilities we have now is equally as important as the 

other assets the MANP now rightly seeks to protect. 

 
3. Regardless of land being available, we are disappointed that the MANP sees cooperation 

between clubs as the only way forward. For us, the MANP is as much about the Town Council 

showing clear leadership as it is about how many houses will be built in the town. By omitting 

sports facilities from its myriad of policies, we believe the Town Council is abrogating its’ 

leadership role in local sports. We suggest that the addition of a sports policy would recognise 

the importance of sports to the Town, whereas the omission of such a policy would relegate 

sports to a position of secondary importance which we are certain is not the intention. 



 

We would urge the MANP Steering Committee to recognise the important role sports clubs play in 

the physical and mental well-being of the local community – as highlighted by the current pandemic 
- and to be more ambitious in their plans for the Town’s sporting community through to 2036. 

We believe the draft MANP is weakened by the omission of any plans for sport, but we would be 

happy to redress this by working closely and speedily with members of the Steering Group to help 

formulate a sports policy we believe is essential if the MANP strategy is to deliver on the objectives 

the Plan seeks to achieve. 

Yours sincerely (as Chairs of the following Marlborough sports clubs) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 _  

 

Comment ID: 19 
 

Response date: 08/11/21 15:23 

Status: Processed 

Submission Type: Web 

Version: 0.3 

 

To which part of the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan does your comment relate? 
Building on an AONB; development on west side of Marlborough including GP surgery; Public Open Space on College 
Fields/Barton Park 

 
Comment: 

 
1. The MANP provides no evidence of exceptional circumstances that would require building on any part of the 
AONB surrounding the town. I oppose the proposals in the MANP to do so. 

2. All traffic into Marlborough from the west has to pass through the arch at Marlborough College. This is already 

dangerous (eg to cyclists) and with terrible air quality. This situation would be worsened by any development to 

the west and terribly exacerbated by moving the GP surgery to the leisure centre site. I oppose the MANP's 

development proposals to the west of the town, and as part of this I also oppose relocating the GP surgery 

which has ample parking and transport, and is centrally located. 

3. I support the designation of the Public Open Space at College Fields as Greenspace in the MANP. I can see 

no reason that supports Wiltshire Council's objection to this designation when assessing the public open space 

against the national guidelines. 

 
 

Do you wish to be notified of the decision on the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan proposal? Yes 
 

 
Comment ID: 20 

 
Response date: 08/11/21 15:34 

Status: Processed 

Submission Type: Web 

Version: 0.4 

To which part of the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan does your comment relate? 
The Town Centre 

 
Comment: 

 
Please refer to the submission I made to the Marlborough Town Council on 8th March 2021. I wish to add some 

illustrative material on how my scheme would enhance the town centre. 

I am sending today by e-mail all the relevant documentation as it is not possible to attach it herewith. 

 
 
 

Do you wish to be notified of the decision on the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan proposal? Yes 



 

 

Our ref. JCC/6235/CJ/Marlborough/L080321 town planning 
Suite 5, Oriel House, 26, The Quadrant, 

Richmond. TW9 1DL Tel: 020 3846 6390 
www. cu n n a n etow n p la n n in g. co. uk 

 

Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (MANP) 
c/o Marlborough Town Council 
5 High Street 
Marlborough 
SN8 1AA 

8th March 2021 
 
 

Dear Marlborough Town Council 
 

DRAFT NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN 
 

Please find attached my comments on the draft Neighbourhood Plan. 
 

Paragraph 6.10 of the Plan trails a forthcoming town centre plan. I do not believe this is a 
satisfactory solution to the regeneration needs of the town as set out in the objectives section 
of the Plan. The Neighbourhood Plan should take the opportunity to propose a regeneration 
strategy to be part of the policy of the Neighbourhood Plan and, when adopted, policy of the 
Statutory Development Plan for the town. 

 

I have prepared an outline regeneration strategy which is attached and linked it to my 
proposed amendments to Policy MARL 5. I believe that this strategy would kick off a viable 
regeneration strategy for the town and I would be very happy to discuss it with the 
Neighbourhood Plan team as part of the consultation process. 

 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Plan and I look forward to hearing from you 
in response to my comments. 

 
Please acknowledge safe receipt. 

Your sincerely 

 
 
 

 
Senior Partner 
CUNNANE TOWN PLANNING LLP 

 
 

Encs 
 

Cunnane Town Planning is the trading name of 

Cunnane Town Planning LLP. 

Registered no: OC318443. 

Registered Office: 

Suite 5, Oriel House, 26, The Quadrant, Richmond. TW9 1DL 

A List of Partners is available on request from the address above 

ISO 9001 Registered Firm 

 

Also: 

Northern Region: 

PO Box 305 

Manchester M21 3BQ 

Tel: 0161 861 0410 

 
 

Irish Practice: 

Cunnane Stratton Reynolds Ltd 

Dublin, Cork, Galway 

www.csrlandplan.ie 

 

 

c u n n a n e 

http://www/
http://www.csrlandplan.ie/


 

 

Regulation 14 

Consultation Feedback Form 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DRAFT NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN - WE NEED YOUR VIEWS 

The Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group has prepared a 
Neighbourhood Plan for the period to 2036 (the Plan) for Marlborough, Manton, 
Mildenhall, and Savernake with the help of the local community. 

 

The Plan sets out a vision for the future of these parish areas with planning policies 
which will be used to determine local planning proposals. The Steering Group is now 
inviting comments on the proposals in a Pre-Submission draft of the Plan before it is 
submitted to Wiltshire Council for formal consideration and wider consultation. 

This consultation will be open for 7 weeks from 18 January – 8 March 2021. 

This comments sheet, the draft Plan and supporting documents can be viewed and 
downloaded at: 

www.marlborough-tc.gov.uk 
 

You can send your comments via this form or by email to: 
 

enquiries@marlborough-tc.gov.uk 
 

If you need a hard copy of the Plan or would like to comment by letter or need more 
information, please contact the Town Council at: Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan 
(MANP), c/o Marlborough Town Council, Council Offices, 5 High Street, Marlborough, 
Wiltshire, SN8 1AA or via email at: enquiries@marlborough-tc.gov.uk 
or by telephone at 01672 512487 or 07593 584099 

 
If you are completing this on a computer, you can add as many lines as you need to 

suit your comments. If you are writing on a printed copy, feel free to add additional 

sheets. 

 

All comments must be received by midnight on 8 March 2021 

Whether replying by email or via this form, your personal details will not be published or 

shared with anyone. However, if you prefer to comment without identifying yourself you 

can but your comments will not be taken into account unless your postcode (if you are an 

individual) or organisation name (if you are not an individual) are included. Please make 

clear which policy and or page number you are commenting on. 

http://www.marlborough-tc.gov.uk/
mailto:enquiries@marlborough-tc.gov.uk
mailto:enquiries@marlborough-tc.gov.uk


 

PLEASE NOTE: Your personal details will not be published as part of the consultation response, but 

anonymous comments will not be actioned so please provide contact details to accompany your 

comments. Communication regarding progress of the Plan and amendments to be made will be publicised. 

No individual responses will be given. Both Marlborough Town Council (as the qualifying body for the Plan) 

and the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group have a duty to protect personal information 

and will process personal data in accordance the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). The 

personal data you provide on this form will only be used for the purpose of the Marlborough Area 

Neighbourhood Plan. The data will be stored on computer and/or manual files. This data will be passed on 

to Wiltshire Council for the Regulation 16 Consultation. 

Name: 

 
Post code: 

 
Address: 

 
 

Are you responding as an 
 

Organisation or Body No 

If Yes - Name of organisation or body? 
 

 

 

Individual Yes 

 
 

Consultee Type - capacity in which you are commenting on the Plan - Please answer 

this even if you do not wish to be identified. 
 

Resident of Marlborough, Manton, Mildenhall 

or Savernake 
Yes 

Neighbouring community resident No 

Local Business Yes 

Local Voluntary, Community or Faith Group No 

Other (please specify) Yes / No (please delete as appropriate) 

 
 
 
 
 



 

FEEDBACK/COMMENTS 
 

Plan Page/ 
Policy 
Number 

 
COMMENTS/FEEDBACK 

 
Page 29 
MARL 5 

 
F  (1)  Further work will be supported to investigate, define and 

deliver the optimum scheme for future works to remove all except blue 
badge parking from the High Street stretching from St Peter’s Church 
to Marlborough Town Hall and relocate it to George Lane with a multi- 
storey car park on the site of the existing car park. The new car park 
will be accessible to all users of the High Street. 

 
(2) The resulting public realm improvements will involve 
engagement with Wiltshire County Council highways and planning 
departments. The public realm improvements are shown indicatively 
on the Policies Map. The proposals will transform the High Street 
public realm experience and underpin the accessibility, vitality and 
viability of the centre for all present and future users including 
residents, businesses and visitors. 

 
See also attached indicative Marlborough Town Centre Regeneration Plan. 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 
 
 

Comment ID: 21 
 

Response date: 07/11/21 22:37 

Status: Processed 

Submission Type: Email 

Version: 0.4 

Comment: 

Please find attached my Representation supporting the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan. Kind regards 



 

Ref: (For official use only) 

 

 

Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (2021 – 2036) 
Consultation Response Form 

 
 
 

Please return to Wiltshire Council, by 5pm on Monday 8th November 2021. 
 

By post to: Spatial Planning, Economic Development and Planning, Wiltshire Council, 
County Hall, Bythesea Road, Trowbridge, Wiltshire, BA14 8JN. 

 
By e-mail to: neighbourhoodplanning@wiltshire.gov.uk 

 
Via the council’s website at: http://consult.wiltshire.gov.uk/portal 

 
Documents viewed via the consultation portal may not be available to view with Internet 
Explorer. Please use an alternative internet web browser such as Google Chrome or Microsoft 
Edge. 

 

This form has two parts: 
 

Part A – Personal details 
Part B – Your representation(s). Please use a separate sheet for each representation. 

 

Part A – Personal details 

*if an agent is appointed, please fill in your Title, Name and Organisation but the full contact details of the agent must be completed. 

 

 1. Personal details 2. Agent’s details (if applicable)* 

Title   

First name (Name redacted)  

Last name (Name redacted)  

Job title 
(where relevant) 

  

Organisation 
(where relevant) 

  

Address Line 1 (Address redacted)  

Address Line 2 (Address redacted)  

Address Line 3 (Address redacted)  

Address Line 4   

Postcode (Address redacted)  

Telephone Number (Phone number redacted)  

mailto:neighbourhoodplanning@wiltshire.gov.uk
http://consult.wiltshire.gov.uk/portal


 

 
I support the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (MANP) proposal for the development 

land sites as laid out on pages 22-29 of the supporting document entitled “1. Marlborough Area 

Neighbourhood Plan (2021 - 2036)”. 

 

I do not support consideration of any other green field development sites in Marlborough: 

 

• Further housing development in Marlborough would build on green field sites in the AONB 

resulting in permanent loss of this precious and finite resource. The AONB surrounding 

Marlborough is of outstanding landscape value with wonderful open, wide-ranging vistas. 

 
• Any development for affordable housing should be directed to brownfield sites, lessons should 

be learnt from the past and new (economic) solutions need to be found to encourage a 

greater proportion of a site to be earmarked for affordable housing and for this to be 

sustainable (eg. no right to buy)... 

 

I particularly support the decision by Marlborough Town Council to support the views of its local 
residents through a healthy and democratic consultation process. 

Email Address (Email address redacted)  

 

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each part of the draft plan you wish to comment on 
 

To which part of the Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (2021 – 2036) do your 

comments relate? 
 
 

Page: Paragraph: Other: 
 

Comment: 
 
 



 

(Signature redacted) 

Future notification 
 

I wish to be notified of the decision on the 
Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan: YES: 

 
NO: 

 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

 

Thank you for completing this form. 

 
Data Protection 

 
Wiltshire Council has a duty to protect personal information and will process personal data in 
accordance with Data Protection legislation. The personal data you provide on this form will only 
be used for the purpose of the Wiltshire Development Framework. It may also be used for the 
prevention or detection of fraud or crime and in an anonymised form for statistical purposes. The 
data will be stored on computer and/or manual files. You have a right to a copy of your information 
held by any organisation, with some exemptions. To gain access to your personal data held by 
Wiltshire Council or if you have any Data Protection concerns please contact Wiltshire Council’s 
Data Protection Officer on 01225 713000 (switchboard) or e-mail to 
dataprotection@wiltshire.gov.uk .” 

 
 
 

https://wiltshire- 

consult.objective.co.uk/portal/spatial_planning/np/marlborough_neighbourhood_plan/marlborough 

_area_neighbourhood_plan_2021_-_2036_regulation_16_consultation?tab=files 
 

 
 

Comment ID: 22 
 

Response date: 08/11/21 10:19 
 

Status: Processed 

Submission Type: Email 

Version: 0.4 

Comment: 

 
Please find attached representations to the Regulation 16 consultation on the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood 

Plan. 

 
 

These representations are made on behalf of Marlborough College. 

 
 

We trust the attached are in order. We would be grateful for confirmation of receipt by return. 

 
 

Do let us know if you have any queries on the representations or would wish to discuss their contents further. 

 
 

Many thanks 

X 

07/11/21 

mailto:dataprotection@wiltshire.gov.uk


 

Ref: (For official use only) 

 

 

Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (2021 – 2036) 
Consultation Response Form 

 
 
 

Please return to Wiltshire Council, by 5pm on Monday 8th November 2021. 
 

By post to: Spatial Planning, Economic Development and Planning, Wiltshire Council, 
County Hall, Bythesea Road, Trowbridge, Wiltshire, BA14 8JN. 

 

By e-mail to: neighbourhoodplanning@wiltshire.gov.uk 
 

Via the council’s website at: http://consult.wiltshire.gov.uk/portal 
 

Documents viewed via the consultation portal may not be available to view with Internet 
Explorer. Please use an alternative internet web browser such as Google Chrome or Microsoft 
Edge. 

 
This form has two parts: 

 
Part A – Personal details 
Part B – Your representation(s). Please use a separate sheet for each representation. 

 

Part A – Personal details 
 

*if an agent is appointed, please fill in your Title, Name and Organisation but the full contact details of the agent must be completed. 

 

 1. Personal details 2. Agent’s details (if applicable)* 

Title  

 
 

 

First name  

 
 

 

Last name  

 J 

Job title 
(where relevant) 

r Planning Associate 

Organisation 
(where relevant) 

Marlborough College Barton Willmore LLP 

Address Line 1 c/o Agent  
 

Address Line 2   
 

Address Line 3   

Address Line 4   

Postcode   
 

Telephone Number c/o Agent 
 

 

mailto:neighbourhoodplanning@wiltshire.gov.uk
http://consult.wiltshire.gov.uk/portal


 

See attached. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Continue on a separate sheet if necessary 

Email Address c/o Agent 
 

 

 

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each part of the draft plan you wish to comment on 

 
To which part of the Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (2021 – 2036) do your 

comments relate? 
 
 

Page: Paragraph: Other: 
 

Comment: 
 
 



 

Future notification 
 

I wish to be notified of the decision on the 
Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan: YES: 

 
NO: 

 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

 

Thank you for completing this form. 

 
Data Protection 

 
Wiltshire Council has a duty to protect personal information and will process personal data in 
accordance with Data Protection legislation. The personal data you provide on this form will only 
be used for the purpose of the Wiltshire Development Framework. It may also be used for the 
prevention or detection of fraud or crime and in an anonymised form for statistical purposes. The 
data will be stored on computer and/or manual files. You have a right to a copy of your information 
held by any organisation, with some exemptions. To gain access to your personal data held by 
Wiltshire Council or if you have any Data Protection concerns please contact Wiltshire Council’s 
Data Protection Officer on 01225 713000 (switchboard) or e-mail to 
dataprotection@wiltshire.gov.uk .” 



08/11/21 

mailto:dataprotection@wiltshire.gov.uk
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MARLBOROUGH AREA NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN 

Submission Version Plan – Regulation 16 Consultation 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION & OVERVIEW 

 

1.1 These representations are submitted on behalf of Marlborough College (‘ the College’) and 

should be read together with the representations to the Regulation 14 consultation (dated 8 

March 2021), the contents of which are not duplicated here but nonetheless remain relevant . 

Our Regulation 14 representations are enclosed at Appendix 1 for reference. 

 
1.2 Marlborough College is a world class co-educational school and a major employer within the 

Neighbourhood Area and has a fundamental role in the Town now and into the future. 

 
1.3 The College welcomes the continued opportunity to engage with the preparation of the 

neighbourhood plan. The College has promoted the inclusion of the part of its land at Barton 

Dene that continues to fall within the Neighbourhood Area to provide circa 40 homes (a mix 

of affordable, private and homes for College staff) and land for a new doctors’ surgery. This 

site is identified in the Submission Version Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan ( ‘MANP’) 

as MARL1: Land at Barton Dene. 

 
1.4 The College supports the emerging allocation and the recognition within the MANP of the 

local community’s needs and the role of the MANP, and sites such as the Land at Barton 

Dene, in seeking to address such needs to allow the community to continue to evolve and 

develop. If local needs are not met, then the vitality and economic health of the community 

is undermined. The MANP correctly seeks to ensure that affordable housing and health needs, 

amongst others, are met as part of a mixed and balanced community. The College supports 

these objectives and considers that the Barton Dene site will make a valuable contribution to 

meeting those needs. 

 
1.5 In addition to the Barton Dene site allocation, the Submission Version MANP sets out a 

number of ‘development management’ policies. The College has reviewed these in the context 

of the allocation of Land at Barton Dene as well in relation to the College’s wider land holding 

and the current and future needs notably academic, boarding and sporting facilities to allow 

the College to maintain its status as a world class co-educational school. 
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1.6 Accordingly, representations are made in respect of the following: 

 

• The role and evolution of the College 

• Barton Dene site allocation (MARL1) 

• Greenspace and character designations (MARL 10, 14 & 15) 

• AONB policies (MARL17 & 18) 

• Passivhaus (MARL19) 

 

2.0 MARLBOROUGH COLLEGE 

 

2.1 The Submission Version MANP identifies the College as a sporting facility through emerging 

Policy MARL8. However, the wider role of the College in terms of its educational and social 

functions, and its contribution to the local economy through direct employment and indirect 

support for the shops, services and facilities within Marlborough, is not recognised . These 

facilities are also made available to the local community . Over 30 Clubs, Schools and Sports 

Associations use the College sports facilities over the course of the year. During the 

Michaelmas 2021 term, the College sports facilities were typically used for a total of 87.5 

hours per week by external organisations. 

 
2.2 To maintain its world class status and continued contribution to the Town and wider area, 

the College needs to continually evolve and improve. The College has prepared a ‘Master 

Development Plan’. This identifies the short- and long-term development objectives for 

academic, boarding and sporting facilities and seeks to deliver them in a comprehensive and 

considered manner. Such development projects are considered in the context of the current 

constraints of, inter alia, land ownership, the AONB and environmental designations such as 

flood risk, the Wiltshire development plan. Any new policy provisions introduced by the MANP 

(once ‘made’ part of the development plan) will further add to the policy framework against 

which future development proposals will be assessed. 

 
2.3 The College supports the ambition of the MANP. However, there is a need to maintain 

flexibility to take account of the specific circumstances of individual sites and de velopment 

projects within the Neighbourhood Area to ensure that the benefits of such developments 

can be realised and are not unduly hampered or undermined by unnecessarily inflexible/ 

onerous policy requirements. Moreover, a duplication of designations/ policies already in 

place. 
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REPRESENTATION 1: Inclusion of a new policy related specifically to Marlborough Col lege, 

identifying in-principle support for development that enables the College to maintain its 

status as a world class school including evolution and improvement of academic, boarding 

and sporting facilities. 

 
 

2.4 Given the benefits the College provides to the Neighbourhood Area, it would be appropriate 

for the MANP to include a specific policy that recognises its role and identifies in-principle 

support for development that enables the College to maintain its status as a world class 

school with high quality academic, boarding and sporting facilities, the latter being of wider 

benefit to the local community. 

 

 

3.0 LAND AT BARTON DENE (MARL1) 

 

3.1 The College supports the draft allocation for the Land at Barton Dene including the detailed 

wording and accompanying plan. The College is committed to bringing forward this land for 

development. Land at Barton Dene is ‘deliverable’ as per NPPF (2021) para graphs 68 and 70 

being available now, offering a suitable location for development and being achievable within 

the next five years. 

 
3.2 The College maintains that each allocation within the MANP ought to be supported by 

explanatory text specific to that allocation. This will provide greater explanation/ 

understanding as to how the MANP envisages the sites coming forward to mitigate the risk 

of uncertainty in future decision-making. The suggested explanatory text for the Land at 

Barton Dene allocation is provided at Appendix 2. 

 
3.3 It is noted that several of the site allocations identified through MARL1 sit outside of the 

Marlborough Settlement Boundary as defined on the Wiltshire Interactive Policies Map 1. To 

ensure that the site allocations are assessed against the appropriate policy framework at the 

Wiltshire level and through the MANP, once ‘made’ part of the development plan, the 

settlement boundary will require amendment. This should be signalled through the MANP as 

part of emerging Policy MARL1 and followed through as part of the Wiltshire Local Plan 

Review to ensure consistency in all policy documents. 

 
 

 
 

1  https://wiltscouncil.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html [accessed 25/10/2021] 

https://wiltscouncil.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html
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REPRESENTATION 2: Provide explanatory text for each of the proposed site allocations to 

assist understanding of the specific requirements/ provisions of each site and mitigate the 

risk of uncertainty in future decision-making. 

 
REPRESENTATION 3: Signal amendment to the Marlborough Settlement Boundary to 

include the proposed site allocations and ensure the appropriate policy framework applies at 

the neighbourhood and Wiltshire level when these sites come forward for planning 

permission. 

 
REPRESENTATION 4: Include acknowledgement within the MANP of land immediately 

adjoining the Neighbourhood Area that could assist in further meeting the needs of the 

community and ensure that policies/ designations within the MANP do not fetter/ prejudice 

the ability of this land to come forward in the future. 

 
 

3.4 The College owns additional land to the north of the Barton Dene allocation and north of 

College Fields falling within Preshute Parish. Owing to the withdrawal of Preshute Parish from 

the MANP, these sites now sit outside of the Marlborough Neighbourhood Area but are 

physically connected to Marlborough Town and contiguous with the settlement boundary. 

Indeed, Preshute Parish relies upon Marlborough Town for its local facilities and services. 

These sites offer further opportunity to meet identified needs within the Marlborough Area 

including the provision of an additional circa 100 homes, thus reducing the need for the 

MANP to identify additional allocations in less preferable locations within the Marlborough 

Neighbourhood Area and providing further flexibility as to the location of the new medical 

centre and terms for its delivery. 

 
3.5 Whilst the MANP can only allocate land within the designated Neighbourhood Area , we 

suggest that it is open to the MANP to acknowledge the potential of land immediately 

adjoining its boundary to come forward through the emerging Preshute Neighbourhood Plan 

or emerging Wiltshire Local Plan Review. The designations/ allocations within the MANP 

should ensure that the development potential of these adjoining sites is not sterilised/ 

undermined, for example by preventing future access. This is considered further below in the 

context of the College Fields Local Green Space designation (MARL15). 
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4.0 MANP DESIGNATIONS (MARL10, 14 & 15) 

 

4.1 The MANP introduces several new policy designations across the Neighbourhood Area that 

cover land owned by the College. This includes: 

 
• Areas of Special Quality (MARL10A) 

• Green Infrastructure Network (MARL14) 

• Local Green Spaces (MARL15) 

 

4.2 Each of these emerging MANP designations is discussed further below: 

MARL10: A Design Code for Marlborough’s Areas of Special Quality 

4.3 The College owns several buildings including staff housing and a boarding house that fall 

within Area of Special Quality A. Cross Lane/ Cardigan Road/ Leaze Lane/ Back Lane (North 

Side). Emerging Policy MANP10 requires new development proposals within thes e Areas to 

demonstrate that they have had full regard to the list of specific characteristics that 

contribute to the significance of the local architectural and historic interest. This reflects 

Policy HH11 of the Kennet Local Plan (2004) which, whilst replaced by policies within the 

Core Strategy (2015), continues to feature as a designation on the Wiltshire Interactive Map. 

 
4.4 For Area A, the list of special characteristics includes houses in extensive grounds with mature 

planting and tall trees, hedgerows, gravel driveways, front gardens with houses set back 

from the road, asymmetrical architecture with a limited palette of materials and decorative 

detailing, and ‘significant’ roofscapes with dormers, gables and chimney stacks. 

 
4.5 The College notes that MARL10 is identified as a ‘Design Code’. A design code is a specific 

type of document defined in the NPPF ( Annex 2: Glossary, page 66) as: 

 

‘Design code: A set of illustrated design requirements that provide specific, 

detailed parameters for the physical development of a site or area. The 

graphic and written components of the code should build upon a design 

vision, such as a masterplan or other design and development framework for 

a site or area.’ 
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REPRESENTATION  5:  Amend  the  title  of  Policy  MARL10  to  ‘Design  Guidance  for 

Marlborough’s Areas of Special Quality’. 

 
 

4.6 The approach of MARL10 is to provide design guidance to inform future development 

proposals, rather than a design code. Developments in Area A are likely to be relatively small- 

scale and related only to individual sites (as opposed to the whole area/ multiple sites). 

Requirements for information to support development proposals should be proportionate. 

The College’s view is that the requirement of the emerging Policy for developments to have 

regard to the special characteristics of an Area is proportionate and one which it supports. 

Consideration of these Areas as ‘non-designated heritage assets’ will provide sufficient policy 

protection such that further ‘design coding’ would not be necessary. On this basis, the College 

considers that the title of Policy MARL10 should be amended to reflect the intent of the Policy 

and identify it correctly as ‘design guidance’. 

 

 

MARL14: Protecting and Improving Green Infrastructure 
 

 

4.7 The MANP proposes to designate a Green Infrastructure Network with the stated purpose of 

‘promoting sustainable movement and ecological connectivity through the town and 

neighbouring parishes and for mitigating cl imate change’ (emerging Policy MARL14A). 

 
4.8 The proposed Network includes land along the River Kennet to the west and south of the 

main Marlborough College campus including land known as ‘Water Meadows’. This land forms 

part of the College campus and, for reasons of pupil safety and security, does not benefit 

from uncontrolled public access. This land does not therefore provide an opportunity for 

sustainable movement now or in the future. 

 
4.9 In terms of ecological connectivity, the land is currently used for, inter alia, surface car 

parking, sports pitches and informal amenity space and is a mix of hardstanding and managed 

grass. Given its current function, this land offers little biodiversity , with opportunities for 

ecological connectivity largely limited to the trees and vegetation that follow the northern 

bank of the River Kennet and surrounding/ including the adjacent fishing ponds. Moreover, 

the open character of the land to the south of the College provides setting to the College 

and heritage assets therein and an alternative character, for example woodland planting with 

the sense of enclosure this would create (MARL14D), may not be appropriate from a heritage 
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REPRESENTATION 6: Amend the area designated as part of the Green Infrastructure 

Network to exclude the Water Meadows sports pitches, surface car park and amenity lawn to 

the south of the College and focus the designation along the River Kennet and vegetation/ 

trees on its northern bank/ surrounding the ponds. 

 
REPRESENTATION 7: Omit Land at College Fields from the Green Infrastructure Network. 

 
 

perspective. The College is working on a Biodiversity Strategy which it would be pleased to 

discuss with the MANP in the context of emerging Policy MARL14. 

 
4.10 The College’s land within the Green Infrastructure Network does not currently achieve the 

stated aims of the emerging Policy. There are areas of land within College ownership that 

may be appropriate for new woodland planting (MARL14D). However, these do not fall within 

the designated land to the south and west of the main campus. The College therefore 

considers that the boundary of the Green Infrastructure Network should be amended to 

exclude land that does not fully contribute to the stated aims of the Network and focus it 

instead on land in proximity to the River Kennet and elsewhere in the Neighbourhood Area 

that does form part of the Network (MARL14A) and where enhancements can be delivered 

(MARL14C & MARL14D). This land will continue to be covered by the Area of Minimum Change 

policy (saved Policy HH10 of the Kennet Local Plan) which seeks to protect the setting of the 

settlement and there is no need to duplicate that policy where there are no additional reasons 

for doing so. 

 
4.11 The Land at College Fields is also identified as forming part of the Green Infrastructure 

Network. Again, the majority of this land is managed grass with little biodi versity. It also has 

no formal/ authorised connection to the adjacent Public Rights of Way/ Bridleways that fall 

outside of the Neighbourhood Area. It therefore does not achieve the stated aims of emerging 

Policy MARL14. 
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MARL15: Protecting Local Green Spaces 
 

 

4.12 The MANP seeks to introduce a new designation for Local Green Spaces through emerging 

Policy MARL15. The supporting text (paragraph 5.52) advises that this is pursuant to NPPF 

paragraphs 99 to 100. This is now paragraphs 101 to 103 in the NPPF 2021. Designation of 

such Local Open Spaces affords them protection similar to Green Belt (NPPF paragraph 103) 

and there are several ‘tests’ that must be met in confirming the designation (paragraph 102). 

These are that the Green Space is: 

 
(a) In reasonably close proximity to the community it serves; 

(b) Demonstrably special to a local community and holds a particular local significance, 

for example because of its beauty, historic significance, recreational value (including 

as a playing field), tranquillity or richness of its wildlife; and 

(c) Local in character and not an extensive tract of land. 

 

4.13 In addition to the above, the NPPF (2021) states that Local Green Space designations ‘should 

be consistent with the local planning of sustainable development and completement 

investment in sufficient homes, jobs and other essential services’ (paragraph 101). 

 
4.14 The Land at College Fields is an incidental space that is poorly overlooked, principally laid to 

grass with limited biodiversity and no formal/ authorised connection to the countryside 

beyond the settlement boundary and nearby Public Rights of Way/ Bridleways. To proceed 

to designation, a green space must meet all tests. The land was transferred to the then 

Kennet Council as part of the planning obligations accompanying the College Fields residential 

development. Ownership has now passed to Wiltshire Council. Whilst the Land at College 

Fields is close to homes and not an extensive tract of land (tests (a) and (c)), the Open 

Spaces in MANP Area Regulation 15 Supporting Document 1 (dated 28/07/2021) identifies 

‘limited recreational use’ (see page 8) and no other ‘particular local significance’. In this 

regard, the land must be considered to fail. However, it is still put forward for designation 

as Local Open Space in the MANP. 

 
4.15 The land in question was the subject of an unsuccessful village green claim, which was 

resisted by both the College and Wiltshire Council. 
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REPRESENTATION 8: Omit Land at College Fields from the Local Green Space designations 

as it fails the relevant NPPF tests and the designation would unduly restrict future 

development on this land and land adjoining that would allow it to better contribute to the 

aims of sustainable development. 

 
REPRESENTATION 9: If the designation of this land is to remain, Policy MARL15 should 

include provisions for relocation/ reprovision to a comparable or improved standard/ quality 

and no net loss in area. 

 
 

4.16 Importantly, in confirming a Local Open Space designation, a further test of consistency with 

sustainable development is required (NPPF paragraph 101). Within Supporting Document 1, 

this test is limited to whether the land has planning permission. This fails to properly consider 

the impact of a Local Green Space designation on achieving sustainable dev elopment. The 

absence of an extant planning permission for development does not mean that the land has 

no future role to play in sustainable development for that land or land adjoining , it simply 

means that permission has not yet been sought and the land has not been assessed for that 

purpose. The Land at College Fields is not well laid out as recreational space, being 

predominantly grass with limited other landscape features and bordered by rear garden 

fences with no overlooking/ natural surveillance. Desi gnation of this land as Local Green 

Space will restrict the ability to improve its relationship to adjoining residential properties. 

Moreover, its potential to deliver on other aspects of sustainable development (i.e. social and 

economic), or release the potential of land adjoining, will be prematurely inhibited. 

 
4.17 The current role of the Land at College Fields, its future potential to better contribute to the 

aims of sustainable development and its relationship to land adjoining should be further 

assessed as at present the designation of this land as Local Green Space cannot be considered 

to pass the test of consistency with sustainable development as required by NPPF paragraph 

101. Nor has it been demonstrated that it has ‘particular local significance’ pur suant to NPPF 

paragraph 102(b). Moreover, the land is owned by Wiltshire Council and forms part of the 

landscape scheme from when College Fields was developed. Thus, its use is controlled by the 

Council rather than a third-party developer. As such, there is no need for it to be designated 

as Local Green Space. 
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REPRESENTATION 10: Amend MARL17 to clarify that MANP site allocations that extend 

outside of the Marlborough Settlement Boundary are considered for the purposes of this 

policy to be within the ‘development boundary’. 

 
 

5.0 AONB POLICIES (MARL17 & 18) 

 

5.1 These policies are consistent with the goals of the North Wessex Downs AONB. Policy LA03 

of the AONB Management Plan states: “Use the North Wessex Downs Integrated Landscape 

Character Assessment to inform policy and decision making across the AONB and its setting.” 

LA06: States “Ensure that all development in or affecting the setting of the AONB conserves 

and enhances the character, qualities and heritage of the North Wessex Downs landscape. ” 

 
5.2 Development within the AONB, and outside of the settlement boundaries, would need to have 

regard to the principles within the AONB Management Plan in any event. The MANP polices 

should be consistent with the NPPF. 

 
MARL17: Conserving the Scenic Beauty of the AONB 

 
 

5.3 It is noted that emerging Policy MARL17A relates to ‘Development proposals outside the 

defined Marlborough development boundary’ . The proposed site allocation for Land at Barton 

Dene extends outside of the Marlborough Settlement Boundary as defined on the Wiltshire 

Interactive Policies Map. It is assumed that the Wiltshire Policies Map will be updated through 

the Local Plan Review to align the Marlborough Settlement Boundary with the MANP site 

allocations. In the interim, MARL17 should be amended to clarify that the site allocations 

within the MANP, including Land at Barton Dene, are considered for the purpose of this policy 

to fall within the Marlborough development boundary and do not trigger Policy MARL17. 

 

 

MARL18: Achieving Dark Skies 

 
 

5.4 Emerging Policy MARL18 requires that ‘special attention should be paid to ensuring any 

external lighting is essential only and is located and designed in such a way to conserve the 

dark skies of the AONB’. This is consistent with the long-term goals of the North Wessex 

Downs AONB. Policy DE08 states: ‘Avoid and reduce light pollution, including control of 

lighting schemes or other developments that threaten the integrity of dark night skies over 

the North Wessex Downs’. 
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5.5 It is welcome to note that at paragraph 5.61 a good practice l ighting guide is being produced 

to assist developers and planners to protect dark skies through design and understanding of 

current levels of darkness. The College would wish to engage further with the preparation of 

this document to understand how it may impact future improvements to the College facilities, 

particularly to its sporting facilities. The College’s land interests include extensive areas of 

playing fields and pitches, used by the community as well as pupils. Lighting can assist in 

maximising the access to, and use of, these facilities. The issue we suggest should be one 

of specification and performance of lighting rather than resistance and prohibition. 

 

6.0 PASSIVHAUS (MARL19) 

 

6.1 The College supports the aspirations of the MANP in respect of sustainable design/ 

construction and the ambition to secure a ‘step change’ as we move towards ‘zero carbon’. 

However, it is important that the policy provisions in this regard are effective in facilitating 

the move to a more sustainable future without unnecessary duplication and/ or overly 

onerous requirements. Building performance ought to be a matter for the building 

regulations. It is also anticipated that the Government’s ‘Future Homes Standard’ will be in 

place by 2025 which will make elements of MARL19 mandatory in any event . The MANP 

should not seek to duplicate regulations. In addition, technology will continue to evolve and 

the standard of measurement and performance will likewise devel op further. Any policies in 

the MANP must therefore be sufficiently flexible to accommodate such changes over the 

lifespan of the plan. 

 
6.2 Emerging Policy MARL19 separately requires an Energy Statement (MARL19E), Whole Life- 

Cycle Carbon Emissions Assessment (MARL19D), Passivhaus (or equivalent) certification 

(MARL19B) and a Post Occupancy Evaluation Report (MARL19C). The aim of securing a ‘step 

change’ in sustainable design within the MANP area is commended. However, there is notable 

crossover/ duplication and it is considered that the requirements can be streamlined without 

diminishing the purpose and effectiveness of the policy, or development viability. 

 
6.3 Emerging Policy MARL19B seeks for developments to be designed to Passivhaus standard. 

Passivhaus is a design standard that seeks to reduce energy use and deliver high standards 

of thermal comfort, closing the performance gap between design and construction. This is 

one standard amongst many in a field that is rapidly and continually evolving as technology 

and research advances. It is important that the MANP is not wedded to one regime that could 
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be overtaken by building regulations and/ or other, more appropriate/ beneficial desi gn/ 

sustainability standards. Whilst MARL19B allows for ‘equivalent’ standard, it should be explicit 

within Policy MARL19B that the MANP will support the use of the most appropriate design/ 

sustainability standard at the time of the development having regard to, inter alia, the type 

of development, end use and location within the Neighbourhood Area. 

 
6.4 The Energy Statement is to include a passive design capacity assessment (MARL19E). This 

would have notable crossover with Passivhaus (MARL19B). Inclusion of the details of 

Passivhaus (or equivalent) within the Energy Statement, and subsequent approval of this as 

part of a future planning permission, would ensure that the development was designed and 

constructed to Passivhaus (or such other appropriate standard). Any deviation from this 

would be in breach of the permission thus negating the need for separate Passivhaus 

certification (part B). Certification is an expensive process that could detract from investment 

in additional sustainable design/ construction measures, or such other scheme costs/ 

benefits, that inform development viability. There is no added value to certification and 

confirmation of design/ construction to the appropriate standard can be controlled throu gh 

the planning permission. 

 
6.5 The Post Occupancy Evaluation Report (part C of the emerging Policy) would essentially prove 

that the provisions contained within the Energy Statement (required by part E) have been 

implemented. This duplicates the requirements for Passivhaus (or similar) certification (part 

B), adding further cost that could prevent the inclusion of other measures/ impact scheme 

viability and can be adequately controlled and managed through the inclusion of the Energy 

Statement as an approved document on the permission. 

 
6.6 A Whole Life-Cycle Carbon Emission Assessment would encompass construction and operation 

of a development. Significant detail/ information is required to inform such an assessment 

which is unlikely to be available for outline planning permissions. Thus, not all applications 

will be able to comply with this element of emerging Policy MARL19 (part D). An alternative 

would be to require a commitment to reduce embodied carbon through sustainable design 

and construction with proportionate evidence provided in support relevant to the application 

type, which can then be tied to implementation through condition and / or obligation. 
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REPRESENTATION 11: Amend MARL19B to make explicit that the MANP will support the 

use of the most appropriate design/ sustainability standard having regard to, inter alia, the 

type of development, end user and location within the Neighbourhood Area. 

 
REPRESENTATION 12: Amend MARL19 part B to require the full sustainable design details/ 

measures to be included within the Energy Statement required pursuant to this policy . Omit 

the requirement for formal certification as this can be controlled through the relevant 

planning permission. 

 
REPRESENTATION 13: Amend MARL19 part C to avoid duplication of requirements and 

advise that this will be controlled through the relevant planning permission. 

 
REPRESENTATION 14: Amend MARL19 part D to require that major developments commit 

to reducing embodied carbon through sustainable design and construction pursuant to this 

policy and provide evidence to support based on the level of detail available for the relevant 

application type. 

 
 

 

7.0 CONCLUSIONS 

 

7.1 The College supports the aspirations of the MANP and the draft allocation for Land at Bart on 

Dene (MARL1). However, there are omissions within the MANP, for example a policy 

specifically acknowledging the College, and policies that require further consideration to 

ensure that they operate effectively. The College wishes to participate in the future 

examination of the MANP and, as such, the comments within this representation should be 

taken as a ‘technical objection’. 

 
 

BARTON WILLMORE 

8 November 2021 



 

APPENDIX 1 



 

 

Regulation 14 

Consultation Feedback Form 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DRAFT NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN - WE NEED YOUR VIEWS 

The Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group has prepared a 
Neighbourhood Plan for the period to 2036 (the Plan) for Marlborough, Manton, 
Mildenhall, and Savernake with the help of the local community. 

 

The Plan sets out a vision for the future of these parish areas with planning policies 
which will be used to determine local planning proposals. The Steering Group is now 
inviting comments on the proposals in a Pre-Submission draft of the Plan before it is 
submitted to Wiltshire Council for formal consideration and wider consultation. 

This consultation will be open for 7 weeks from 18 January – 8 March 2021. 

This comments sheet, the draft Plan and supporting documents can be viewed and 
downloaded at: 

www.marlborough-tc.gov.uk 
 

You can send your comments via this form or by email to: 
 

enquiries@marlborough-tc.gov.uk 
 

If you need a hard copy of the Plan or would like to comment by letter or need more 
information, please contact the Town Council at: Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan 
(MANP), c/o Marlborough Town Council, Council Offices, 5 High Street, Marlborough, 
Wiltshire, SN8 1AA or via email at: enquiries@marlborough-tc.gov.uk 
or by telephone at 01672 512487 or 07593 584099 

 
If you are completing this on a computer, you can add as many lines as you need to 

suit your comments. If you are writing on a printed copy, feel free to add additional 

sheets. 

 

All comments must be received by midnight on 8 March 2021 

Whether replying by email or via this form, your personal details will not be published or 

shared with anyone. However, if you prefer to comment without identifying yourself you 

can but your comments will not be taken into account unless your postcode (if you are an 

individual) or organisation name (if you are not an individual) are included. Please make 

clear which policy and or page number you are commenting on. 

http://www.marlborough-tc.gov.uk/
mailto:enquiries@marlborough-tc.gov.uk
mailto:enquiries@marlborough-tc.gov.uk


 

Yes / No Organisation or Body 

MARLBOROUGH COLLEGE 

Yes / No Individual 

PLEASE NOTE: Your personal details will not be published as part of the consultation response, but 

anonymous comments will not be actioned so please provide contact details to accompany your 

comments. Communication regarding progress of the Plan and amendments to be made will be publicised. 

No individual responses will be given. Both Marlborough Town Council (as the qualifying body for the Plan) 

and the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group have a duty to protect personal 

information and will process personal data in accordance the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). 

The personal data you provide on this form will only be used for the purpose of the Marlborough Area 

Neighbourhood Plan. The data will be stored on computer and/or manual files. This data will be passed on 

to Wiltshire Council for the Regulation 16 Consultation. 

Name: (Barton Willmore LLP) on behalf of Marlborough College 

 

Post code: 

 

Address: , London 
 
 

 

Are you responding as an 
 

 

If Yes - Name of organisation or body? 
 

 
 

 
 

Consultee Type - capacity in which you are commenting on the Plan - Please 

answer this even if you do not wish to be identified. 
 

Resident of Marlborough, Manton, Mildenhall 

or Savernake 
Yes / No (please delete as appropriate) 

Neighbouring community resident Yes / No (please delete as appropriate) 

Local Business Yes / No (please delete as appropriate) 

Local Voluntary, Community or Faith Group Yes / No (please delete as appropriate) 

Other (please specify) 
 

School 

Yes / No (please delete as appropriate) 

 
 
 
 
 



 

FEEDBACK/COMMENTS 
 

Plan 
Page/ 
Policy 

 
COMMENTS/FEEDBACK 

Number See attached. 
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MARLBOROUGH AREA NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN 

Pre-Submission Plan – Regulation 14 Consultation 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION & OVERVIEW 

 

1.1 These representations are submitted on behalf of Marlborough College (‘The College’). The 

College welcomes the opportunity to engage with the preparation of the neighbourhood plan 

and has promoted some 16.21 ha of land at Barton Dene to provide for circa 130 new homes 

together with land for a new doctors’ surgery. With the withdrawal of Preshute from the 

neighbourhood area, a revised proposal was submitted, reducing the site area to fall within 

the amended neighbourhood area boundary. This reduced scheme, providing for circa 40 

homes and land for a new doctors’ surgery, is identified in the draft Marlborough Area 

Neighbourhood Plan (‘MANP’) as MARL1.3: Land at Barton Dene. 

 
1.2 The College supports this draft allocation and at the same time continues to promote the 

wider area and additional land to the rear of College Fields through the emerging local plan. 

 
1.3 It is important to recognise, as indeed the draft MANP does, that all communities need to 

continue to evolve and develop. If local needs are not met, then the vitality and economic 

health of the community is undermined. The MANP correctly seeks to ensure that affordable 

housing and health needs, amongst others, are met as part of a mixed and balanced 

community and the College supports these objectives and considers that the Barton Dene 

site will make a valuable contribution to meeting those needs. 

 
1.4 The review of the local plan presents the opportunity for the neighbourhood plan to inform 

the local plan and can be prepared in tandem, ensuring consistency and that the 

neighbourhood plan remains up to date. The local plan is not spatially constrained in its remit 

by the withdrawal of Preshute and can therefore consider the allocation of the wider Barton 

Dene site to assist in meeting the needs of the community and the neighbouring parish of 

Preshute. Technical assessment has demonstrated that the site is suitable and deliverable. 

 
1.5 The College will continue to engage with stakeholders and in the preparation of the 

neighbourhood plan. 
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2.0 LOCAL NEEDS 

 

2.1 The MANP is predicated on meeting local needs. The College supports the identification of 

local needs and the importance of the MANP in identifying and providing a spatial framework 

for those needs to be met. 

 
2.2 The evidence base that has been assembled to inform the MANP has identified a need for 35 

new affordable homes per annum (see Housing Needs and Requirements Study 2017 and 

Affordable Housing Needs Update 2020) as well as social and community needs. One of which 

is the need to expand the existing GP surgery. 

 
2.3 Based on meetings with Kennet & Avon Medical Partnership in the period August 2017 to 

date, the College’s understanding of the position regarding the surgery is: 

 
• Kennet & Avon Medical Partnership currently has circa 17,000 patients across two 

sites, one in Marlborough and one in Pewsey. 

• The Marlborough site in George Lane and was initially constructed in 1990 and is 

just under 530 sq.m. 

• A survey was conducted in September 2015, and it noted that 60% of rooms were 

“Fully-used” with the other 40% of rooms being “Overcrowded”.  The 

recommendation then was that an additional 2-3 consulting rooms were required, as 

well as additional administration space and more staff welfare facilities . 

• Over the years the population has grown to such an extent that the current 

premises are too cramped and no longer fit for purpose. 

 
2.4 The College’s understanding of the need is therefore for a site approximately twice the size 

of the existing one with improved parking facilities. 

 
2.5 It is important to recognise, as the draft MANP does, that all communities need to continue 

to evolve and develop. If local needs are not met, then the vitality and economic health of 

the community is undermined. The MANP correctly seeks to ensure that affordable housing 

and health needs, amongst others, are met as part of a mixed and balanced community. 
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2.6 Failure to do so, and to constrain further the supply of homes (of all tenures and affordability) 

will result in an increase in the cost of housing, both for rent and sale, exacerbating current 

affordability issues without any mechanism for the community to respond. 

 
2.7 A proportionate and balanced approach must be taken, based on evidence. This is the 

approach that the MANP seeks to adopt and one that the College supports. 

 
Affordable Housing Need 

 

2.8 The evidence that supports the draft MANP identifies a need for 35 new affordable homes 

per annum (Affordable Housing Needs Update 2020, paragraph 2 ). This is based on a local 

needs survey where 175 respondents identified a need to move to affordable homes within 

the next five years (split between 107 affordable/ social rent and 68 shared ownership). The 

35 dwellings per annum is an average of this figure over the five-year period. 

 
2.9 Whilst every household in the neighbourhood area was sent a questionnaire, only 24% were 

completed. The identification of affordable housing needs was based on responses received. 

It is therefore likely that there are households that did not respond, or indeed are in need 

but did not consider themselves to be so and therefore the full affordable needs for the 

neighbourhood area may well be greater. The need for 35 affordable homes per annum ought 

therefore be taken as a minimum. 

 
2.10 Wiltshire Council has queried the robustness of the estimate for affordable housing need 

given that this was based on questionnaire responses that identified a need to move to 

affordable accommodation within the next five-year period (i.e. short-term) rather than being 

based on ‘backlog need and newly emerging demographic need over the full plan period to 

2036’ (Affordable Housing Needs Update 2020, paragraph 3). Wiltshire estimates a need of 

50 to 250 affordable homes in Marlborough to 2036. The Affordable Housing Needs Update 

(2020) sets out several sensitivity tests comparing the MANP estimate of affordable need to 

Wiltshire’s evidence and extending the time period to 2036. 

 
2.11 The sensitivity tests consider demographic and affordability evidence alongside the 

apportionment of county-wide affordable need. This identifies affordable need in the 

neighbourhood area to be within the range of 32 to 39 dwellings per annum and therefore 

supporting the level of need identified through the original needs survey for the full plan 
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period to 2036. It is noted that this is an unconstrained estimate but it is clear that there is 

a significant need for affordable homes in the neighbourhood area (some 525 affordable 

homes for the 15-year MANP period from 2021 to 2036). 

 
2.12 The MANP rightly seeks to strike a balance between the delivery of new market and affordable 

homes and protecting the special character of the area which includes the AONB. Through 

increasing the proportion of affordable homes on each proposed site allocation to 50% from 

the Wiltshire general requirement of 40%, the MANP proposes to allocate sufficient land to 

deliver circa 86 affordable homes from a total of 180 homes (see Supporting Statement on 

Housing Proposals, January 2021). Whilst this will go some way to addressing affordable 

need in the neighbourhood area, taken over the MANP period to 2036, it provides only five/ 

six affordable homes per annum against an identified need of 35. The number of affordable 

homes the MANP seeks to deliver also falls notably short of Wiltshire’s upper estimate of 250 

homes, noting that the MANP’s own evidence advises a significantly higher aff ordable need. 

 
2.13 The neighbourhood area is constrained by the boundary of Marlborough Town and the 

parishes. Preshute withdrew from the MANP at a late stage and therefore constrains the 

assessment of options to meet wider community needs through the MANP, upon which the 

residents of Preshute Parish rely and contribute to. The Wiltshire local plan is not constrained 

in this way and there is an opportunity for the MANP to work with the Council to identify 

further opportunities to assist the provision of affordable homes in the local area in the 

context of the pressing need identified. 

 
Healthcare Needs 

 

2.14 The Council’s latest iteration of the Infrastructure Delivery Plan is dated December 2016 (‘the 

IDP’). This identified an ‘essential (necessary)’ need to expand primary healthcare facilities 

in Marlborough, noting that local practices were ‘already undersized for the number of current 

patients’ and that expansion was required to ‘meet the impact of new housing’ (reference 

MAR005, page 10). 

 
2.15 The current position in respect of healthcare facilities in Marlborough has not been published 

in an update to the IDP to support the local plan review consultation. However, it is 

understood from the emerging MANP, draft policies therein and the College’s on -going 
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engagement with the GP Practice that there is a pressing need to relocate and expand the 

Marlborough Surgery. 

 
2.16 The land at Barton Dene is located in proximity to Marlborough High Street, making it easily 

accessible by a range of transport modes. It is also adjacent to the Marlborough Leisure 

Centre. The location of a new medical centre within this site provides the opportunity to 

create a health and wellbeing hub whilst also providing sufficient land to accommodate a 

medical centre to meet existing and projected increases in need as would arise from new 

housing in the town/ neighbourhood area. The College will continue to work with the Steering 

Group and stakeholders to explore the requirements further. 

 
3.0 DRAFT LOCAL PLAN 

 

3.1 The MANP must be consistent with the local plan and Wiltshire Council is now progressing a 

review of its local plan. This is pressing and timely as the Council cannot demonstrate five 

years’ supply of housing land and the ‘presumption in favour’ is activated as per para graph 

11(d) of the NPPF. This presents the opportunity for the MANP to be prepared on a consistent 

basis with the emerging local plan, addressing the issues raised by paragraph 29 of the NPPF. 

 
3.2 The local plan is to set its housing requirements through the application of the standard 

methodology, the current iteration of which identifies a requirement for 2,042 homes a year, 

a decrease of 58 from the adopted Core Strategy (2015) requirement for 2,100 dwelling per 

annum. It is noted that the current consultation on the local plan review identifies the 

standard method figure as the lower limit of likely housing need. A Local Housing Need 

Assessment (2019) has been undertaken for Wiltshire. This takes account of longer-term 

migration and economic forecasts and identifies a higher housing need of 2,282 dwellings 

per annum for Wiltshire (see table at paragraph 2.17 of the Wiltshire Council Local Plan: 

Emerging Spatial Strategy, January 2021), an increase of 182 dwellings per annum from the 

adopted Core Strategy requirement. 

 
3.3 The issue is the spatial distribution of that requirement in a manner that would contribute to 

sustainable development (as per paragraph 7 of the NPPF). The local plan will be informed 

by a range of technical assessments and studies. This includes settlement hierarchy and local 

housing needs. Providing new homes at Barton Dene will contribute to local plan requirement 

in a manner that is targeted at meeting local needs. 
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3.4 Marlborough town is identified in the Core Strategy as a Market Town defined as ‘settlements 

that have the ability to support sustainable patterns of living in Wiltshire through their current 

levels of facilities, services and employment opportunities’ with ‘potential for significant 

development’ (Core Policy 1). The emerging local plan continues to define Marlborough as a 

Market Town (see Emerging Spatial Strategy January 2021, page 3). 

 
3.5 Given the location of Marlborough within the AONB and having regard to the high level of 

affordable need and aspirations of the MANP, the emerging local plan spatial strategy 

proposes to continue the Core Strategy requirement for 680 new homes but taking this 

forward to the period 2016 to 2036 (see paragraph 3.69). Based on previous completions, 

the emerging spatial strategy identifies a residual requirement for 245 homes in Marlborough 

to 2036 (see page 19) but notes that this exceeds total assessed need (see paragraph 3.69). 

 
3.6 Both  the  emerging  local plan  and  MANP  seek  to  provide  a  spatial  framework  for the 

community’s needs over the plan period to 2036 in a sustainable manner. 

 

3.7 The local plan is not spatially constrained in the way that the neighbourhood area is (with 

the late withdrawal of Preshute constraining the neighbourhood area further) and can 

consider the contribution that the Marlborough area can make to meeting the wider 

requirements of the Council in a manner that is commensurate with the identified local needs 

as evidenced. 

 
3.8 Preshute Parish is a rural parish, reliant upon the town of Marlborough for local services and 

facilities. Given the late withdrawal of the parish from the neighbourhood area, Preshute is 

reliant upon participating in the emerging local plan to provide the spatial framework to meet 

those needs or the neighbourhood plan (which it is has chosen not to participate in) in the 

absence of any allocations in the proposed Preshute neighbourhood plan. The wider area of 

Barton Dene is identified in the emerging local plan and this area was previously considered 

in the preparation of the MANP (see MANP Informal Consultation, July/ August 2019) but was 

discounted due to the withdrawal of Preshute. 
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4.0 DRAFT MANP 

 

4.1 The response of the MANP to the identified needs is to propose the allocation of five sites to 

provide a total of circa 180 homes (draft policies MARL1.1 -5). As stated, the MANP is 

constrained by the spatial limitation of the designated neighbourhood area, which has been 

reduced to respond the withdrawal of Preshute Parish. Preshute is a small parish, with circa 

193 residents (as per Census 2011). Whilst Preshute Parish has decided to withdraw from 

the neighbourhood area, its residents will remain dependant and reliant upon Marlborough 

Town for local services and facilities as well as new homes. 

 
4.2 The preparation of the MANP was commenced in advance of the local plan. However, the 

local plan is now progressing with Regulation 18 consultation running until 9 March 2021. It 

is open to the neighbourhood plan to defer to the local plan to meet some or all the identified 

needs; there is no need for the MANP to allocate a sub-optimal solution when the local plan 

can bring forward a wider, more suitable response. 

 
4.3 Both the MANP and the local plan can be progressed in tandem, whereby the most suitable 

and appropriate strategy can be adopted. This could include through the allocation of 

additional land, for example at Barton Dene and/ or College Fields, to deliver additional 

housing to provide a greater contribution to affordable housing which both the local plan and 

MANP identify as a key objective (see MANP Pre-Submission Plan November 2020, paragraph 

5.2) as well as to support the provision of local facilities, such as a new doctors’ surgery . 

 
5.0 DRAFT MANP ALLOCATION 

 

5.1 The College supports the principle of the draft allocation for the Land at Barton Dene and 

makes no comment at this stage on the draft wording. 

 
5.2 It is noted that paragraph 5.6 of the Pre-Submission Plan that supports the draft allocations 

advises a total of 170 homes from the five proposed allocations of which approximately 80 

homes would be affordable. The proposed allocations (MARL1.1-5) provide for the following: 

 
1. Land off Elcot Lane = 50 homes 

2. Land rear of Salisbury Road = 50 homes 

3. Land at Barton Dene = 40 homes 
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4. Land off Cherry Orchard = 30 homes 

5. Land at Kelham Gardens = 10 homes 

 

 

5.3 This amounts to 180 homes of which 86 would be affordable (or equivalent affordable). It is 

assumed that this apparent inconsistency will be addressed in the next iteration o f the MANP. 

 
5.4 Whilst the draft allocation for Land at Barton Dene within the Pre-Submission Plan (MARL1.3) 

will make a meaningful contribution to the provision of housing, including affordable housing, 

there is scope for the local plan to allocate sites outside of the neighbourhood area to meet 

additional housing needs as identified. The wider site at Barton Dene (identified as Site 3 on 

Figure 1 of the Local Plan: Planning for Marlborough report, January 2021 but Site 4 in the 

corresponding text (see page 8)) could accommodate a further 90 homes (130 in total) which 

would make a further notable contribution to the provision of affordable homes for the local 

community. If the wider site were to be allocated, this could reduce the need for a 

‘replacement’ or additional allocation(s) and provide further flexibility as to the location of 

the new medical centre and terms for its delivery. 

 
5.5 Whilst we appreciate that Marlborough wishes to move forward with the MANP, we suggest 

that it is open to the MANP to propose a reserve site or allocation, to be released if the local 

plan does not make sufficient provision out with the now reduced neighbourhood area in a 

manner that is consistent with the MANP. 

 
6.0 CONCLUSION 

 

6.1 The College supports the aspirations of the MANP and the draft allocation for Land at Barton 

Dene (MARL1.3). The College wishes to participate in the future examination of the MANP 

and, as such, the comments within this representation should be taken as a technical 

objection. 

 
6.2 The College’s comments can be summarised as: 

 

• The identification of local needs that respond to the identified needs of the local 

community, and will allow the community to evolve and develop, are supported. 

• The need for a new site for the Marlborough GP surgery is supported. 
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• There is a clear and pressing need for affordable homes in the Marlborough area 

that justifies the scale of allocations proposed through the MANP as a minimum and 

could go further. 

• The College’s Land at Barton Dene can make a valuable contribution to the provision 

of new homes including affordable homes in addition to land for a new (expanded) 

GP surgery within the neighbourhood area. 

• The wider site at Barton Dene (falling within Preshute Parish) can make a greater 

contribution to meeting market and affordable housing needs for Marlborough and 

the surrounding area including Preshute whilst continuing to provide land for the GP 

surgery. 

• The MANP should consider the merit of supporting the allocation of the wider Barton 

Dene site through the Wiltshire local plan as an appropriate solution to delivering 

additional homes, including affordable homes, for the Marlborough area. 

• This would lessen dependency on other sites within the neighbourhood area and 

could allow the MANP to consider whether such other sites would be better identified 

as ‘reserve’ sites in the event of delays/ failure to deliver sufficient homes on 

preferred site allocations. 

• Such ‘objections’ that the College has made are technical and relate to the 

relationship of the MANP to the emerging local plan and how the identified needs 

can be appropriately met. They do not undermine the support of the College for the 

aims and objectives of the MANP, nor the role that Barton Dene can play in meeting 

identified needs. 

 

 
BARTON WILLMORE 

8 March 2021 



 

APPENDIX 2 



 

MARLBOROUGH AREA NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN 2021 – 2036 

SUBMISSION PLAN 

 

Policy MARL1: Delivering Affordable Homes in Marlborough 

 

A. The Neighbourhood Plan allocates the following sites in Marlborough for 

residential development schemes, as shown on the Policies Map. Development 

proposals will be supported, provided they accord with the respective site-specific 

requirements and with other relevant policies of the development plan: 

 

… 

 

Land at Barton Dene 

 

• The scheme shall comprise approx. 40 homes on a developable area of no 

more than 1.5 Ha with sufficient land safeguarded for the potential provision of 

a new medical centre to serve the town 

• The housing scheme shall comprise a tenure mix of 40% affordable housing 

and 50% open market housing as well as 10% private rented housing for 

occupancy only by qualifying current and former employees of Marlborough 

College (of an equivalence to affordable rented accommodation) 

• The housing scheme shall not be occupied until the land has been made 

available on reasonable terms to an appropriate body to deliver the medical 

centre 

• The land for the medical centre will adjoin the existing leisure centre 

• In the event that a proposal is not made for the medical centre within a 

timeframe set out in a planning condition then the land may be released for 

residential use 

• The layout and form of development shall be designed in such a way as to 

conserve the landscape and scenic beauty of the AONB and to sustain and 

enhance the setting of Barton Farm House and Barton Farm Stables 

• Key existing green infrastructure within the site shall be retained where 

practicable and incorporated within the development proposals 

• Neither the housing nor the medical centre scheme shall compromise the 

access to, or the continued presence and operation of, the existing leisure 

use on the site 

• A biodiversity strategy shall demonstrate how the proposal will deliver a 

biodiversity net gain 

 
The site is located to the northwest of Marlborough High Street in a dry valley immediately 

adjacent to the residential area of College Fields. The Wiltshire Interactive Policies Map shows 
the southern part of the site as falling within the Marlborough settlement bounda ry with the 

northern part lying outside. All is located within the AONB, reflecting the ‘washing over’ of 
the town with the AONB. 

 

Within the southern part of the site are the Grade II listed Barton Farm House and Barton 

Farm Stables with associated buildings. Marlborough Leisure Centre and car park are located 
in the southern part of the site. A number of houses owned by Marlborough College and 

provided as staff housing are also located on the site. The Barton Farm complex is owned 
and occupied by Marlborough College and provides support services (ancillary) to the College. 

 

Access to the north part of the site is provided by an existing road/ track through the Barton 

Farm complex from College Fields following the alignment of Bridleway MARL43 before it 



 

branches east and becomes PRES43. The access road sits in the bottom of the dry valley with 

land sloping upwards to the east and west. 

 

Marlborough has developed as a linear settlement broadly following the alignment of the 
River Kennet with built development extending into the dry valleys to the north. The Barton 

Dene site sits within a dry valley. The Landscape Assessment concludes that development 
could be successfully accommodated within the existing and an extended landscape 

framework and would follow the existing pattern of settlement growth in the northern part 

of Marlborough, appearing well integrated into the landscape and townscap e setting. 

 

It is therefore intended to allocate this site for the delivery of approximately 40 new homes 
on no more than 1.5 ha of developable land in addition to that falling within the existing 

settlement. 

 
40% of the new homes would be provided as affordable of a tenure split and mix of sizes 

based on the latest available evidence of need. A further 10% of homes would be provided 

as private rent to house qualifying staff of Marlborough College. ‘Qualifying’ for this purpose 
is defined by the College as being any member of staff who, for reasons of affordability or 

rental requirements (for example), is prevented from accessing local market housing or who 
is required to live in proximity to the College to fulfil their job role. The remaining 50% will 

be provided as market housing. 

 

Existing trees and hedgerows of value (defined as Category B or above, or covered by a TPO) 
will be retained and integrated into the development proposals. The framework of existing 

trees and hedgerows will be further enhanced a s part of a landscape-led approach. 

 

The existing access to the site from College Fields has been assessed as having capacity to 
accommodate a development in excess of the scale proposed with some localised widening 

and priority-working where it runs through the Barton Farm complex. There are opportunities 

for the provision of a second access from College Fields in proximity to the Leisure Centre 
(either as a foot/ cycleway/ emergency or second vehicle access) and this will be explored 

further at the detailed design stage. 
 

Sufficient land is also to be made available within the site to facilitate the provision of a new 

medical centre which will replace the existing and provide new and updated facilities. The 
form of the medical centre will be informed by discussions with relevant stakeholders and 

will be dependent on the requirements at that time. It is envisaged that the medical centre 
will be located in the southern part of the site in proximity to College Fields for ease of 

access. The location for the medical centre is not fixed in the allocation to allow flexibility to 

ensure the most appropriate siting once the full requirements for the medical centre are 
known and the potential for co-location with the leisure centre has been explored. The co - 

location of health and well-being facilities is an aspiration of the Neighbourhood Plan and 
the inclusion of the Marlborough Leisure Centre and car park within the allocation will enable 

this to be considered further and the use of this area rationalised. 
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Comment:  
 

Please find attached completed Consultation response form 

 
 

 









 

 

Comment ID: 24 
 

Response date: 08/11/21 15:56 

Status: Processed 

Submission Type: Email 

Version: 0.3 

Comment: 
 

Please find attached representations on behalf of The Crown Estate. 

 
 

Kind regards, 



Ref: (For official use only) 

 

 

Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (2021 – 2036) 
Consultation Response Form 

 
 
 

Please return to Wiltshire Council, by 5pm on Monday 8th November 2021. 
 

By post to: Spatial Planning, Economic Development and Planning, Wiltshire Council, 
County Hall, Bythesea Road, Trowbridge, Wiltshire, BA14 8JN. 

 
By e-mail to: neighbourhoodplanning@wiltshire.gov.uk 

 

Via the council’s website at: http://consult.wiltshire.gov.uk/portal 
 

Documents viewed via the consultation portal may not be available to view with Internet 
Explorer. Please use an alternative internet web browser such as Google Chrome or Microsoft 
Edge. 

 

This form has two parts: 
 

Part A – Personal details 
Part B – Your representation(s). Please use a separate sheet for each representation. 

 

Part A – Personal details 

*if an agent is appointed, please fill in your Title, Name and Organisation but the full contact details of the agent must be completed. 

 

 1. Personal details 2. Agent’s details (if applicable)* 

Title  
 

 

First name  
 

 

Last name  
 

 

Job title 
(where relevant) 

 
 

 

Organisation 
(where relevant) 

The Crown Estate Wood 

Address Line 1 
 

 
 

 

Address Line 2 
 

 
 

 

Address Line 3  
 

 

Address Line 4  
 

 

Postcode T 
  

Telephone Number  
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Email Address  
 

 

 

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each part of the draft plan you wish to comment on 
 

To which part of the Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (2021 – 2036) do your 

comments relate? 
 
 

Page: Paragraph: Other: 
 

Comment: 

 

Policy MARL1: Delivering Affordable Homes in Marlborough 
 

Allocation of Land Rear of Salisbury Road 
 

The Crown Estate supports the proposed allocation of ‘Land Rear of Salisbury Road’ under Policy 
MARL1: Delivering Affordable Homes in Marlborough. This is a sustainable, deliverable and 
developable opportunity to provide much needed market and affordable homes, as supported by 
the accompanying Site Assessment Report and Sustainability Appraisal (SA). 

 
The approach to this allocation was informed by discussions with Marlborough Town Council and 
addresses previous feedback provided by Wiltshire Council at Reg 14 stage. The approach also 
reflects The Crown Estate’s experience in bringing forward the adjoining Salisbury Road strategic 
site allocation (Wiltshire Core Strategy Policy CP14 - now known as Marlberg Grange) where 
similar matters were successfully addressed for a larger scale scheme comprising 175 homes and 
a new hotel. This also demonstrates The Crown Estate’s track record of working with the Town 
Council and local community to bring forward new homes and meeting other local priorities at 
Marlborough. 

 
Relationship with emerging Wiltshire Local Plan Review and ensuring flexibility 

 

A key consideration for the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (MANP) is its relationship with 
the emerging Wiltshire Local Plan Review (WLPR) 2016-2036, a plan due for adoption by the end 
of 2023. The latest consultation on the WLPR identified a residual requirement for 245 homes 
2016-2036 at Marlborough, broadly aligning the 250 home indicative housing target originally 
identified by Wiltshire Council (WC) at Stage 2 of the neighbourhood plan-making process. 
Against this requirement the MANP proposes to allocate 130 homes under MARL1, leaving a 
balance of 115 homes still to be found for the remaining plan period. 

 
The Crown Estate’s site east of Elcot Lane – Site Option A (1) – is a sustainably located and 
visually well-contained site in landscape and AONB terms that was previously identified for 
allocation in the Reg 14 pre-submission draft of the MANP (January 2021). However, this 
allocation was removed from the submission plan in response to comments from members of the 
public in this part of the town particularly with respect to access and parking. Nevertheless, the 
MANP’s technical evidence considered the site as acceptable. WC Highways noted the site’s 
sustainable links to the town centre via Elcot Lane and that the geometry and capacity of White 
Horse Road will be able to accommodate the increase in movements. Furthermore, in landscape 
terms there were no objections from the AONB, who only commented that the eastern boundary 
could be realigned and that a softer and more open landscaped boundary could be possible 
instead of a line of trees. 

 

Whilst appreciating the local sensitivities regarding the allocation of Site Option A (1) (para 5.25 of 
the Site Assessment Report) it is therefore important to recognise the contribution that this site 
could make to meeting residual housing requirements for the town in a sustainable and sensitive 
way in the face of an urgent and significant need for affordable homes in looking forward to 2036. 

22 



Policy MARL19: Building to the PassivHaus Standard 
 

The Crown Estate supports the intention of this policy and shares similar ambitions in delivering 
sustainable low carbon development and responding to the challenges posed by climate change. 
The relationship between the policy and national standards will need to be considered however, 
particularly with respect to paragraph 154b of the NPPF (local requirements for the sustainability of 
buildings needing to reflect the Government’s policy for national technical standards), potential 
changes to Part L of Building Regulations linked to the Future Homes Standard as well as policy 
viability. 

 
 

To which part of the Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (2021 – 2036) do your 
comments relate? 

 
 

Page: Paragraph: Other: 
 

Comment: 

 

Future notification 
 

I wish to be notified of the decision on the 
Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan: YES: 

 
NO: 

 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

 

Thank you for completing this form. 

 
Data Protection 

 
Wiltshire Council has a duty to protect personal information and will process personal data in 
accordance with Data Protection legislation. The personal data you provide on this form will only 
be used for the purpose of the Wiltshire Development Framework. It may also be used for the 
prevention or detection of fraud or crime and in an anonymised form for statistical purposes. The 
data will be stored on computer and/or manual files. You have a right to a copy of your information 
held by any organisation, with some exemptions. To gain access to your personal data held by 
Wiltshire Council or if you have any Data Protection concerns please contact Wiltshire Council’s 
Data Protection Officer on 01225 713000 (switchboard) or e-mail to 
dataprotection@wiltshire.gov.uk .” 

 

Given that the ultimate scale of growth for Marlborough remains to be determined - being subject 
to consultation, evidence and testing as part of the WLPR - allocation of the site in the meantime 
could help provide flexibility allow the plan to remain up to date over a longer time scale 
(NPPG103, Reference ID: 41-103-20190509). The site could also be included as a reserve site, 
an opportunity identified in NPPG009 (Reference ID: 41-009-20190509) to help minimise conflict 
between neighbourhood plans and future strategic policies. 

 
Alternatively, The Crown Estate invites the examiner to introduce an addition to MARL1 or 
supporting text requiring a review of the MANP once future strategic housing policies are adopted 
and housing requirements formally set through the WLPR’s adoption, at which point the east of 
Elcot Lane site (Site Option A (1)) could be brought forward for allocation. 

x 

08.11.21 
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Comment ID: 25 
 

Response date: 08/11/21 16:12 

Status: Processed 

Submission Type: Email 

Version: 0.3 

Comment: 
 

On behalf of Marlborough LVA LLP please find attached representations in relation to the regulation 16 

consultation. 

 

I would be grateful if you could confirm receipt. 



Ref: (For official use only) 

 

 

Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (2021 – 2036) 
Consultation Response Form 

 
 
 

Please return to Wiltshire Council, by 5pm on Monday 8th November 2021. 
 

By post to: Spatial Planning, Economic Development and Planning, Wiltshire Council, 
County Hall, Bythesea Road, Trowbridge, Wiltshire, BA14 8JN. 

 
By e-mail to: neighbourhoodplanning@wiltshire.gov.uk 

 
Via the council’s website at: http://consult.wiltshire.gov.uk/portal 

 
Documents viewed via the consultation portal may not be available to view with Internet 
Explorer. Please use an alternative internet web browser such as Google Chrome or Microsoft 
Edge. 

 

This form has two parts: 
 

Part A – Personal details 
Part B – Your representation(s). Please use a separate sheet for each representation. 

 

Part A – Personal details 

*if an agent is appointed, please fill in your Title, Name and Organisation but the full contact details of the agent must be completed. 

 

 1. Personal details 2. Agent’s details (if applicable)* 

Title c/o agent 
 

 

First name  
 

 

Last name  
 

 

Job title 
(where relevant) 

 
 

 

Organisation 
(where relevant) 

Marlborough LVA LLP Walsingham Planning 

Address Line 1  
 

 

Address Line 2  
 

 

Address Line 3   

Address Line 4   

Postcode  
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See attached cover letter. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Continue on a separate sheet if necessary 

Telephone 
Number 

 
 

 

Email Address c/o agent 
 

 

 

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each part of the draft plan you wish to comment on 
 

To which part of the Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (2021 – 2036) do your 

comments relate? 
 
 

Page: Paragraph: Other: 
 

Comment: 
 
 



Future notification 
 

I wish to be notified of the decision on the 
Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan: YES: 

 
NO: 

 
 

Signature: Date: 
 
 

 

Thank you for completing this form. 

 
Data Protection 

 
Wiltshire Council has a duty to protect personal information and will process personal data in 
accordance with Data Protection legislation. The personal data you provide on this form will only 
be used for the purpose of the Wiltshire Development Framework. It may also be used for the 
prevention or detection of fraud or crime and in an anonymised form for statistical purposes. The 
data will be stored on computer and/or manual files. You have a right to a copy of your information 
held by any organisation, with some exemptions. To gain access to your personal data held by 
Wiltshire Council or if you have any Data Protection concerns please contact Wiltshire Council’s 
Data Protection Officer on 01225 713000 (switchboard) or e-mail to 
dataprotection@wiltshire.gov.uk .” 

X 

8/11/21 
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Our Ref: PP.313 

Date: 8th November 2021 

 

Spatial Planning Team 

Economic Development and Planning 

Wiltshire Council 

County Hall 

Bythesea Road 

Trowbridge 

BA14 8JN 

1 Gas Ferry Road, Bristol, BS1 6UN 

Tel: 0117 325 2000 

Email: bristol@walsingplan.co.uk 

Web: www.walsinghamplanning.co.uk 

 

 
Dear Sir / Madam 

 

MANP Regulation 16 Consultation: Representations 

 

These representations have been prepared by Walsingham Planning Ltd on behalf of Marlborough LVA 

LLP and relate to Wiltshire Council’s consultation on the proposed Draft Marlborough Area 

Neighbourhood Plan submitted by Marlborough Town Council (Regulation 16 Consultation). 

 

Marlborough LVA LLP have an interest in relation to land at Kelham Gardens, which is identified in 

the submitted neighbourhood plan as a proposed site for residential development (Policy MARL1). A 

plan identifying the location of the site is attached to this letter. 

 

Our representations focus on the following policies in the proposed Draft Marlborough Area 

Neighbourhood Plan with reference to other documents where relevant: 

 

• Policy MARL1: Delivering Affordable Homes in Marlborough 

• Policy MARL3: Meeting Local Housing Needs 

• Policy MARL19: Building to the PassivHaus Standard 

 

The steering group have put together a comprehensive Basic Conditions Statement to demonstrate 

how the proposed plan meets the basic conditions against which a neighbourhood plan is tested. In 

particular the plan sets out a positive vision for the area with the inclusion of a number of allocations 

for residential development including affordable homes. 

 

Policy MARL1 

 

We support the allocation of the Kelham Gardens site for residential development under Policy 

MARL1. The identification of the site reflects the aspirations of the local people as demonstrated by 

the extensive consultation process that has been undertaken by the steering group to inform the final 

submitted plan. This supports the governments objectives on Neighbourhood Plans to provide 

communities with powers to deliver the sustainable development they need as set out in Paragraph 

29 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). 

 

The site’s proposed allocation has been informed by the Sustainability Appraisal (SA) prepared by 

Aecom and the Site Assessment Report. Notably it is the joint highest scoring site in terms of likely 

positive effects against the SA objectives. In terms of flood risk, the Basic Conditions Statement sets 

out that the site passes the sequential test given it is (along with another allocation) the only suitable 

and available site within the town boundary to meet local need. The policy text requires a flood risk 
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assessment at application stage to demonstrate how risks of flooding will be managed on site and how 

the scheme will not result in increased flooding elsewhere. 

 

Development on the site would create the opportunity to deliver market and affordable housing on a 
smaller sized site which as set out at Paragraph 69 of the NPPF ‘can make an important contribution to 

meeting the housing requirement of an area, and are often built-out relatively quickly’. The site is located on 

brownfield land and will make an efficient use of land which was formally used as a gas works. The site 

is also located inside the settlement boundary of Marlborough in a sustainable location within easy 

walking distance of local services and facilities. 

 

An initial illustrative layout has been prepared for the site showing how a scheme of 9 flats with parking 

could be accommodated, which was previously shared with the steering group (a copy is attached to 

this letter). A planning application will be submitted in due course with a suite of technical assessments 

demonstrating how the site can be developed whilst responding to constraints including relating to 

transport, flood risk, contamination and ecology. 

 

Overall, we fully support the site’s inclusion as a proposed site for housing growth in the plan period. 

The site is available and deliverable now and can come forward to deliver residential development 

supported by the local community to meet local housing needs in the plan period. 

 

Policy MARL3 

 

Criteria D of Policy MARL1 outlines that ‘Policy MARL3 will apply to all of the site allocation schemes in 

respect of the housing type mix.’. Policy MARL3 as proposed includes restrictions on housing mix in 

terms of bedroom sizes and types of housing. To ensure Policy MARL3 is not overly restrictive in 

respect of housing mix and is consistent with Core Policy 45 of the adopted Core Strategy we would 

suggest the following amendments (text deleted with strikethrough and additions in red): 

 

‘‘Proposals for windfall housing development within the defined Marlborough development boundary 

will only be supported if they will deliver homes of a two or three bedroom type. Proposals for single 

tenure, specialist accommodation schemes or other housing schemes intended for older people will 

normally be resisted unless evidence demonstrates there is a need.’’ 

 

Policy MARL19 

 

Whilst we are supportive of measures to help mitigate climate change it is important that the proposed 

requirements in Policy MARL19 include some flexibility in the event they are not feasible or viable. 

 

Yours sincerely 
 

 

Consultant 

Email: 
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Comment ID: 26 
 

Response: 08/11/21 16:31 

Status: Processed 

Submission Type: Email 

Version: 0.4 

Comment: 

 
 

Please find attached our Regulation 16 response form together with our original Regulation 14 

response for information. 

 
 

Please note that for data protection reasons a facsimile signature has not been used in 

completing your response form. 



 

  

 

Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (2021 – 2036) 
Consultation Response Form 

 
 
 

Please return to Wiltshire Council, by 5pm on Monday 8th November 2021. 
 

By post to: Spatial Planning, Economic Development and Planning, Wiltshire Council, 
County Hall, Bythesea Road, Trowbridge, Wiltshire, BA14 8JN. 

 
By e-mail to: neighbourhoodplanning@wiltshire.gov.uk 

 
Via the council’s website at: http://consult.wiltshire.gov.uk/portal 

 
Documents viewed via the consultation portal may not be available to view with Internet 
Explorer. Please use an alternative internet web browser such as Google Chrome or Microsoft 
Edge. 

 

This form has two parts: 
 

Part A – Personal details 
Part B – Your representation(s). Please use a separate sheet for each representation. 

 

Part A – Personal details 

*if an agent is appointed, please fill in your Title, Name and Organisation but the full contact details of the agent must be completed. 

 

 1. Personal details 2. Agent’s details (if applicable)* 

Title (Name Redacted)  

First name (Name Redacted)  

Last name (Name Redacted)  

Job title 
(where relevant) 

Historic Places Adviser  

Organisation 
(where relevant) 

Historic England  

Address Line 1 (Address redacted)  

Address Line 2 (Address redacted)  

Address Line 3 (Address redacted)  

Address Line 4 (Address redacted)  

Postcode (Address redacted)  

Telephone Number (Telephone number redacted)  

Ref: (For official use only) 
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Email Address (Email redacted)  

 

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each part of the draft plan you wish to comment on 
 

To which part of the Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (2021 – 2036) do your 

comments relate? 
 
 

Page: Paragraph: Other: 
 

Comment: 

 

POLICY MARL 1 
 

In our response to the previous Regulation 14 consultation we drew attention to the desirability of 
enhanced heritage evidence to substantiate the allocated sites proposed for development. This 
would allow the Plan to demonstrate an appropriate level of conformity with policy for the protection 
and enhancement of the historic environment as set out in the national Planning Policy Framework 
(NPPF) and Local Plan. 
Having reviewed the schedule of documents submitted with the Plan for Examination regrettably 
none of these appears to have provided the enhanced evidence recommended. 

 
The Conservation Statement does not appear to make reference to our Regulation 14 response, 
the issues it raises or how the Plan process might respond to them. 

 
The Basic Conditions Statement (August 2021) refers on p11 to the MANP Townscape Character 
Study (July 2021)and its identification of heritage parameters for the development of the Barton 
Dene site. But the Study, helpful though it is in many respects, only sets out generic 
recommendations in the form of identifying the existing heritage assets as constraints to be taken 
account of without advising on whether the policy can be delivered as proposed without causing 
harm to them. 
P22 of the Statement further asserts that evidence (our underlining) indicates that only the 
development of Barton Dene is likely to generate potential impact on heritage assets and that this 
can be accommodated without causing harm. However, no additional evidence has been identified 
and the basis for this assertion therefore remains unclear. 

 

The Sustainability Appraisal (SA) dated August 2021 bases its findings and conclusions on the Site 
Assessment Report of November 2020. It considers on p viii that the site assessment findings 
remain valid and do not need revising but without elaborating on this or with any indication that our 
Regulation 14 advice has been taken account of. The Final Site Assessment Report dated July 
2021 makes little or no reference to heritage. 
Page x of the SA identifies potential for impact on heritage assets arising from the proposed site 
allocations and maintains the assertion identified in our Regulation 14 response that sensitive 
design and layout are likely to minimise the significance of any negative residual effects but this is 
uncertain at this stage. It is therefore not clear how minimal those effects will be on the delivery of 
the policy as proposed and whether they are likely to be acceptable or capable of adequate 
mitigation through design and layout. 

 

We note that one of the original 5 proposed sites has now been withdrawn from the Plan and the 
additional provisions for the protection of archaeology which the Plan has made. We also do not 
dispute the process itself which has been used to assess the individual sites and alternative 
options. But such exercises and their outcomes are only as good as the information which is used. 

 
Unfortunately therefore, we are obliged to maintain the view that the Plan and its supporting 
evidence has yet to provide sufficient demonstration that it has appropriately identified and 
understood the significance of relevant heritage assets and used this to inform the selection and 
proposals for the sites in question. Our Regulation 14 response is included for information. 
We are happy to leave the resolution of this issue to your authority and the Examiner. 



 

(Signature redacted) 

Future notification 
 

I wish to be notified of the decision on the 
Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan: YES: 

 
NO: 

 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

 

Thank you for completing this form. 

 
Data Protection 

 
Wiltshire Council has a duty to protect personal information and will process personal data in 
accordance with Data Protection legislation. The personal data you provide on this form will only 
be used for the purpose of the Wiltshire Development Framework. It may also be used for the 
prevention or detection of fraud or crime and in an anonymised form for statistical purposes. The 
data will be stored on computer and/or manual files. You have a right to a copy of your information 
held by any organisation, with some exemptions. To gain access to your personal data held by 
Wiltshire Council or if you have any Data Protection concerns please contact Wiltshire Council’s 
Data Protection Officer on 01225 713000 (switchboard) or e-mail to 
dataprotection@wiltshire.gov.uk .” 

 

 
Comment ID: 27 

 

Response: 08/11/21 16:34 

Status: Processed 

Submission Type: Email 

Version: 0.4 

Comment: 

 
Please find attached representations on behalf of Ramsbury Estates in relation to the Marlborough Area 

Neighbourhood Plan Regulation 16 Consultation. 

 

I would be grateful if you could kindly confirm receipt of the attached forms. 

Kind regards 

X 

8.11.21. 

mailto:dataprotection@wiltshire.gov.uk


 

  

 

Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (2021 – 2036) 
Consultation Response Form 

 
 
 

Please return to Wiltshire Council, by 5pm on Monday 8th November 2021. 
 

By post to: Spatial Planning, Economic Development and Planning, Wiltshire Council, 
County Hall, Bythesea Road, Trowbridge, Wiltshire, BA14 8JN. 

 
By e-mail to: neighbourhoodplanning@wiltshire.gov.uk 

 

Via the council’s website at: http://consult.wiltshire.gov.uk/portal 
 

Documents viewed via the consultation portal may not be available to view with Internet 
Explorer. Please use an alternative internet web browser such as Google Chrome or Microsoft 
Edge. 

 

This form has two parts: 
 

Part A – Personal details 
Part B – Your representation(s). Please use a separate sheet for each representation. 

 

Part A – Personal details 

*if an agent is appointed, please fill in your Title, Name and Organisation but the full contact details of the agent must be completed. 

 

 1. Personal details 2. Agent’s details (if applicable)* 

Title 
 

 
 

 

First name 
 

 
 

 

Last name 
 

 
 

 

Job title 
(where relevant) 

 

 Planning Consultant 

Organisation 
(where relevant) 

Ramsbury Estates RAW Planning Ltd 

Address Line 1  
 

 

Address Line 2  
 

 

Address Line 3  
 

 

Address Line 4  
 

 

Postcode   

Telephone Number c/o agent 
 

 

Ref: (For official use only) 

mailto:neighbourhoodplanning@wiltshire.gov.uk
http://consult.wiltshire.gov.uk/portal


 

Email Address c/o agent 
 

 

 

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each part of the draft plan you wish to comment on 
 

To which part of the Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (2021 – 2036) do your 

comments relate? 
 
 

Page: Paragraph: Other: 
 

Comment: 

 

Draft Policy MARL13 “Protecting Local Heritage Assets” 
 

We understand and acknowledge that there are listed buildings and Conservation Areas within the 
Marlborough area, and that new development should preserve and/or enhance them. Such assets of 
heritage value are protected through both legislation (Planning (Listed Building and Conservation 
Areas) Act 1990), the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and local policies (Wiltshire Core 
Strategy: Core Policy 58). 

 
Section 16 of the NPPF (“Conserving and Enhancing the Historic Environment”) explains how to 
consider the potential impacts on the significance of a designated heritage asset, e.g. Listed 
Buildings, Scheduled Monuments, Conservation Areas. Paragraphs 201 and 202 of the NPPF advise 
that where a proposed development will lead to substantial harm (or total loss of significance of) a 
designated heritage asset, then consent can be approved – unless it can be demonstrated that the 
substantial harm or total loss is necessary to achieve substantial public benefits that outweigh that 
harm or loss, or where certain criteria can be applied. Less than substantial harm must be weighed 
against the public benefits of the proposal. 

 
Paragraph 203 of the NPPF sets out how a planning application which affects the significance of a 
non-designated heritage asset should be taken into account. It states that 

 

“In weighing applications that directly or indirectly affect non-designated heritage assets, a balanced 
judgement will be required having regard to the scale of any harm or loss and the significance of the 
heritage asset.” 

 
It is clear that the determination of applications which affect non-designated heritage assets requires 
a lesser test of a ‘balanced judgement’ by the decision maker, rather than the emphasis on the 
applicant to demonstrate a) the level of harm, and b) the public benefits arising from the proposed 
development. 

 
With regards to non-designated heritage assets, there is therefore no basis in policy for describing 
harm to them as substantial or less than substantial, rather the NPPF requires that the scale of any 
harm or loss is articulated. 

 

Draft Policy MARL13 (A) refers to ‘Local Heritage Assets’ (equating to non-designated heritage 
assets), and states that proposals that result in harm to, or unnecessary loss of, a Local Heritage 
Asset, will be resisted, unless it can be demonstrated that there is a public benefit that outweighs the 
harm or loss. 

 
The draft policy wording is inconsistent with the NPPF. It has set out a test that is reserved for 
designated heritage assets only. By applying this restrictive approach to non-designated heritage 
assets, it gives an unnecessary level of additional protection which is not compliant with national 
planning policy, specifically with paragraph 203 of the NPPF. 

 
We request that Draft Policy MARL13 be amended to reflect paragraph 203 of the NPPF, requiring 
only a ‘balanced judgement’ to be made by the decision maker when considering applications which 
affect local heritage assets. 

Policy MARL13 43 



Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each part of the draft plan you wish to comment on 

To which part of the Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (2021 – 2036) do your 

comments relate? 

Appendix A and Page: Paragraph: Other: 

 

 

 
Savernake Parish Local Heritage Assets 
Study 

 

Comment: 

 
 

Appendix A of the Draft Marlborough Neighbourhood Plan 
Savernake Parish Local Heritage Assets Study 

 

The Draft Marlborough Neighbourhood Plan identifies Local Heritage Assets, which are included as 
Appendix A to the Draft Plan. Paragraph 5.45 of the Draft Plan states that the identified Local Heritage 
Assets have some local heritage value, including where applicable archaeological interest. 

 

Appendix A separates the identified Local Heritage Assets into four geographical areas: 
 

1. Marlborough 
2. Manton 
3. Mildenhall 

4. Savernake 
 

The identification of the Marlborough Local Heritage Assets is based on a Townscape Study which was 
prepared in 2021. The Study reviewed the ‘locally significant buildings’ as identified in the 2003 
Marlborough Conservation Area Statement. The Townscape Study was prepared by Sage Grey 
Architects, and as such there are independent professional accreditations underpinning the identified 
buildings. 

 
Equally so, a design study (“The Manton & Mildenhall Design Study”) dated May 2021 took place to 
inform the Local Heritage Assets identified for Manton and Mildenhall. This was prepared by Oneil 
Homer, who are specialist planning advisors and architects. Therefore, their experience and advisory 
role provides a robust background to the identification of the Local Heritage Assets within Manton and 
Mildenhall. 

 
However, the Local Heritage Assets which have been identified for Savernake are not based on any 
design study, or equivalent evidence base. The buildings have been selected by members of the 
Savernake Parish Council, and set out in a ‘Schedule of significant unlisted buildings for Savernake 
Parish’.. The Savernake Parish Local Heritage Study states that it has taken into account the Historic 
England Guidance in 2021 (‘Local Heritage Listing: Identifying & Conserving Local Heritage’). However, 
given the potential consequences for the future of the buildings identified in the Study, interpretation of 
the Historic England guidance must be undertaken by an independent professional as per the other 
Studies which have taken place to inform identification of the other Local Heritage Assets. 

 

A number of the buildings which have been identified in the Savernake Parish Local Heritage Assets 
Study are commonplace in the countryside, and we see no reason why they should have any additional 
levels of protection. 

 

As there is no evidence base for the creation of this list, we object to the list of Savernake buildings 
being included within Appendix A. 



Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each part of the draft plan you wish to comment on 

To which part of the Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (2021 – 2036) do your 

comments relate? 

Policy MARL14 Page: Paragraph: Other: 

 

 

 

Comment: 
 
 

 
Draft Policy MARL14 

 
Draft Policy MARL14 refers to a Green Infrastructure Network which includes a variety of open spaces. 
The draft policy seeks to protect these open spaces from being eroded, and encourages their 
extension. 

 
We support the principle of ensuring the retention of open spaces within the Neighbourhood Plan area. 
However, we are concerned that site no. 17 within Supporting Document 2 has been included in error. 
This piece of land does not offer any form of amenity value. It is simply a verge which has no 
recreational use. It is in close proximity to the very busy and noise A346. 

 

We respectfully request that this piece of land is removed from the draft Policies Map. 



Future notification 

I wish to be notified of the decision on the 

 

 

x Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan: YES: NO: 
 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

 

Thank you for completing this form. 

 
Data Protection 

 
Wiltshire Council has a duty to protect personal information and will process personal data in 
accordance with Data Protection legislation. The personal data you provide on this form will only 
be used for the purpose of the Wiltshire Development Framework. It may also be used for the 
prevention or detection of fraud or crime and in an anonymised form for statistical purposes. The 
data will be stored on computer and/or manual files. You have a right to a copy of your information 
held by any organisation, with some exemptions. To gain access to your personal data held by 
Wiltshire Council or if you have any Data Protection concerns please contact Wiltshire Council’s 
Data Protection Officer on 01225 713000 (switchboard) or e-mail to 
dataprotection@wiltshire.gov.uk .” 

08.11.2021 

mailto:dataprotection@wiltshire.gov.uk


 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan 2021 – 2036 

Wiltshire Council Response to the Regulation 16 Consultation 

8th November 2021 

 

Introduction 
 

1. These comments set out Wiltshire Council’s response to the ‘Regulation 16’ consultation on the draft 
Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan 2021 - 2036 (Submission Plan), referred to hereafter as the 
‘draft Plan’. 

 
2. Wiltshire Council is fully supportive of neighbourhood planning and has welcomed the opportunity to 

engage with the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group (NPSG) about the neighbourhood planning 
process throughout preparation of the draft Plan. The NPSG are to be commended on the considerable 
amount of work and the extent of consultation and community engagement that has gone into the 
production of their draft Plan. 

 
3. The Marlborough Neighbourhood Area on which the draft Plan is based was designated on 18th 

November 2020 and represents an amendment to the original Neighbourhood Area designated on 9th 
March 2016. A consultation in accordance with Regulation 14 of the Neighbourhood Planning (General) 
Regulations 2012 (as amended) took place over the period 18th January 2021 to 8th March 2021. 
Advice and comments were offered and ongoing dialogue throughout, including Wiltshire Council’s 
Regulation 14 consultation response (dated 08.03.21). 

 
4. The Regulation 16 consultation gives a further opportunity for Wiltshire Council to comment in the 

interests of ensuring that the draft Plan generally conforms to strategic policies contained in the 
development plan relating to Marlborough, which includes the Wiltshire Core Strategy (WCS) and 
Wiltshire Housing Site Allocations Plan (WHSAP), and that the proposed policies will be effective in 
achieving their stated objectives through the determination of individual planning applications. It is also 
worth reviewing the Basic Conditions, which include making sure the draft Plan aligns with national 
policies and advice contained in the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and whether it 
contributes to sustainable development and conforms to any relevant EU legislation. 

 

5. These comments take into consideration the views of specialist officers within Wiltshire Council who 
have been consulted at this stage. 

 

Submission of the draft neighbourhood plan and Regulation 16 consultation 
 

6. Wiltshire Council, as local planning authority, considered the submitted draft Plan and is satisfied that it 
complies with all the relevant statutory requirements set out in paragraph 6 of Schedule 4B of the Town 
and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended). 

 
7. The submitted draft plan includes a map of the neighbourhood area and was accompanied by a Basic 

Conditions Statement (August 2021), Consultation Statement (June 2021), Sustainability Appraisal 
(SA) (incorporating Strategic Environmental Assessment) (August 2021) by AECOM, HRA Screening 
Report (August 2021) and a series of evidence papers, namely: - 

 
- Final Site Assessments Report (July 2021); 

 

- Housing Needs and Requirements Study 2017 (May 2017) by Cobweb Consulting; 
- Affordable housing needs in the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan – update of 2017 study 

(June 2020) by Cobweb Consulting; 
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- Marlborough Town character Study (August 2020) by Sage Gray Architects Ltd; 
- Marlborough Town character Study (July 2021) by Sage Gray Architects Ltd; 
- Mildenhall & Manton Design Study (June 2021) by O’Neill Homer; 
- Savernake Parish Local Heritage Assets Study (July 2021); 

 

- Open Spaces – Regulation 15 – Supporting Document 1 – Policies 14 and 15; 
- Open Spaces – Regulation 15 – Supporting Document 2 – Policies 14, 15 and 17; 
- Open Spaces – Regulation 15 – Supporting Document 3 – Policy 17; 

- Open Spaces – Regulation 15 – Supporting Document 4 – Policy 17; 
 

- Car Parking Study (September 2017) by People and Places Insight Limited. 
 

8. Wiltshire Council formally consulted on the submitted Plan (Regulation 16) between 20th September 
2021 and 8th November 2021. The consultation was extended from the minimum 6 weeks to a 7-week 
period to enable the public some additional time to view and respond to the documents in the light of 
the COVID-19 situation. 

 
Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) 

 
9. Likely effects of proposed draft Plan policies on European Sites were considered both individually and 

in combination with other plans and projects. It has been confirmed by ecologists at Wiltshire Council 
that the draft Plan will not trigger the requirement for appropriate assessment under The Conservation 
of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 (amended by The Conservation of Habitats and Species 
(Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019). The most recent HRA screening (dated 20.10.21 / version 
3) undertaken on the basis of the updated draft Plan can be seen at Appendix A. 

 
Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) 

 

10. The draft Plan was screened under the SEA Directive / Regulations back in August 2019 when 
Wiltshire Council confirmed that the draft Plan was likely to have significant environmental effects. The 
decision was made due to the entire neighbourhood plan area being within the North Wessex Downs 
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) and the draft policies at the time allocated land for housing 
and school development, increasing capacity of primary health care services in the area and identified 
the potential for employment sites in rural areas. 

 
11. It is acknowledged that the current draft Plan is supported by a Sustainability Appraisal (SA) that 

incorporates a SEA. This approach is welcomed as it maximises the draft Plan’s contribution to 
sustainable development, thereby seeking to achieve the Basic Condition of contributing to sustainable 
development. 

 

Strategic Policy Context 
 

12. The policy context for the draft Plan is as follows 

Development Plan 

• Wiltshire Core Strategy (WCS), adopted January 2015. 
• Saved policies in the former Kennet Local Plan 2011 (KLP), as set out in Appendix D of the WCS. 
• Wiltshire Housing Site Allocations Plan (WHSAP), adopted 25 February 2020. 

 
Other relevant policy 

 

• National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (July 2021). 
• Planning Policy Guidance (PPG). 

 
13. The Wiltshire Core Strategy was formally adopted by Wiltshire Council on 20th January 2015. It 

provides a positive and overarching planning policy framework for Wiltshire for the period up to 2026. As 
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such, a number of the policies contained within the Core Strategy are relevant to the draft Plan. Of 
particular relevance is the spatial strategy for the Marlborough Community Area (Core Policy 14) which 
identifies specific issues to be addressed in planning for the area and indicative figures for the delivery 
of housing in the Community Area for the period 2006 to 2026. 

 

14. The largest settlement within the neighbourhood area is Marlborough which is identified in the Core 
Strategy as a ‘Market Town’ which are defined as settlements that have the ability to support 
sustainable patterns of living through their current levels of facilities, services and employment 
opportunities. Market Towns have the potential for significant development that will increase the jobs 
and homes in each town in order to help sustain and where necessary enhance their services and 
facilities and promote better levels of self-containment and viable sustainable communities. 

 
15. The Wiltshire Core Strategy also designates smaller settlements as ‘Large’ and ‘Small’ villages and 

outlines that development at these settlements will be limited to that needed to help meet the housing 
needs of the villages and to improve employment opportunities, services and facilities. The 
neighbourhood area contains one Small Village – Manton, and the other settlements such as Mildenhall 
are not identified for growth as part of the settlement strategy (Core Policies 1 and 2). 

 
16. The draft Plan will cover the period 2021 - 2036 and is being prepared alongside the review of the 

Wiltshire Core Strategy (known as the Wiltshire Local Plan Review), which presently plans for the period 
to 2036, as outlined within the ‘Emerging Spatial Strategy’ consultation paper1. It therefore takes into 
consideration not only the adopted Wiltshire Core Strategy but also work undertaken thus far on the 
emerging Wiltshire Local Plan. At this stage no draft Local Plan has been prepared. 

 
17. The Wiltshire Core Strategy and emerging Wiltshire Local Plan set the strategic context for the draft 

Plan and one key strategic element is the scale of growth to plan for over the draft Plan period (2021- 
2036). The Local Plan Review consultation paper ‘Planning for Marlborough’2 (January 2021) presents a 
proposed scale of growth for the town albeit no additional employment land requirement is proposed for 
the town. 

 

18. In terms of the scale of future residential development, the consultation paper clarifies that the Wiltshire 
Core Strategy identified a requirement for 680 homes and that the new strategy also proposes a figure 
of 680 homes for the Wiltshire Local Plan period 2016 – 2036. However, from this total the number of 
new dwellings already built within the plan period and existing commitments should be taken off, the 
consultation paper uses a base date of 1 April 2019 and indicates a further 245 dwellings would need to 
be accommodated up until 2036. The consultation paper also clarifies that: - 

 
“This level of growth represents the highest tested distribution for new homes at Marlborough. 
This distribution has been chosen solely to enable the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan 
steering group to deliver the affordable homes their work has indicated are required as a priority 
for the settlement. This level of growth does however represent a challenge given Marlborough 
sits within a constrained location compared to the wider Housing Market Area. Delivering this 
growth will require careful balancing against the need to protect the attractive qualities of the 
wider Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty.” (paragraph 12). 

 
19. The consultation material in effect recognised the ambition of the emerging neighbourhood plan to help 

address the affordable housing issues at the town and on this basis the Council would support the 
neighbourhood plan’s allocations provided that they remain within the over-riding objective of preserving 
the special qualities of the AONB. This involves the careful consideration of each site and detailed 
comments are provided on these below, as well as the need for affordable housing. The Neighbourhood 
Plan has sought to ensure Marlborough appropriately contributes towards meeting future housing needs 
in the period to 2036. However, an early review of the Neighbourhood Plan may be promoted by 
changes to the Local Plan Review once it is adopted. 

 
 

1 Emerging Spatial Strategy consultation paper – available by clicking here 
2 Planning for Marlborough consultation paper – available by clicking here 

https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/media/5623/Emerging-Spatial-Strategy/pdf/Wiltshire_Local_Plan_Emerging_Spatial_Stratergy_FINAL.pdf?m=637471655274170000
https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/media/5636/Planning-for-Marlborough/pdf/WLP_Market_Town_Planning_for_Marlborough_FINAL.pdf?m=637459652918900000
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Policy MARL1. Delivering Affordable Homes in Marlborough 
 

Part A of Policy MARL1 provides support in principle for residential development on sites allocated within 
the draft Plan, as shown on Inset Map MARL1 and listed below, provided they accord with the site-specific 
requirements and with other relevant policies of the development plan. 

 
1. Land Rear of Salisbury Road (50 dwellings) 
2. Land at Barton Dean (40 dwellings) 
3. Land off Cherry Orchard (30 dwellings) 

4. Land at Kelham Gardens (10 dwellings/flats) 
 

Part B of Policy MARL1 seeks to ensure that any future development on the allocated sites mitigate the effects 
of traffic on the local highway network and the designated Marlborough Air Quality Management Area (AQMA). 
The policy refers to existing problems on the strategic highway network but there are no specific details of the 
mitigation measures that may be required and whether these relate of off-site highway works, albeit the 
commentary within paragraphs 6.12 – 6.13 about exploring future opportunities is recognised. The objectives of 
the policy criteria to ensure measures are put in place to mitigate against any adverse transportation and air 
quality impacts do however align with the objectives of Core Policy 55 ‘Air Quality’ and Core Policy 62 
‘Development Impacts on the Transport Network’ of the WCS. 

 
Part C of Policy MARL1 also seeks to ensure that any future development on the allocated sites have regard to 
archaeological assets which aligns with the requirement of the NPPF and Core Policy 58 ‘Ensuring the 
Conservation of the Historic Environment’ of the WCS. 

 
Finally, part D of Policy MARL1 clarifies that Policy MARL3 applies to the allocated sites. 

 

Note: In paragraph 5.8 the reference to paragraph 172 of the NPPF should be amended to 176. 
 

1: Land Rear of Salisbury Road (50 dwellings) 
 

Development Density 
 

Policy MARL1 provides support for approximately 50 dwellings on a developable area of approximately 2- 
hectares and is supported by an outline of a land use parameter plan (albeit the text is unclear due to the 
resolution of the plan). The parameter plan includes land outside the developable area for associated green 
infrastructure and mitigation measures. It is unclear whether the site area and density considers the position of 
the site within the Marlborough public water Source Protection Zone. 

 
Landscape 

 
The policy criteria require any future development on the site to reflect existing land contours and be laid out 
and designed in such a way as to conserve the landscape and scenic beauty of the Area of Outstanding 
Natural Beauty (AONB). 

 
The site lies to the west of a residential development scheme currently being built out on land to the west of 
Salisbury Road (Marlberg Grange), but it is separated from it by the elevated disused railway embankment 
which supports mature woodland and is an important Green Infrastructure corridor in its own right. The site lies 
opposite and south of St John’s Marlborough Academy and its access road. The site occupies the same dry 
valley landform as the Marlberg Grange development site (land west of Salisbury Road) but does not benefit in 
the same way from the enclosure provided by the wooded and well vegetated railway embankment. This 
proposed allocation pushes urban development further up the dry valley landform and will be more exposed 
from adjoining countryside, occupying part of a larger field area. 

 
The allocation is viewed as major development within a green field site within the North Wessex Downs AONB. 
It is recognised that the Site Assessments Report (2021) mentions that the MANP Steering Group has 
engaged with the North Wessex Downs AONB Unit and has sought additional landscape character evidence 
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from the landowners of the preferred sites. The report mentions that copies of their respective technical reports, 
including detailed landscape and visual appraisals are published separately, however, they do not appear to 
form part of the formal evidence base for the draft Plan. The Site Assessments Report provides extracts from 
the submitted observations / appraisals, however, the land rear of Salisbury Road site does not appear to have 
been appraised by a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment. The report states that “it has been shown in 
the landscape appraisals that it is possible to avoid or moderate their potential for detrimental effects on the 
environment and landscape, provided the allocation policies set out the mitigation measures.”, however it is felt 
there is insufficient evidence available to view which substantiates this. It is considered that the urban 
development of the site will result in the permanent loss of the undeveloped rural landscape character to an 
unacceptable and unjustified level based on the evidence that currently support the draft Plan. 

 

Notwithstanding the above observations, it is acknowledged that the supporting text to the policy outlines that 
the NPSG has concluded that the public benefits of the proposed development outweigh the detrimental effects 
on the local environment and landscape, the extent of which will be capable of successful moderation. It is 
recommended that if it is necessary to develop this site, then new development should be set within a strong 
wooded framework that ties into the vegetated railway embankment and links with other small existing 
woodland copses (Pantawick) within this part of the nationally protected AONB landscape. The ultimate built 
development heights should be restricted to avoid the creation of harsh new elevated urban development and 
ridgeline/s in foreground and background views. The policy implies within the final criteria point that new 
woodland will be planted on undeveloped land between the site and Pantawick (Copse) albeit this area of land 
does not form part of the site allocation and is not identified on the parameter plan. It is considered that if the 
area of woodland is required to mitigate against adverse landscape and ecological impacts there should be 
certainty about its deliverability and more clarity and precision within the policy itself. 

 
Ecology 

 
The policy requires any future application to be supported by a biodiversity strategy which should demonstrate 
how the proposal will retain and enhance the green infrastructure along its eastern boundary (the formerrailway 
line) to provide a habitat corridor towards the Savernake Forest SSSI to its south and to connect with the 
corridor to its north as part of demonstrating its proposals to deliver a biodiversity net gain. However, the policy 
criteria also require a new access via the Marlberg Grange development across the railway line albeit the 
biodiversity strategy should mitigate harmful ecological impacts and compensate the loss of land of biodiversity 
value. These recent policy updates seek to address any potential future impacts on the nationally important 
hibernation roost of Natterer’s bats in the disused railway tunnel, which also supports a small number of Annex 
II bats3. 

 

Core Policy 14 ‘Spatial Strategy: Marlborough Community Area’ of the WCS specifically highlights the 
significance of the railway tunnel and outlines the need for new development to avoid adverse impacts on 
protected species and designated local wildlife habitats and features. Wiltshire Council has particular concerns 
regarding the proposed allocation of this site because of the potential for adverse effects on the Natterer’s bat 
roost within the tunnel to the immediate east, and upon the adjoining commuting and foraging habitat. It should 
be noted that the roost at the disused tunnel site is probably the largest Natterer’s bat hibernation site in the 
UK. 

 
The main issues are that the proposed allocation includes an access across the disused railway line that will 
sever a key flight-line connected to the roost in the disused tunnel; the introduction of artificial light (from the 
development and vehicles travelling in close proximity to the tunnel) will affect bat commuting and foraging 
behaviour and would very likely deter use of the established flight-lines adjoining the tunnel, and if the 
proposed access across the disused railway line were to be lit this would further exacerbate matters; and an 
increase in people in the area especially post construction completion will increase potential for disturbance to 
bats using the roost through vandalism and people accessing the tunnel, which is already an issue and would 
be further compounded if yet more houses were constructed adjacent to the tunnel. 

 

Moreover, the development of this site would also result in cumulative adverse effects given the Marleberg 
Grange development east of the disused tunnel, and there would be additional marginalisation of, and pressure 
upon remaining habitat on account of further loss of greenfield land adjacent to the tunnel and with connectivity 

3 Annex II Bat Species refers to the Habitats European Council Directive (92/43/EEC) 
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to Savernake Forest and the wider landscape. Regardless of any restrictions to lighting and mitigation 
measures proposed to reduce light spill and lux levels, there will inevitably be an increase in ambient light 
levels particularly above and adjacent to the site, and this will inhibit bat commuting and foraging not only at the 
site and the immediate adjoining habitat, but also across the wider landscape. These impacts would comprise a 
significant deterrent to the continued use of the tunnel for hibernation, with abandonment of the hibernation 
roost probable, in which case the resulting adverse effects on the bat populations that use the tunnel for 
roosting could be significant. 

 

It is considered that the Site Assessment Report does not adequately address the ecological constraints of this 
site and based on the current evidence base Wiltshire Council objects to the principle of the allocation of this 
site on ecology grounds, in addition to the landscape grounds detailed above. 

 
Transportation 

 
The policy requires the main highways access to Salisbury Road via the Marleberg Grange development to the 
east. The development has been designed to accommodate additional through traffic and the junction onto the 
roundabout is suitable to accommodate additional use. However, in terms of vehicle movements it is 
acknowledged that Salisbury Road at certain times of the day becomes impacted by a high level of traffic 
leading to a negative impact. As such, whilst it is anticipated that the movements are not likely to result in a 
significant detrimental effect on the current issues on the highway network it is recommended that the transport 
assessment undertaken by the NPSG or land promoter be included within the evidence base to enable it to be 
confirmed that the existing highway network is able to accommodate the proposed development with or without 
any improvements or mitigation measures. 

 
2: Land at Barton Dean (40 dwellings) 

 

Development Density and Land Use 
 

Policy MARL1 provides support for approximately 40 dwellings on a developable area of no more than 1.5 
hectares with land safeguarded for the potential provision of a new medical centre next to the existing leisure 
centre. 

 
The policy requires the land for the medical centre to be made available to an appropriate body to deliver the 
medical centre prior to the first occupation of the residential development scheme. It is unclear whether the 
residential element of the site allocation is reliant on the delivery of the medical centre or whether a residential 
scheme would be acceptable on its own merits. If the latter applies the trigger for the occupation of the 
residential scheme may not be justified. The wording of this policy requirement may have a bearing on the 
timely delivery of affordable housing at this site. i.e. if agreement is not reached on what constitutes 
‘reasonable terms’, or ‘an appropriate body’ to deliver the medical centre is not identified in a timely manner 
etc. 

 
The policy criterion also specifies the land dedicated for a new medical centre may be released for residential 
development if a proposal is not made within a reasonable timeframe set out in a planning condition. It is 
however unclear what the draft Plan considers to be a reasonable timeframe and whether the delivery of the 
medical centre needs to be linked to the residential scheme hence the reference to a planning condition. It is 
suggested that the need to release the land safeguarded for a potential new medical centre could be informed 
by a future review of the neighbourhood plan. 

 
Landscape 

 

The policy criteria require any future development on the site to be laid out and designed in such a way as to 
conserve the landscape and scenic beauty of the AONB. It is recognised that the Site Assessments Report 
(2021) mentions that the landscape appraisal work provided by the landowner indicates that the site can be 
successfully incorporated into the landscape albeit the evidence does not form part of the formal evidence 
based. It is also acknowledged that the supporting text to the policy outlines that the NPSG has concluded that 
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the public benefits of the proposed development outweigh the detrimental effects on the local environment and 
landscape, the extent of which will be capable of successful moderation. 

 

There are some significant mature trees and areas of woodland within the site which should be retained and 
excluded from developable areas. The use of the words ‘where practicable’ is not supported in policy terms. If it 
is important for place shaping, biodiversity, landscape, natural beauty important trees and green infrastructure 
should be retained for these valued functions. 

 
Heritage 

 
The policy acknowledges the Grade II Listed Buildings (Barton Farm House and Barton Farm Stables) to the 
north of the site and requires new development on the allocated site to sustain and enhance the setting of the 
heritage assets. It is however recommended that the policy text specifically identifies theses building as 
heritage assets for clarity rather than just identifying them by name after the initial text which relates to 
conserving the landscape and scenic beauty of the AONB. 

 
Transportation 

 

The policy wording does not provide any detail or set out any requirements in relation to the access 
arrangements although the site plan shows a single access at a location approximately where the current 
access junctions with College Fields. The main access will need to be improved to ensure two-way movements 
can be achieved. A full assessment of nearby junction capacity will need to be considered and any 
development will be required to provide financial contributions to offset the impact of the traffic and facilitate 
pedestrian and non -motorised journeys as well as contributions to bus provision etc. It is advised that the 
development of the site should be able to demonstrate good pedestrian and cycling connectivity. A shared use 
path to the main A4 junction would be desirable as well as up the road to the leisure centre, along with a 
connection to the PUFFIN and an up-grade of the PUFFIN to a TOUCAN to provide access for cycles. The 
policy should recognise the public rights of way within and adjacent to the site with the aim of providing 
connections from the site to them. 

 
3: Land off Cherry Orchard (30 dwellings) 

 

Development Density 
 

Policy MARL1 provides support for approximately 30 dwellings on a developable area of approximately 1 
hectare. 

 

Landscape 
 

The site comprises previously developed land however the impact on wider landscape character is important. 
The southern and eastern boundaries of the site contain/adjoin the former line of the disused railway which 
appears to be well wooded with good numbers of mature established trees. 

 
The site is included within the current defined limits of development and is previously developed land. The 
principle of accommodating new development at this site would be supported in general landscape planning 
policy terms. However, it is questioned whether 30 new dwellings could be reasonably accommodated on this 
site, while also accommodating an access road, meeting required parking standards, refuse vehicle / fire 
tender turning areas, sustainable urban drainage proposals and on site POS policy provision requirements, 
without significant or total tree removal from within and along the perimeters of the site that provide and 
contribute to existing green infrastructure links and wildlife habitat/biodiversity and natural beauty of the AONB. 
The disused railway woodland provides the landscape and ecological framework and the treed skyline 
backdrop for the new development at Marlberg Grange and needs to be retained for its important landscape 
function as well as its ecological green infrastructure value. It is difficult to understand how the policy 
requirements for biodiversity net gain and conservation and enhancement of the AONB will be acceptably 
deliverable based on these envisaged new home numbers at this small site and the likely tree removals and 
weakening of the existing vegetated disused railway Green Infrastructure corridor required to achieve this. 
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The allocation of this site is supported in principle, the detailed environmental criterion within the policy is also 
supported in principle, but it is recommended that the envisaged home numbers for this site should be reduced 
to a realistic number in order to retain the significant woodland belt and green infrastructure value along and 
running adjacent to the disused railway. 

 

Transportation 
 

The policy requires the highways access to be taken from Cherry Orchard only and retain and enhance existing 
public rights of way. The existing and proposed access is included within the land within the site allocation. The 
access road is approximately 6m in width which should be acceptable for a scheme of 30 units or less. It is 
noted there is a suggestion of providing a link through to the potential development to the south west and this 
link will need to be offered for adoption. A PROW crosses the site, and this must be noted and accommodated 
by any proposal. 

 
4: Land at Kelham Gardens (10 flats) 

 

Development Density 
 

Policy MARL1 provides support for a scheme of flats on approximately 10 units on a site area of approximately 
0.1hecatre. It is recognised that a block of flats would be suitable for the context of the site, but a restriction is 
imposed on building heights to ensure the development respects the character of the established built 
environment. It is however questioned whether the area of the site is sufficient to accommodate 10units, with 2- 
3 bedrooms which is the requirement of Policy MARL3, with associated parking and services within a 
building(s) no greater than 2.5metres. The details shown on the supporting plan is for a scheme of 9 flats, 3 of 
which would be 1 bed only. 

 

Environmental 
 

The land allocation lies within Flood Zone 24 and is at risk from surface water flooding. The NPPF advises that 
development should not be allocated or permitted in areas at risk of flooding if there are reasonably available 
sites appropriate for the proposed development in areas with a lower probability of flooding. The Planning 
Practice Guidance clarifies that in plan making, this means applying a sequential approach to site selection so 
that development is, as far as reasonably possible, located where the risk of flooding (from all sources) is 
lowest, taking account of climate change and the vulnerability of future uses to flood risk. In plan-making this 
involves applying the ‘Sequential Test’ and, if needed, the Exception Test. The aim of the Sequential Test is to 
steer new development to areas with the lowest probability of flooding. It is recognised the supporting text to 
the policy advises this test has been considered and whilst further greenfield allocations could be pursued, 
there are no other brownfield options that could accommodate the housing need and the redevelopment of the 
site for a new residential use presents a more sustainable option than leaving the land derelict. It is also stated 
that the exception test is addressed because the land interest has confirmed it will be possible to design a 
scheme that will be safe for its lifetime without increasing flood risk elsewhere which would be confirmed within 
a flood risk assessment at the planning application stage. 

 
Policy MARL2. Encouraging Affordable Homes in Mildenhall 

 

The policy provides support in principle for affordable housing schemes of 10 units or less with two or three 
bedrooms for households under 40 years of age. The supporting text mentions that there is a local desire to 
see more younger people in the village to maintain its vibrancy in the face of an otherwise ageing population. 
The intention of the policy is to refine but sit alongside Core Policies 43 ‘Providing Affordable Homes’, 44 ‘Rural 
Exception Site’, and 45 ‘Meeting Wiltshire’s Housing Needs’ to provide a specific type of affordable housing. 

 

Core Policy 44 ‘Rural Exception Sites’ provides support for a rural exception site to be delivered at Mildenhall 
provided set criteria are met (points ‘i’ – ‘viii’ of the policy). It does not however limit the type or tenure of 

 
 

4 The Government’s records available to view at here 

https://flood-map-for-planning.service.gov.uk/confirm-location?easting=418905&northing=169197&placeOrPostcode=Marlborough
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affordable housing but requires the scheme to meet an identified local need at the time of an application. Whilst 
it is noted that the supporting text mentions the evidence base currently points towards a need to deliver 
homes specifically suited to young people and families (dwellings of two or three bedrooms for household 
under 40 years of age) it is questioned whether the policy needs to include these stipulations and it is 
suggested that a less restrictive and more flexible policy would allow greater scope for a range of housing 
types and tenures to be delivered over the lifetime of the plan to meet an identified need at the time of any 
planning application. In line with Core Policy 44 of the WCS the dwellings delivered under this policy would 
need to be of an affordable tenure that can remain affordable in perpetuity to ensure the objective of the policy 
is achieved. 

 

Policy MARL 3. Meeting Local Housing Needs 
 

The policy intention is to require all new windfall residential development to dwellings of a two- or three- 
bedroom type and resists single tenure specialist accommodation scheme or other housing scheme intended 
for older people. The supporting text explains older person accommodation has been more than well provided 
in recent years and the evidence base shows that two- and three-bedroom housing types will meet the needs 
of the existing and future population of the town. It has previously been advised that the needs evidence used 
in the preparation of the draft Plan are a snapshot of need and it is suggested that the size and type of housing 
supported should be based on the evidenced need at the time of any future planning application. The policy 
could otherwise be inflexible if the needs of the community change in the future, however it is recognised the 
supporting text now mentions that future reviews of the plan will assess if the policy position needs to change. 

 
Policy MARL 4. Supporting a Thriving Town Centre 

 
The policy identifies the range of uses that would be supported within the Marlborough Town Centre boundary, 
which includes Primary and Secondary Shopping Frontages, as defined on Inset Map MARL4. The policy 
would update saved policies ED18 ‘Prime Shopping Area’ and saved policy ED19 ‘Devizes and Marlborough 
Town Centres’ of the former Kennet Local Plan which are now partly out of date following the publication of the 
Town and County Planning (Use Classes) (Amendment) (England) Regulation 2020. 

 

The policy clearly defines the Town Centre and Primary and Secondary Shopping Frontages and outlines the 
range of uses that would be supported within these areas i.e., commercial business and services (Class E) and 
pubs or drinking establishments, and hot food takeaways (Sui Generis Use) in line with the requirements of 
paragraph 86 of the NPPF. However, any other uses not identified within the plan which could positively 
contribution to the vitality and viability of the centre would have to be assessed on their own merits. The 
existing aforementioned policies of the local development plan currently in force allow scope for alternative 
uses to be considered within the town centre provided they make a positive contribution to the vitality and 
viability of the centre. 

 
Note: In paragraph 5.26 the reference to MARL14 should be amended to MARL13. 

 
Policy MARL 5. Improving Public Parking 

 
The policy encourages future proposals to establish new public car parking spaces to serve Marlborough town 
centre and allocates land adjacent to Marlborough Rugby Club, as shown on Inset Map MARL5, subject to a 
set criterion being met. Whilst the policy is focused on the provision of parking spaces as opposed to a shift 
towards encouraging more sustainable modes of transport it is recognised that there is now encouragement for 
electric vehicle charging points as part of any new car parking proposal 

 

Policy MARL 6. Delivering New Cemetery Land 

 
The policy allocates land at The Common, as shown on Inset Map MARL6, to extend the adjoining cemetery in 
response to the need identified by research. The policy seeks to achieve and appropriate layout and design for 
the land use and to avoid harm to highway safety or landscape character. 
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Policy MARL 7. Protecting and Supporting Community Facilities 
Policy MARL 8. Protecting and Improving Sports Facilities 

 

The policies identify and seek to protect existing community and sports facilities within Marlborough, Manton 
and Mildenhall. The policies align with the objective of Core Policy 49 which seeks to protect community 
facilities within rural areas and applies the policy to the local context of the draft Plan area by specifically 
identifying rural community and sports facilities within the area and those within the Market Town of 
Marlborough. Policy MARL8 also provides support for new and / or improved sports facilities which is a positive 
addition to the draft Plan. 

 
Policy MARL 9. A Design Code for the Marlborough Conservation Area 
Policy MARL 10. A Design Code for Marlborough’s Areas of Special Quality 
Policy MARL 11. A Design Code for Manton 
Policy MARL 12. A Design Code for Mildenhall 
Policy MARL 13. Protecting Local Heritage Assets 

 

The policies seek to ensure that development proposals do not harm the significance of the Marlborough, 
Manton and Mildenhall Conservation Areas (Policies MARL9, MARL11 and MAR12), resists harm to Local 
Heritage Assets identified within the plan (policy MARL13) and have full regard to the significance of the Areas 
of Special Quality identified within Marlborough (policy MARL 10). 

 

The policies seek to complement the relevant national and local design and heritage policies by drawing 
attention to the adopted Conservation Area Statement and provide further detail about the local heritage and 
design context as detailed within the updated Marlborough Town Character Study (July 2021) by Sage Gray 
Architects Ltd which responds to the observations previously made by Wiltshire Council. 

 
Policy MARL 14. Protecting and Improving Green Infrastructure 

 

The policy designates a Green Infrastructure Network, as shown on Inset Maps MARL14, and seeks to ensure 
new developments maintain and improve the network, whilst also delivering a net gain to biodiversity assets. 
The policy also provides support for any proposal that will contribute towards carbon sequestering. The policy 
aligns with the objectives of Core Policy 50 ‘Biodiversity and Geodiversity’ and Core Policy 52 ‘Green 
Infrastructure’ of the WCS and applies them to the local context of the draft Plan area. 

 
Policy MARL 15. Protecting Local Green Spaces 

 
The policy proposes the designation of Local Green Spaces (7.no), as shown on Inset Map MARL15, following 
an assessment against paragraphs 101 – 102 of the NPPF and seeks to protect these spaces from 
inappropriate development unless there are very special circumstances. It is recognised that the assessment 
and justification for the designations is provided within the evidence base (Open Spaces – Regulation 15 – 
Supporting Document 1 – Policies 14 and 15 and Open Spaces – Regulation 15 – Supporting Document 2 – 
Policies 14, 15 and 17). However, Wiltshire Council as landowner has previously expressed its opposition to 
the inclusion of site no.7 Land at College Fields/Barton Park, Marlborough 

 
It is noticed that land at The Green, Marlborough remains on Inset Map MARL15 albeit it has now been 
removed from the policy itself, the reason or which is unclear. 

 

Note: In paragraph 5.22 and 5.53 the reference to paragraphs 99 – 100 of the NPPF should be updated to 101 
– 102. 

 

Policy MARL 16. Protecting Valued Community Open Spaces 
 

The policy identifies, on Inset Map MARL16, and seeks to protect Valued Community Open Spaces. It is 
recognised that the areas of land do not meet the tests to be designated as a Local Green Space, but they are 
valued by the local community and merit an appropriate amount of protection within the planning decision 
making process. 
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Policy MARL 17. Conserving the Scenic Beauty of the AONB 
 

The policy seeks to ensure that new development does not undermine the landscape and special beauty of the 
AONB, and full regard is had to the defining characteristics of the landscape within the MANP area. The policy 
also seeks to resists isolated homes outside the development boundary of Marlborough to protect landscape 
character and the special beauty of the AONB. 

 
It is recognised that the policy wording has been updated to address the comments previously provided by 
Wiltshire Council. In terms of the second objective of the policy, it seeks to resists isolated home in the 
countryside that seek to benefit from criteria ‘e’ of paragraph 80 of the NPPF due to the North Wessex Downs 
AONB designation. Paragraph 80 of the NPPF allows schemes which are of an exceptional design quality to be 
submitted for consideration and the criteria requires any scheme to enhance its immediate setting, and be 
sensitive to the defining characteristics of the local area. The draft policy will not enable the decision maker on 
planning applications to assess these tests and therefore this element of the policy is considered to be too 
restrictive. 

 
Note: In paragraph 5.56 the reference to paragraphs 172 of the NPPF should be updated to 176 and in 
paragraph 5.59 the reference to paragraphs 79 of the NPPF should be updated to 80. 

 

Policy MARL 18. Achieving Dark Skies 
 

The policy seeks to ensure that any external lighting associated with new development is located and designed 
is such a way to conserve the dark skies of the AONB. 

 

Policy MARL 19. Building to the PassivHaus Standard 
 

The policy outlines various requirements for new developments to mitigate against climate change by 
improving the carbon emission performance of new developments. The aim of the policy is to contribute 
towards the Government’s climate change target (incorporated in the Climate Change Act 2008) of becoming 
carbon neutral by 2050. 

 
The policy requires developments to be: - 
A. ‘zero carbon ready’ by design. 
B. Certified to a PassivHaus or equivalent standard where feasible. 
C. Supported by a Post Occupancy Evaluation Report, via condition of any planning permission. 
D. Supported by a Whole Life-Cycle Carbon Emission Assessment (construction and operational stages). 
E. Supported by an Energy Statement 

 
Whilst the aims and objectives of the policy are supported in principle, the Council is conscious that the 
Secretary of State in a Written Ministerial Statement to the House of Commons (March 2015) stated that the 
ability to set energy efficiency targets is limited to local plans only and neighbourhood plans should not set any 
additional local technical standards or requirements relating to the construction, internal layout or the 
performance of new dwellings. The more up to date NPPF does however clearly advise that the planning 
system should support the transition to a low carbon future in a changing climate and local planning authorities 
must within the strategic policies of their development plans include measures to address climate change 
mitigation and adaption. 

 
The work undertaken by the Council on the Local Plan Review, as detailed within the ‘Looking to the future’ 
consultation paper5, includes a review of role of land use plans in tackling climate change and the scope and 
effectiveness of existing planning policies which will inform new and updated policies for the Wiltshire Local 
Plan. These policies will set the strategic context County wide. Whilst climate change is a strategic priority of 
the NPPF and strategic policies should be the focus of local development plans only, there is an opportunity for 
neighbourhood plans to develop or reinforce climate change policy at a local level, in particular where 
development plan policies are absent or out of date. Neighbourhood plan policies must however be developed 

 

5 Looking to the future consultation paper – available by clicking here 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2008/27/contents
https://www.wiltshire.gov.uk/media/5622/Addressing-Climate-Change-and-Biodiversity/pdf/Wiltshire_Local_Plan_Addressing_Climate_Change_and_Biodiversity_FINAL.pdf?m=637469175263630000
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within the context of the planning policy framework detailed above. It may therefore be appropriate to 
encourage rather than require developers to meet certain standards which may yet to be a specific national 
policy or legislative requirement and as part of a future review establish whether the climate change policies set 
by the Wiltshire Local Plan can be adapted or strengthened to respond to the local context. 

 
Implementation and Review 

 
The Implementation section of the draft Plan outlines various activities and measures the relevant Councils 
could take following the ‘making’ of the Plan to ensure it is properly and successfully implemented and to help 
some of its key objectives come to fruition. The commitment to reviewing the made neighbourhood plan 
following the adoption of the Wiltshire Local Plan is also acknowledged to ensure it aligns with any future 
changes to strategic planning policies or requires updating in light of its implementation to ensure its 
effectiveness. 
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MARLBOROUGH AREA NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN HABITATS REGULATIONS 

ASSESSMENT (HRA) 

1. Introduction 
 

1.1. This Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA) has been undertaken to inform a Regulation 16 

consultation response from Wiltshire Council to the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan 2021 – 

2036: Submission Plan (August 2021), hereafter referred to as the NP, which was submitted to Wiltshire 

Council in September 2021. 

1.2. This is the third iteration of the HRA of this NP; the first version, dated 3rd March 2021, was produced to 

inform the Regulation 14 consultation response from Wiltshire Council to the NP. The second version, 

dated 20th August 2021, was produced at the request of the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group 

(NPSG) subsequent to receipt of information that the NPSG requested from Thames Water Utilities Ltd 

and the Environment Agency (EA) in accordance with the recommendations stipulated in the first 

version of the HRA. Wiltshire Council’s ecology officer obtained further, more detailed information from 

the EA in order to suitably inform the HRA. The second iteration of the HRA subsequently produced, 

presented a revised screening assessment taking account of the aforementioned information acquired 

from Thames Water Utilities Ltd and the EA. 

1.3. The HRA has been carried out to comply with Regulation 105 of the Conservation of Habitats and 

Species (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 20191, hereafter referred to as the Habitats Regulations. 

Under these Regulations, a competent authority must consider whether a relevant plan is likely to have 

a significant effect on any European sites before deciding to give any consent, permission or other 

authorisation. If the screening exercise demonstrates significant effects are likely, whether or not these 

are addressed through mitigation measures2, the competent authority must undertake an appropriate 

assessment (AA) to examine the effects of the plan on the conservation objectives of the European sites 

in question, consult the appropriate nature conservation body and have regard to its representations. 

Both the screening, and any subsequent AA must consider the impacts of the plan alone and in 

combination with other plans or projects. 

1.4. It is usually the case that a plan of this nature does not go into the detailed aspects of development 

proposals and therefore the full effects of potential development cannot be accurately assessed at the 

plan making stage. Those details will typically be identified through a planning application which would 

be subject to further, more detailed HRA. The principle that a HRA need only consider the effects of a 

proposal or policy in as much detail as is specified by the plan was explained by Advocate General 

Kokott in a judgement brought against the UK government in 2005: 

“Many details are regularly not settled until the time of the final permission. It would also hardly be 

proper to require a greater level of detail in preceding plans or the abolition of multi-stage planning and 

approval procedures so that the assessment of implications can be concentrated on one point in the 

procedure. Rather, adverse effects on areas of conservation must be assessed at every relevant stage of 

 
 
 

 

1 On 1st January 2021 the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 were amended by the Conservation of 
Habitats and Species (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019. Most of these changes involved transferring functions from 
the European Commission to the appropriate authorities in England and Wales. All other processes or terms in the 2017 
Regulations remain unchanged and existing guidance is still relevant. The obligations of a competent authority in the 2017 
Regulations for the protection of sites or species do not change Changes to the Habitats Regulations 2017 - GOV.UK 
(www.gov.uk) 
2 Court of Justice of the European Union, Case C 323/17 “People Over Wind”/P. Sweetman v Coillte Teoranta 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/changes-to-the-habitats-regulations-2017/changes-to-the-habitats-regulations-2017
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/changes-to-the-habitats-regulations-2017/changes-to-the-habitats-regulations-2017
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the procedure to the extent possible on the basis of the precision of the plan. This assessment is to be 

updated with increasing specificity in subsequent stages of the procedure.”3 

1.5. Where AA is undertaken, the competent authority may go on to authorise the plan provided that it will 

not adversely affect the integrity of any European sites. Where an adverse effect on the integrity (AEoI) 

of any European sites cannot be ruled out, and where there are no alternative solutions, the plan can 

only be authorised and proceed if there are imperative reasons of over-riding public interest (IROPI) 

and if the necessary compensatory measures can be secured. 

1.6. Wiltshire Council has conducted the following HRA as competent authority for the Marlborough Area 

NP. Where risks to European sites are identified, changes are recommended to remove or reduce the 

risks, and these should be incorporated into the plan before it is made. Likewise, if the policies or 

planning context change after the HRA is completed, the HRA process must be repeated before the final 

plan is considered by a referendum and adopted. 

2. Screening Methodology 
 

2.1. Each element of the plan has been categorised against screening criteria developed by Natural England 

(NE) to provide a clear audit trail for the screening assessment. 

2.2. The screening criteria used are as follows: 

• Category A1: The policy will not itself lead to development e.g., because it relates to design or 

other qualitative criteria for development. 

• Category A2: The policy is intended to protect the natural environment. 

• Category A3: The policy is intended to conserve or enhance the natural, built or historic 

environment. 

• Category A4: The policy would positively steer development away from European sites and 

associated sensitive areas. 

• Category A5: The policy would have no effect because no development could occur through the 

policy itself, the development being implemented through other policies in the same plan, which 

are more specific and therefore more appropriate to assess for their effects on European Sites 

and associated sensitive areas. 

• Category B: No significant effect. 

• Category C: Likely significant effect alone. 

• Category D: Likely significant effects in combination. 

2.3. The effect of each policy has been considered both individually and in combination with other plans and 

projects (see Table 1 in Section 4 below). Where potential for likely significant effects have been 

identified, an appropriate assessment is presented in subsequent sections. 
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3. Higher Level HRAs 
 

Wiltshire Core Strategy 

3.1 The Wiltshire Core Strategy (WCS) HRA (October 2009, February 20124, March 20135, February 20146 

and April 20147) identified general parameters to determine the likelihood of potential impacts on 

European sites/Natura 2000 sites (now known as the national site network8). The following potential 

impact pathways and associated parameters were identified and assessed for the European sites 

stipulated below. 

 
• Recreation – European sites within 5km of the plan area or where Salisbury Plain SPA/SAC is within 

15km (it should be noted that the relevant parameter for the latter has since been revised on the 

basis of data obtained by means of visitor surveys and is now 6.4km): 

o Salisbury Plain SPA / SAC 

o River Avon SAC 

o New Forest SAC / SPA 

o Bath and Bradford on Avon Bats SAC (added post adoption of Wiltshire Core Strategy) 

• Hydrology / Hydrogeology – European sites that fall wholly or partly within the Wessex Water 

Resource Zone may be susceptible to impact: 

o Salisbury Plain SAC / SPA 

o Bath and Bradford on Avon Bats SAC 

o Pewsey Downs SAC 

o North Meadow and Clattinger Farm SAC 

o River Avon SAC 

o River Lambourn SAC 

o Kennet & Lambourn Floodplain SAC 

• Air Pollution / Nitrogen Deposition – European sites within 200m of a main road 

o Porton Down SPA 

o Salisbury Plain SAC / SPA 

o Southampton Water SPA 

o North Meadow and Clattinger Farm SAC 

o River Avon SAC 

o Rodborough Common SAC 

o Cotswolds Beechwoods SAC 
 
 
 

4 Wiltshire Core Strategy Submission Draft – Assessment under the Habitats Regulations, Wiltshire Council, February 2012 
5 Wiltshire Core Strategy – Assessment under the Habitats Regulations, Wiltshire Council, March 2013 
6 Update to the Wiltshire Core Strategy habitats Regulations Assessment, February 2014 (Exam/89) 
7 Wiltshire Core Strategy Updated Habitats Regulations Assessment, April 2014 
8 On 1st January 2021 the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 (as amended) were amended by the 
Conservation of Habitats and Species (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019 
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• Physical Damage / Interruption of Flight Lines / Disturbance 

o Bath and Bradford on Avon Bats SAC 

o Porton Down SPA 

o Chilmark Quarries SAC (added post adoption of Wiltshire Core Strategy) 

o Mottisfont Bats SAC (added post adoption of Wiltshire Core Strategy) 

 
Wiltshire Housing Site Allocations Plan 

3.2 Since the WCS was adopted, the Council published a pre-submission draft of the Wiltshire Housing Site 

Allocations Plan (WHSAP) together with a HRA dated 21 June 2017. A schedule of proposed changes 

was considered by Cabinet supported by an Addendum to the HRA dated May 2018. A further schedule 

of changes and an Addendum to the HRA incorporating minor factual changes were published in 

September 2018 for public consultation. Subsequently, the WHSAP (Council Version, February 2020) 

was adopted by Full Council on 25th February 2020, and this was accompanied by the final WHSAP 

Assessment under the Habitats Regulations (Wiltshire Council, February 2020). 

3.3 The screening criteria for the adopted WHSAP and final HRA were modified for some European sites 

from those used for the WCS subsequent to the acquisition of results from new surveys, and in light of 

advice from Natural England. This includes the zone of influence around the Salisbury Plain SPA used to 

screen for likely significant effects as a result of recreational pressure being revised from 15km to 6.4km 

on the basis of data obtained by means of visitor surveys. 

3.4 Furthermore, since the WCS was adopted, Natural England has advised Wiltshire Council of its concerns 

regarding the growing number of visitors to the North Meadow and Clattinger Farm SAC in recent years 

which has led to an increase in trampling. NE has advised that this is particularly evident at North 

Meadow (which is also a National Nature Reserve (NNR)) during April and May when visitors come to 

see the Snake’s-head fritillaries in flower. Natural England considers that the increase in recreational 

pressure upon the SAC is primarily as a result of increases in the local population, and that major new 

housing developments within a short travel distance of North Meadow are likely to add to the existing 

visitor pressure and trampling effects. 

3.5 Impacts of development in Wiltshire on the New Forest SPA were considered in the HRA for the South 

Wiltshire Core Strategy (SWCS) adopted in 20129. The assessment used data from the Tourism South 

East PROGRESS survey for 2004/05 and census data from 2001 for the former Salisbury District to 

examine patterns of visitors to the New Forest from across south Wiltshire. That HRA concluded that 

the development in south Wiltshire would increase visitor pressure by less than 1% and 89% of this 

would be through additional local day visits from within 8 km of the National Park. The WCS addressed 

the New Forest’s mitigation requirements through Core Policy 50, identifying that a New Forest 

Mitigation Strategy would be prepared to address recreational impacts. Since the WCS was adopted, 

the council has joined a partnership of local authorities seeking to develop a strategic approach to 

address the impacts of recreational pressure on the New Forest SPA. A Government grant through the 

Planning Delivery Fund enabled visitor surveys to be conducted across the New Forest in 2018/19. This 

work was recently published, and the Council is part of a steering group working to agree a common 

approach to mitigation for the respective zones of influence (the zone of influence for Wiltshire has 

been agreed as 13.8km) and how to fairly reflect different visit rates within it. This evidence is informing 

the preparation of a New Forest Mitigation Strategy and will be further revised to support the Local 

Plan Review (LPR). 

 

 

9 South Wiltshire Proposed Submission Core Strategy HRA Report, Appendix 13. NPA for Wiltshire Council, July 2009 
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3.6 Since the WCS was adopted and on the advice of Natural England, any plan or project that will lead to 

development within the catchment of the River Avon SAC must be phosphorous neutral and be subject 

to AA which concludes no adverse effect on the SAC alone or in-combination with other plans or 

projects in order to be authorised. 

Emerging Evidence and Advice from Natural England Subsequent to Adoption of WHSAP 

3.7 Similarly, it came to light in spring 2020 that any plan or project that will lead to development within 

the catchment of the River Test must be nitrogen neutral as the Test drains into the Solent and this 

region is protected by a number of European and international designations including the Solent 

Maritime SAC, Chichester and Langstone Harbours SPA, Portsmouth Harbour SPA and Solent and 

Southampton Water SPA and Ramsar site. In 2018 and 2019 Natural England undertook a number of 

condition assessments of the features of these designated sites around the Solent. These assessments 

identified that high levels of nitrogen and phosphorus are entering this water environment and that 

there is sound evidence that nitrogen in particular is causing eutrophication at the aforementioned 

designated sites and that the resulting excessive growth of green algae and plants, which reduces 

oxygen and light levels, is leading to negative effects on the special features for which the European 

sites are designated. These nutrient inputs currently mostly come either from agricultural sources or 

from wastewater from existing housing and other development. These findings were published by 

Natural England in June 2020 in Advice on Achieving Nutrient Neutrality for New Development in the 

Solent Region. This advice also stipulates that: 

“There is uncertainty as to whether new growth will further deteriorate designated sites. This issue has 

been subject to detailed work commissioned by local planning authorities (LPAs) in association with 

Natural England, Environment Agency and water companies. This strategic work, which updates early 

studies, is on-going. Until this work is complete, the uncertainty remains and the potential for future 

housing developments across the Solent region to exacerbate these impacts creates a risk to their 

potential future conservation status. 

One way to address this uncertainty is for new development to achieve nutrient neutrality. Nutrient 

neutrality is a means of ensuring that development does not add to existing nutrient burdens and this 

provides certainty that the whole of the scheme is deliverable in line with the requirements of the 

Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017 (as amended). 

This report sets out a practical methodology to calculating how nutrient neutrality can be achieved. This 

methodology is based on best available scientific knowledge, and will be subject to revision as further 

evidence is obtained. It is our advice to local planning authorities to take a precautionary approach in 

line with existing legislation and case-law when addressing uncertainty and calculating nutrient 

budgets.” 

3.8 In accordance with Natural England’s advice, any plan or project which will lead to development within 

the catchment of the River Test cannot be approved unless nitrogen neutrality has been demonstrated 

via quantitative means, and an AA conducted by the competent authority has concluded beyond 

reasonable scientific doubt that there would be no adverse effects on the integrity of any of the Solent 

region European sites. 

Screening of Marlborough NP Area 

Recreation 

3.9 In terms of recreational pressure, the NP area lies beyond the 13.8km zone of influence for the New 

Forest SAC/SPA within which the majority of day visitors to the New Forest originate. 

3.10 Recreational pressure on the River Avon SAC is recognised to occur in limited circumstances 

predominately where significant development lies immediately adjacent or in close proximity to the 
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river, which will not occur as a result of this NP as the River Avon SAC lies approximately 2.5km south of 

the NP area at its closest point. 

3.11 In relation to Salisbury Plain, the SAC habitat features were screened out of appropriate assessment for 

the Core Strategy on the advice of Natural England. The Salisbury Plain SPA can also be screened out of 

appropriate assessment with respect of this NP as the plan area is beyond the 6.4km zone around the 

SPA within which the majority (75%) of visitors to the Plain are expected to live. This is based on the 

data collated by means of a visitor survey commissioned by Wiltshire Council in 2015. 

3.12 In addition, the North Meadow and Clattinger Farm SAC is situated approximately 24.3km northwest of 

the NP area at its closest point and as such appropriate assessment with respect of this European site 

can be screened out. 

Hydrology / Hydrogeology 

3.13 In terms of hydrology/hydrogeology, with the exception of a very small area within the south of the NP 

area, the whole of the Marlborough NP area lies within the catchment of the River Kennet and 

tributaries, within the River Thames Basin District. This is within the Thames Water Swindon and 

Oxfordshire Water Resource Zones (WRZ). 

3.14 The Kennet and Lambourn Floodplain SAC lies approximately 7.4km east of the Marlborough NP area 

and the River Kennet flows east through the town of Marlborough. The screening assessment detailed 

in the HRA of the Wiltshire Core Strategy Submission Draft (2012)10 identified the potential for 

significant hydrological/hydrogeological effects on the Kennet and Lambourn Floodplain SAC as a result 

of Core Policy 14: Marlborough as the SAC and settlement of Marlborough are within the Thames 

Water Swindon and Oxford WRZ, and as such an appropriate assessment was undertaken. 

3.15 Paragraph 3.2.38 of the HRA to the Wiltshire Core Strategy (2012) specified that the HRA screening 

assessment11 of schemes that were included in the preferred programmes for the Thames Water 

Swindon and Oxford WRZ in the final draft of the Thames Water Utilities Ltd Water Resource 

Management Plan (WRMP)12 concluded that, with mitigation taken into account, they are not likely to 

have a significant effect on the integrity of any European sites, and that in the context of Wiltshire, this 

is relevant to European sites associated with the River Kennet, namely the Kennet and Lambourn 

Floodplain SAC, Kennet Valley Alderwoods SAC and Lambourn Floodplain SAC. 

3.16 The assessment in Appendix D of the HRA to the Core Strategy (2012) considered the potential 

significant effect of water abstraction upon the Kennet and Lambourn Floodplain SAC and its qualifying 

features as a result of the additional housing and employment development proposed by Core Policy 

14, as this would lead to an increase in the consumption of water, which could in turn impact on the 

hydrological regime of the SAC through increased abstraction of water from rivers/groundwater. The 

assessment specified that the additional water consumption had been planned for within the WRMP 

which itself had been subject to an HRA, and also listed policies in the Core Strategy that it specified 

‘will contribute the achievement of demand management measures in the WRMP area.’ It recommends 

no amendments to the Core Strategy or other parts of the LDF in order to avoid the potential effect and 

concluded that there would be no residual significant adverse effect on the integrity of the SAC. 

3.17 The assessment detailed in the HRA to the Wiltshire Core Strategy (March 2013)13 in respect of the 

Kennet and Lambourn Floodplain SAC stipulated: ‘Site lies within the Thames Water Swindon and 

Oxfordshire Water Resource Zone and additional water consumption is planned for within the Water 

 

10 Wiltshire Core Strategy Submission Draft – Assessment under the Habitats Regulations, Wiltshire Council, February 2012 
11 Thames Water Utilities Ltd Habitats Regulations Assessment, December 2011 
12 Water – Planning for the Future. Draft Final Water Resource Management Plan, Thames Water Utilities Ltd, December 
2011 
13 Wiltshire Core Strategy – Assessment under the Habitats Regulations, Wiltshire Council, March 2013 
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Resource Management Plan, which has itself been subjected to Habitats Regulations Assessment and 

concluded that additional housing would have no likely effects upon the site.’ It goes on to state: ‘HRA 

for the WRMP notes that Kennet and Lambourn Floodplain SAC was potentially impacted on by 

groundwater abstraction from the Chalk aquifer at Speen. Licensed abstraction from the aquifer was 

reduced as part of the SWMP.’ 

3.18 As per the 2012 HRA of the Core Strategy, the 2013 HRA likewise did not recommend any amendments 

to the Core Strategy or other parts of the LDF in order to avoid the potential effect and concluded that 

there would be no residual significant adverse effect on the integrity of the SAC. 

3.19 The Updated HRA of the Wiltshire Core Strategy (April 2014) reviewed the findings of the March 2013 

HRA in light of all modifications proposed since that assessment and included an in‐combination 

assessment which identified any plans or projects which had been subject to HRA since March 2013. 

3.20 The appropriate assessment of the proposed modifications in respect of water abstraction and the 

Kennet and Lambourn Floodplain SAC states: ‘Proposed modifications to the Marlborough Community 

Area policy (CP14) could have LSE upon the Kennet and Lambourn Floodplain SAC through increased 

water abstraction. The proposed modifications would result in approximately 70 additional dwellings at 

Marlborough which will increase the demand for water and contribute towards additional abstraction 

across the catchment. As with the River Avon SAC, there is potential for the Kennet and Lambourn 

Floodplain SAC to be adversely affected low flows, which could be exacerbated by over abstraction. 

Abstraction licenses in the River Kennet have been subject to the same RoC process as those within the 

River Avon SAC catchment and all such licences are now understood to have been found Habitats 

Regulations compliant by the EA.’ 

3.21 The HRA then states: ‘Thames water has confirmed that the water demand from the increased number 

of proposed dwellings at Marlborough can be accommodated within the existing Marlborough 

groundwater abstraction licence and the future Axford groundwater abstraction licence. The council 

therefore concludes that the additional water demand from the proposed WCS housing figures 

(including the additional 70 dwellings) would not have an adverse effect upon the integrity of the 

Kennet and Lambourn Floodplain SAC.’ 

3.22 The settlement level screening assessment undertaken in accordance with the Habitats Regulations and 

presented in the Wiltshire Housing Site Allocations Plan Assessment under the Habitats Regulations 

(Wiltshire Council, February 2020) states in respect of water abstraction and the likely significant effects 

on the Kennet and Lambourn Floodplain SAC: 

‘The Kennet and Lambourn Floodplain SAC and Lambourne River SAC area relatively unmodified river 

and wetland area (sic) which supports an extensive population of the Annex II species Desmoulin’s whorl 

snail in association with chalk stream habitat. 

There is known to be limited water available for abstraction in both the Upper Kennet and the Og rivers, 

and therefore the EA has declared a water resource status of ‘Water not available for licensing’ for 

much of these catchments in Wiltshire41. Both rivers flow into the Kennet and 

Lambourne Floodplain SAC, several components of which have been assessed as being in 

unfavourable condition as they fail to meet target moisture levels, which has been attributed to water 

abstraction.’ 

3.23 However, the WHSAP did not allocate any sites wholly or partly within the catchment of the River 

Kennet and therefore appropriate assessment in respect of the Kennet and Lambourn Floodplain SAC 

was not required. 

3.24 The Marlborough NP includes policy MARL1 which allocates four sites for residential development, 

equating to 130 dwellings, as well as policies MARL2 to MARL4 which support and promote further 
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residential, employment and commercial development. Given that the NP area lies within the 

catchment of the River Kennet and tributaries, within the Thames Water Swindon and Oxfordshire 

WRZ, and that the considerable number of residential properties allocated in the NP is additional to the 

quantity assessed in the HRA to the Core Strategy, which was found to be Habitats Regulations 

compliant, a mechanism for a likely significant effect on the Kennet and Lambourn Floodplain SAC 

exists. This is on account of the increase in water abstraction that would be necessitated by the delivery 

of the residential development allocated in, and other development supported by, the NP. Nonetheless, 

information acquired from Thames Water Utilities Ltd and the EA since the production of the first 

iteration of the HRA has been used to revise the policy level screening assessment presented in Section 

4 and Table 1. 

3.25 A very small section of the southern extent of the NP area lies within the catchment of the River Avon 

SAC. Consequently, any proposals for development within that section of the NP area will need to be 

phosphate neutral and demonstrate that it will not diminish the ability of the SAC to achieve its 

conservation objectives within timescales identified in the River Avon Nutrient Management Plan 

(NMP). The Council is working with the Environment Agency and Natural England to ensure appropriate 

mitigation is in place for development coming forward under the Wiltshire Core Strategy and through 

the Local Plan Review. Nevertheless, none of the policies in the NP allocate sites for development 

within the catchment of the River Avon SAC. 

Air Pollution / Nitrogen Deposition 

3.26 The Wiltshire Core Strategy HRA identified that increased traffic would lead to potential effects through 

an increase in atmospheric pollution and nitrogen deposition upon a range of European sites within 

200m of a main road. Such effects were considered to be very small and difficult to predict at the 

strategic level14. Although the allocations in the NP for approximately 130 dwellings constitutes a 

considerable quantity of housing, none of the allocated sites lie within 200m or close proximity of any 

of the European sites listed above; the closest being the River Avon SAC and Pewsey Downs SAC, 

located approximately 2.44km south and 4.17km west-southwest of the NP area respectively, at its 

nearest point. These two European sites are a considerable distance from the NP area and effects are 

likely to be negligible. 

3.27 In relation to the River Avon SAC, the Wiltshire Core Strategy HRA concluded no likely significant effect 

where the existing approach to mitigation in Core Policy 55 is implemented. It is therefore concluded 

that the proposals for housing in this NP would not have an adverse effect on European sites or the 

integrity of its qualifying features as a result of nitrogen or particulate matter deposition. 

Physical Damage / Interruption of Flight Lines / Disturbance 

3.28 In terms of the potential to cause physical damage to features which provide habitat for bats, such as 

breeding, roosting and foraging habitat, and the potential to interrupt or fragment/sever bat flight 

lines, or to cause disturbance to such features, it is deemed that the NP area is too remote to have 

implications for bats at the Bath and Bradford on Avon Bats SAC, the Mottisfont Bats SAC or indeed 

Chilmark Quarries SAC. 

3.29 The NP area is also beyond the potential zone of influence with respect of stone curlews breeding at 

Porton Down SPA and Salisbury Plain SPA and will not result in physical damage to the habitats within 

the European sites; nor will it result in the interruption of flight lines or disturbance to breeding stone 

curlew, such as by means of the introduction of visual stimuli or noise. 

 
 
 
 

14 Update to the Wiltshire Core Strategy Habitats Regulations Assessment, February 2014 (Exam/89) 
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4. Screening of Policies in Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan 2021 – 2036: 

Submission Plan (August 2021) 

4.1 The Submission draft of the Marlborough Area NP comprises 19 draft policies; these are detailed and 

assessed in Table 1 below. 

4.2 All parts of the NP have been screened for potential impacts which may arise from the plan alone or in 

combination with other plans and projects. Taking into consideration the location, scale and nature of 

proposals in the NP, there is a mechanism for effect on one European site, the Kennet and Lambourn 

Floodplain SAC. This is on account of policy MARL1 allocating four sites for the development of a total 

of approximately 130 dwellings, as well as the support for further residential, business and commercial 

development proffered by virtue of Policies MARL2 to MARL4. The majority of the NP area lies within 

the catchment of the River Kennet and tributaries and is within the Thames Water Swindon and 

Oxfordshire WRZ, and policy MARL1 in particular, as well as policies MARL2 to MARL4, have the 

potential to give rise to significant effects on the aforementioned European site due to an increase in 

water abstraction which could lead to water resources issues and an impact upon the hydrological 

regime of the River Kennet and the Kennet and Lambourn Floodplain SAC. 

4.3 The allocation of approximately 130 dwellings proposed by way of policy MARL1 in the Marlborough NP 

substantially exceeds the projected number of new dwellings in Marlborough that was assessed in the 

HRA of the Core Strategy and found to be compliant with the Habitats Regulations. However, 

information acquired from Thames Water Utilities Ltd and the EA since the production of the first 

iteration of the HRA has been used to revise the policy level screening assessment presented in Section 

4 and Table 1, and it has been determined that policies MARL1 to MARL4 will not need to be taken 

forward to appropriate assessment under Regulation 105 of the Habitats Regulations 2019. A detailed 

rationale is provided in Section 5. 

4.4 The other policies within the NP would either not lead directly to development; are intended to protect 

or enhance the natural, built or historic environment; or relate to design or other qualitative criteria for 

development and as such would have no significant effects on European sites either alone or in 

combination with other plans and projects. 

4.5 Any further iterations of, or changes to the NP as a result of the examination in public should be subject 

to a rescreening assessment before the Council adopts the plan. 
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TABLE 1: Habitats Regulations Assessment Screening of the Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan: 2021 – 2036 Submission Plan 
 

 

Policy Policy Summary and Assessment under Habitats Regulations Screening 
Category 

Comments and Recommendations 

MARL1 Delivering 
Affordable Homes in 
Marlborough 

This policy allocates four sites in Marlborough for residential development 
schemes provided they accord with the respective site-specific requirements 
and with other relevant policies of the development plan. The four sites and 
accompanying description as stipulated in the policy are as follows: 

 

Land Rear of Salisbury Road 
The housing scheme shall comprise up to 50 homes on a developable area of 
approx. 2 ha. 

 
Land at Barton Dene 
The scheme shall comprise up to 40 homes on a developable area of no more 
than 1.5 ha with sufficient land made safeguarded for the potential provision of 
a new medical centre to serve the town. 

 
Land off Cherry Orchard 
The housing scheme shall comprise up to 30 homes on a developable area of 
approx. 1.0 ha. 

 
Land at Kelham Gardens 
The housing scheme shall comprise a flatted scheme of up to 10 homes on a 
developable area of approx. 0.1 Ha. 

 
This policy would lead to development; and the proposed allocated sites, and 
indeed most of the NP area, lie within the catchment of the River Kennet and 
tributaries and is within the Thames Water Swindon and Oxfordshire WRZ. 
Therefore, Policy MARL1 gives rise to a potential mechanism for a likely 
significant effect on the Kennet and Lambourn Floodplain SAC due to a 
probable increase in water abstraction necessitated by the development of the 
allocated sites. In turn, this could impact water resource availability and the 

B The first iteration of the HRA (dated 3rd March 
2021) of the Pre-Submission draft of the NP 
(November 2020), assigned screening 
categories C and D to this policy on account of a 
mechanism for a likely significant effect on the 
Kennet and Lambourn Floodplain SAC. This 
policy has been re-screened with the outcome 
being that the policy will not need to be taken 
forward to appropriate assessment (Stage 2 
HRA). 

C / D (Red) – Screened in 

A / B (Green) – Screened out 
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Policy Policy Summary and Assessment under Habitats Regulations Screening 
Category 

Comments and Recommendations 

 hydrological regime of the River Kennet and the aforementioned SAC. 
However, for the reasons detailed in Section 5, this policy is screened out of 
appropriate assessment. 

 
Nevertheless, it will be necessary for any proposals for development of the 
allocated sites listed in the policy to be assessed under the Habitats Regulations 
at the planning application stage. Development proposals must also comply 
with other Development Plan policies including Core Policies 50 (Biodiversity 
and Geodiversity), 51 (Landscape) and 52 (Green Infrastructure) of the 
Wiltshire Core Strategy (WCS)(Adopted January 2015), and the National 
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 2019. 

  

MARL2 
Encouraging 
Affordable Homes in 
Mildenhall 

This policy encourages and supports the delivery of an affordable housing 
scheme in Mildenhall, providing that four criteria are met. In summary, these 
criteria are that the scheme would comprise no more than ten units; all units 
will be affordable homes; the scheme will sustain and enhance the significance 
of the Mildenhall Conservation Area and the setting of other heritage assets; 
and the layout and form of housing shall be designed so as to conserve the 
landscape and scenic beauty of the AONB and, where appropriate to the 
location, shall include the provision of a landscape scheme. 

 
This policy supports residential development that would lie in the catchment of 
the River Kennet and tributaries; within the Thames Water Swindon and 
Oxfordshire WRZ. As such, the residential development supported by means of 
this policy, albeit for a maximum of ten houses, would have the potential to 
lead to a likely significant effect on the Kennet and Lambourn Floodplain SAC 
due to an increase in water abstraction which could impact the hydrological 
regime of the River Kennet and the aforementioned SAC. Nonetheless, this 
policy will not be taken forward to appropriate assessment, and the associated 
rationale is presented in Section 5. 

 

Any proposals for an affordable housing scheme in Mildenhall, will, however, 
need to be assessed with regard to the Habitats Regulations at the planning 
application stage. Compliance with other Development Plan policies will also be 

B The first version of the HRA relating to the Pre- 
Submission draft of the NP, assigned screening 
categories C and D to this policy on account of 
the potential for a likely significant effect on 
the Kennet and Lambourn Floodplain SAC. The 
re-screening of Policy MARL2 in this version of 
the HRA and has been conducted with regard 
to the additional information discussed and 
presented in Section 5 and the appendices. As 
such, it has concluded that appropriate 
assessment is not required. 
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Policy Policy Summary and Assessment under Habitats Regulations Screening 
Category 

Comments and Recommendations 

 required, including Core Policies 50 (Biodiversity and Geodiversity), 51 
(Landscape) and 52 (Green Infrastructure) of the WCS and the NPPF. 

  

MARL3 
Meeting Local 
Housing Needs 

This policy specifies: ‘Proposals for windfall housing development within the 
defined Marlborough development boundary will only be supported if they will 
deliver homes of a two or three bedroom type. Proposals for single tenure, 
specialist accommodation schemes or other housing schemes intended for older 
people will be resisted.’ 

 
This policy does not stipulate a threshold in terms of the quantity of windfall 
housing it would support. Nonetheless, any new windfall residential 
development that comes forward and is supported by this policy would lie in 
the catchment of the River Kennet and tributaries and would have potential to 
give rise to a likely significant effect on the Kennet and Lambourn Floodplain 
SAC. This is due to an increase in water abstraction which may be necessitated 
by further residential development which in turn could impact the hydrological 
regime of the River Kennet and the aforementioned SAC. This policy is 
screened out of appropriate assessment, however, and the rationale is 
provided in Section 5. 

 
Any proposals for windfall housing development will need to be assessed in line 
with the Habitats Regulations at the planning application stage. Development 
proposals must also adhere to other Development Plan policies including Core 
Policies 50 (Biodiversity and Geodiversity), 51 (Landscape) and 52 (Green 
Infrastructure) of the WCS and the NPPF. 

B The first version of the HRA relating to the Pre- 
Submission draft of the NP, assigned screening 
categories C and D to this policy due to the 
potential for a likely significant effect on the 
Kennet and Lambourn Floodplain SAC. Policy 
MARL3 has been re-screened in this version of 
the HRA, taking into consideration the 
information discussed and presented in Section 
5 and the appendices, and as a result this policy 
is not subject to appropriate assessment. 

MARL4 
Supporting a Thriving 
Town Centre 

The policy states: ‘The Neighbourhood Plan identifies the Marlborough Town 
Centre on the Policies Map. Located within the Town Centre boundary, the 
Primary Shopping Area comprises the Primary and Secondary shopping 
frontages.’ 

 

The policy details the types of development proposals that would be supported 
within the town centre and the primary shopping area. This includes proposals 
for new residential development on upper floors subject to compliance with a 
suite of criteria detailed in the policy. 

B The first version of the HRA relating to the Pre- 
Submission draft of the NP, assigned screening 
categories C and D to this policy due to the 
potential for a likely significant effect on the 
Kennet and Lambourn Floodplain SAC. Policy 
MARL5 has been subject to a re-screening 
assessment in this version of the HRA; the 
trigger for this is detailed in Section 5. The 
assessment has taken account of the 
information discussed and presented in Section 
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Policy Policy Summary and Assessment under Habitats Regulations Screening 
Category 

Comments and Recommendations 

 Any new residential development that comes forward within the town centre 
as an indirect result of this policy would be located within the existing 
settlement boundary. Such development would also lie in the catchment of the 
River Kennet and tributaries and as such could lead to an increase in water 
abstraction which could impact the hydrological regime of the River Kennet 
and the Kennet and Lambourn Floodplain SAC. Thus, a mechanism for likely 
significant effects on the Kennet and Lambourn Floodplain SAC exists as a 
result of this policy. However, this policy is not taken forward to appropriate 
assessment for the reasons set out in Section 5. 

 
Regardless of the screening assessment of Policy MARL5 at the plan-making 
stage, forthcoming proposals for residential development within the Town 
Centre will most likely require assessment with regard to the Habitats 
Regulations at the planning application stage. Furthermore, it will be necessary 
for development proposals to comply with other Development Plan policies 
including Core Policies 50 (Biodiversity and Geodiversity), 51 (Landscape) and 
52 (Green Infrastructure) of the WCS and the NPPF. 

 5 and the appendices, with the outcome being 
that the policy is not deemed to require 
appropriate assessment. 

MARL5 
Improving Public 
Parking 

This policy allocates land adjacent to Marlborough Rugby Club for informal 
public car parking subject to six criteria stipulated within the policy being met. 
It also encourages proposals to establish additional public car parking spaces to 
serve the town centre at other suitable locations in the town. 

 
The development supported by the policy will not result in a likely significant 
effect upon any European sites. Details of any development that comes 
forward would be considered at the planning application stage to ensure 
acceptability with respect of other Development Plan policies and the NPPF. 

B  

MARL6 
Delivering New 
Cemetery Land 

The policy allocates land at The Common for the purpose of extending the 
adjoining cemetery and specifies: ‘Proposals for any new buildings ancillary to 
this use will be supported, provided they make appropriate access provision and 
avoid any significant harm on the North Wessex Downs AONB.’ 

 

The land use and ancillary development supported by this policy will not result 
in a likely significant effect upon any European sites. Details of any 
development that comes forward would be considered at the planning 

B  
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Policy Policy Summary and Assessment under Habitats Regulations Screening 
Category 

Comments and Recommendations 

 application stage to ensure acceptability with respect of other Development 
Plan policies and the NPPF. 

  

MARL7 
Protecting & 
Supporting 
Community Facilities 

This policy lists a number of buildings in Marlborough, including the town hall 
and library, as well as the village halls in Manton and Mildenhall, as community 
facilities. 

 
The policy goes on to state: ‘Proposals that will result in either the loss of or 
cause significant harm to a defined facility will be resisted, unless it can be 
clearly demonstrated that the operation of the facility, or the on-going delivery 
of the community value of the facility, is no longer financially viable. 
Development proposals to sustain or extend the viable use of existing 
community facilities, and the development of new facilities, will be supported. 

 
This policy seeks to conserve key community facilities that form part of the 
built environment and will not result in a likely significant effect upon any 
European sites. Details of any proposed development to extend existing 
community facilities or develop new facilities would be considered at the 
planning application stage to ensure it aligns with this policy, and other 
Development Plan policies and the NPPF. 

A3 / B  

MARL8 
Protecting and 
Improving Sports 
Facilities 

Point A of this policy states: ‘Where proposals are made to improve and create 
new sports facilities to serve the neighbourhood area, significant weight will be 
given to their community and health and well-being value.’ 

Point B then sets out the various properties as existing sports facilities for 
Marlborough, Mildenhall and Savernake that the Neighbourhood. 

 

Point C states: ‘Proposals that will result in either the loss of or cause significant 
harm to an existing sport facility will be resisted, unless it can be clearly 
demonstrated that the operation of the facility is no longer financially viable or 
that a replacement facility has received planning permission.’ 

 

The development supported by the policy will not result in a likely significant 
effect upon any European sites. Details of any development that comes 
forward would be considered at the planning application stage to ensure 
acceptability with respect of other Development Plan policies and the NPPF. 

B  
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Policy Policy Summary and Assessment under Habitats Regulations Screening 
Category 

Comments and Recommendations 

MARL9 
Enhancing 
Marlborough 
Conservation Area 

This policy stipulates: ‘Development proposals should sustain and enhance the 
special architectural and historic significance of the designated Marlborough 
Conservation Area and its setting. The significance of the Conservation Area 
and its setting are defined in the design principles and guidance of the 
Marlborough Conservation Area Statement and the Marlborough Town 
Character Study, to which all proposals must have full regard.’ 

 
This policy will not itself lead to development as it seeks to conserve and 
enhance the historic built environment and will not result in a likely significant 
effect upon any European sites. Details of any proposed development within 
the Marlborough Conservation Area would be considered at the planning 
application stage to ensure it aligns with this policy, and other Development 
Plan policies and the NPPF. 

A1 / A3  

MARL10 
Enhancing 
Marlborough Areas 
of Special Quality 

This policy identifies five Areas of Special Quality at Cross Road/Cardigan 
Road/Leaze Lane/Back Lane (North Side), at St. John’s Close, at The 
Common/Herd Street, at Back Lane (South Side) and at Salisbury Road/London 
Road, and these are shown on the Policies Map. 

 
The policy goes on to specify that development proposals located within an 
Area of Special Quality should demonstrate that they have had full regard to 
the characteristics listed in the policy that contribute to the significance of its 
local architectural and historic interest. 

 
This policy will not itself lead to development as it seeks to conserve and 
enhance the historic built environment within the landscape setting and will 
not result in a likely significant effect upon any European sites. Details of any 
proposed development within the identified Areas of Special Quality and/or 
Marlborough Conservation Area would be considered at the planning 
application stage to ensure accordance with this policy, other Development 
Plan policies and the NPPF. 

A3  

MARL11 
Enhancing Manton 
Conservation Area 

This policy specifies that development proposals within the Manton 
Conservation Area should demonstrate full regard to the characteristics listed 
in the policy that contribute to the significance of its special architectural and 
historic interest. 

A1 / A3  
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Policy Policy Summary and Assessment under Habitats Regulations Screening 
Category 

Comments and Recommendations 

  
The policy goes on to set out a series of characteristics to which proposals for 
development outside the Manton Conservation Area should demonstrate 
regard has been paid. 

 
This policy will not itself lead to development as it seeks to conserve and 
enhance the historic built environment and landscape setting of the Manton 
Conservation Area as well as areas beyond, and to set out design/qualitative 
criteria for development. The policy will not result in a likely significant effect 
upon any European sites. Details of any proposed development within or 
outside the Manton Conservation Area would be considered at the planning 
application stage to ensure alignment with this policy, other Development Plan 
policies and the NPPF. 

  

MARL12 
Enhancing Mildenhall 
Conservation Area 

This policy specifies that development proposals within the Mildenhall 
Conservation Area should have full regard to the series of characteristics, 
design principles and heritage features detailed in the policy. 

 
The policy then sets out a list of design principles and states that proposals for 
development outside the Mildenhall Conservation Area should demonstrate 
regard has been paid to these principles. 

 
This policy will not itself lead to development as it seeks to conserve and 
enhance the historic built environment and landscape setting of the Mildenhall 
Conservation Area as well as areas beyond, and to set out design/qualitative 
criteria for development. The policy will not result in a likely significant effect 
upon any European sites. Details of any proposed development within or 
outside the Mildenhall Conservation Area would be considered at the planning 
application stage to ensure adherence to this policy, as well as other 
Development Plan policies and the NPPF. 

A1 / A3  

MARL13 
Protecting Local 
Heritage Assets 

This policy identifies Local Heritage Assets and these are listed in Appendix A. It 
stipulates: 
‘Proposals that will result in harm to, or unnecessary loss of, a Local Heritage 
Asset, will be resisted, unless it can be demonstrated that there is a public 
benefit that outweighs the harm or loss. 

A1 / A3  
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Policy Policy Summary and Assessment under Habitats Regulations Screening 
Category 

Comments and Recommendations 

  
Development will be supported which demonstrates that any potential impacts 
upon the World Heritage Site and its setting has been fully assessed in 
accordance with existing development plan policies.’ 

 
This policy will not itself lead to development as it seeks to conserve and 
protect Local Heritage Assets and the Stonehenge, Avebury and Associated 
Sites World Heritage Site. The policy will not result in a likely significant effect 
upon any European sites. Details of any proposed development within 
proximity of, or which could have an effect on, Local Heritage Assets and/or the 
World Heritage Site would be considered at the planning application stage to 
ensure adherence to this policy, as well as other Development Plan policies and 
the NPPF. 

  

MARL14 
Protecting and 
Improving Green 
Infrastructure 

The supporting text to this policy states: ‘This policy supports Core Policy 50 on 
Biodiversity and Core Policy 52 on Green Infrastructure by defining a network of 
green infrastructure assets in and around the neighbourhood plan area as a 
means of promoting walking, cycling and recreation, of improving local 
biodiversity through connecting habitats and in places of sequestering carbon 
through woodland planting.’ 

A1 / A3  

The policy designates a Green Infrastructure Network, shown on the Policies 
Map, for the purpose of promoting sustainable movement and ecological 
connectivity through the town and neighbouring parishes and for mitigating 
climate change. The policy specifies that the Network comprises The Common, 
the water meadows at Marlborough College, the River Kennet, Local Green 
Spaces, Valued Community Open Spaces, informal open spaces, allotments, 
playing fields, off-street footpaths/cycleways, children’s play areas, woodland 
and land of biodiversity value. 

The policy states: ‘Development proposals that lie within or adjoining the 
Network are required to have full regard (sic) maintaining and improving the 
Network, including delivering a net gain to general biodiversity assets, in the 
design of their layouts, landscaping schemes and public open space provisions. 
In that part of the Network that forms the southern setting to the Marlborough 
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Policy Policy Summary and Assessment under Habitats Regulations Screening 
Category 

Comments and Recommendations 

 Conservation Area, proposals must also have regard to the contribution that its 
open character makes to the significance of the Conservation Area.’ 

 

It also stipulates: ‘Proposals that will lead to the loss of land lying within the 
Network and that will undermine its integrity will be resisted. Development 
proposals that will lead to the extension of the Network will be supported, 
provided they are consistent with all other relevant policies of the development 
plan.’ 

 
The policy will not result in development itself but instead seeks to conserve 
and enhance the natural environment and sets out criteria that development 
must meet with the objective of protecting and enhancing the GI network 
within the NP area. Furthermore, the policy will not result in a likely significant 
effect upon any European sites. Details of any development that comes 
forward would be considered at the planning application stage to ensure 
acceptability with respect of other Development Plan policies including Core 
Policy 50 (Biodiversity and Geodiversity), 51 (Landscape) and 52 (Green 
Infrastructure) of the WCS and the NPPF. 

  

MARL15 
Protecting Local 
Green Spaces 

This policy designates eight Local Green Spaces, which are shown on the 
Policies Map and listed in the policy. The policy specifies: ‘Proposals for 
inappropriate development in a Local Green Space will only be supported in 
very special circumstances.’ 

 
The policy will not result in development itself but instead seeks to conserve 
and protect Local Green Spaces and would only support development within 
these designated areas in exceptional circumstances. The policy will not result 
in a likely significant effect upon any European sites. Proposals for 
development within any of the designated Local Green Spaces would be 
considered at the planning application stage to ensure acceptability with 
respect of other Development Plan policies including Core Policy 50 
(Biodiversity and Geodiversity), 51 (Landscape) and 52 (Green Infrastructure) of 
the WCS and the NPPF. 

A3  

MARL16 This policy identifies and lists twenty Valued Community Open Spaces, which 
are also shown on the Policies Map. The policy states: ‘Development within a 

A1 / A3  
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Policy Policy Summary and Assessment under Habitats Regulations Screening 
Category 

Comments and Recommendations 

Protecting Valued 
Community Open 
Spaces 

Valued Community Open Space will only be supported if it preserves and where 
possible enhances their contribution to the health and well-being of visitors and 
residents, public access and if it is ancillary to its community use. Any loss of a 
Space will only be permitted where alternative better provision can be secured, 
and an assessment has determined that the space is surplus to requirements. 

 
The policy seeks to protect open spaces of importance to the local community 
and will neither lead to development itself nor result in a likely significant 
effect upon any European sites. In the event that proposals for development 
within any of the twenty Valued Community Open Spaces identified by means 
of the policy come forward, these would be considered at the planning 
application stage to ensure acceptability with respect of other Development 
Plan policies of the WCS and the NPPF. 

  

MARL17 
Conserving the 
Scenic Beauty of the 
AONB 

This policy states that development proposals outside the defined Marlborough 
development boundary and built up areas of Manton and Mildenhall will only 
be supported if it can be demonstrated that the landscape and special scenic 
beauty of the Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty would not be undermined, 
and that full regard is paid to the specific characteristics listed in the policy 
associated with the following landscapes: 

• Marlborough Downs and Common 

• Kennet Valley 

• Savernake Forest and Plateau 
 

The policy goes on to stipulate: ‘Proposals to build an isolated home outside the 
development boundary will be refused as there is no part of the AONB in the 
designated area that has a character that will be enhanced by such a scheme, 
there is no evidence to suggest that design standards in this countryside require 
raising and there is no architectural innovation that is necessary.’ 

 

The policy will not result in development itself as it seeks to conserve the 
natural environment, specifically the North Wessex Downs AONB. 
Furthermore, the policy will not result in a likely significant effect upon any 
European sites. Details of any development that comes forward within the 
AONB would be considered at the planning application stage to ensure 

A2  
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Category 

Comments and Recommendations 

 acceptability with respect of other Development Plan policies including Core 
Policy 51 (Landscape) and 52 (Green Infrastructure) of the WCS and the NPPF. 

  

MARL18 
Achieving Dark Skies 

This policy specifies: ‘Where development proposals are considered otherwise 
appropriate within or outside of the Marlborough development boundary, 
special attention should be paid to ensuring any external lighting is essential 
only and is located and designed in such a way to conserve the dark skies of the 
AONB.’ 

 
The policy will not result in development itself as it seeks to conserve the 
natural environment, specifically the preservation of dark skies within the 
North Wessex Downs AONB, and to ensure that any external lighting within the 
AONB is appropriately designed. The policy will not result in a likely significant 
effect upon any European sites. Details of any development that comes 
forward within the AONB would be considered at the planning application 
stage to ensure acceptability with respect of other Development Plan policies 
including Core Policy 50 (Biodiversity and Geodiversity), 51 (Landscape) and 52 
(Green Infrastructure) of the WCS and the NPPF. 

A1 / A2  

MARL19 
Building to the 
Passivhaus Standard 

This policy, in summary specifies the following: 
A. All development must be ‘zero carbon ready by design’ 
B. Wherever feasible, all buildings should be certified to a Passivhaus 
orequivalent standard with a space heating demand of less than 
15KWh/m2/year. 
C. All planning permissions granted for new and refurbished buildings 
should demonstrate that they have been tested to ensure the buildings will 
perform as predicted and will include a planning condition to require the 
provision of a Post Occupancy Evaluation Report to the Local Planning 
Authority within a specified period, unless exempted by Clause B. 
D. All planning applications for major development are also required to be 
accompanied by a Whole Life-Cycle Carbon Emission Assessment using a 
recognised methodology, to demonstrate actions taken to reduce 
embodied carbon resulting from the construction and use of the building 
over its entire life. 
E. An Energy Statement will be submitted to demonstrate compliance with 
the policy (except for householder applications). 

A1  
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 The policy itself will not result in development; instead, the policy sets out 
design and other qualitative criteria to ensure that development schemes will 
be sustainable in their design and will incorporate measures to mitigate climate 
change. The policy itself will not give rise to a likely significant effect upon any 
European sites. Details of any development that comes forward would be 
considered at the planning application stage to ensure acceptability with 
respect of other Development Plan policies and the NPPF. 
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5. Conclusion 
 

Background and First Version of the HRA 

5.1 The first iteration of the HRA, dated 3rd March 2021, pertaining to the Pre-Submission draft of the 

Marlborough Area NP (November 2020) which was undertaken at the Regulation 14 consultation stage, 

concluded that the NP and six of the policies therein had potential to lead to a likely significant effect on 

the Kennet and Lambourn Floodplain SAC, and its qualifying features alone and/or in-combination with 

other plans and projects. 

5.2 This conclusion was due to the previous allocation of five sites for residential development, totalling 

approximately 180 dwellings, proposed by way of policy MARL1, and on account of all the sites being 

situated within the catchment of the River Kennet and tributaries, within the Thames Water Swindon 

and Oxfordshire WRZ. It was considered that policy MARL1 had the potential to lead to significant 

effects on the aforementioned European site as the proposed development sites within the catchment 

of the River Kennet and tributaries would likely necessitate an increase in water abstraction resulting in 

additional water resource pressures and an impact upon the hydrological regime of the River Kennet 

and the Kennet and Lambourn Floodplain SAC. 

5.3 Similarly, the additional residential, business/commercial and employment development promoted by 

means of policies MARL2 to MARL6 inclusive, was considered to have potential to lead to a likely 

significant effect on the Kennet and Lambourn Floodplain SAC due to a likely increase in water 

abstraction which would occur within the catchment of the River Kennet and tributaries as a result of 

developments supported by the policies. 

5.4 Therefore, the first version of the HRA stipulated that an appropriate assessment of Policies MARL1 to 

MARL6 would be required in accordance with Regulation 105 of the Habitats Regulations, and that 

further information would need to be obtained by the NP Steering Group (NPSG) and submitted to 

Wiltshire Council (the ‘competent authority’) to inform and facilitate Stage 2 of the HRA. 

5.5 It was recommended that the NPSG contacts Thames Water and preferably also the Environment 

Agency (EA), with the objective of acquiring the following information: 

• Details of the water/groundwater/aquifer abstraction points that would serve the proposed 

development sites. 

• Confirmation regarding whether Thames Water’s existing water/groundwater abstraction 

licence(s) has headroom/capacity to allow for the additional quantum of housing proposed within 

the catchment of the River Kennet and tributaries by policy MARL1 of the Marlborough NP, as 

well as the other development supported by the NP; or whether the dwellings allocated in the NP 

would exceed the quantum of housing/development allowed for by the existing licence(s). 

• Confirmation regarding whether Thames Water’s Water Resources Management Plan (WRMP) 

(this document is discussed further below) has been subject to an updated HRA and whether the 

development allocated and supported by the NP could be accommodated within the projected 

increase set out in the WRMP, as well as confirmation as to whether the projected increase in 

demand set out in the 2019 WRMP was assessed as compliant with the Habitats Regulations. 

• Confirmation regarding whether the development allocated and supported by the NP can be 

covered by the existing water/groundwater abstraction licence(s) and still be compliant with the 

HRA which would have been conducted by the EA before issuing of the licence. 

5.6 The first version of the HRA stipulated that if Thames Water confirm that the existing 

water/groundwater abstraction licence(s) can accommodate the additional quantum of housing 

allocated by policy MARL1, as well as the development supported by policies MARL2 to MARL6 

inclusive, and that the HRA(s) conducted by Thames Water and/or the EA were found to be Habitats 
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Regulations compliant, then it should be possible to screen these policies out and full appropriate 

assessment would not be required. 

5.7 The HRA highlighted that Thames Water has published its Final WRMP 2019 and Executive Summary 

(April 2020) since the last update to the HRA of the Wiltshire Core Strategy was prepare and that 

therefore, it would be necessary to establish whether the HRA of the WRMP has been updated by 

Thames Water and whether the residential development proposed in the Marlborough NP can be 

accommodated by the existing water/groundwater abstraction licence(s) and still be compliant with the 

HRA conducted by the EA. It also recommended that this matter is queried with the EA. 

5.8 The first version of the HRA concluded that if full appropriate assessment proves necessary, a suitably 

robust mitigation strategy would need to be formulated by the NPSG and submitted to the council for 

consideration as part of the appropriate assessment. It specified that the mitigation strategy would 

need to demonstrate that development of the allocated sites, and other development supported by the 

NP, would not result in a significant adverse effect on the Kennet and Lambourn Floodplain SAC and 

that once completed, the appropriate assessment would be submitted to Natural England for review. 

The HRA stated that the NP can lawfully be ‘made’ if appropriate assessment is able to conclude that 

there would be no adverse effects on the integrity of the SAC or its qualifying features as it will have 

been found to be compliant with the Habitats Regulations. 

Further Information Submitted to Wiltshire Council and Conclusion of Updated HRA 

Screening 

5.9 On 23rd June 2021 Wiltshire Council’s ecology team was issued with information obtained by the NPSG 

comprising a letter from Thames Water Utilities Ltd (included in Appendix A) and an email from the EA 

(refer to Appendix B). 

5.10 The key extracts from the letter provided by Thames Water Utilities Ltd which have a bearing on the 

HRA are as follows: 

“Confirmation regarding whether Thames Water’s existing water/groundwater abstraction 

licence(s) has headroom/capacity to allow for the additional quantum of housing proposed within 

the catchment of the River Kennet and tributaries by policy MARL1 of the Marlborough NP, as 

well as the other development supported by the NP; or whether the dwellings allocated in the NP 

would exceed the quantum of housing/development allowed for by the existing licence(s). We can 

confirm that, although this development was not specifically included in our WRMP19, from a 

supply and demand balance point of view we would not consider the demand associated with this 

development to be material. This is because the local plans for the area which our WRMP19 

forecasts were based on contained high levels of growth, and we also include target headroom to 

cater for uncertainty in total growth, so this accommodates additional demand of the scale 

proposed here. 

Confirmation regarding whether Thames Water’s Water Resources Management Plan (WRMP) 

(this document is discussed further below) has been subject to an updated HRA and whether the 

development allocated and supported by the NP could be accommodated within the projected 

increase set out in the WRMP, as well as confirmation as to whether the projected increase in 

demand set out in the 2019 WRMP was assessed as compliant with the Habitats Regulations. 

Our final WRMP19 was accompanied by an updated HRA; to accommodate demand in this 

geographic area only demand management measures were proposed over the planning period; 

these were assessed within our WRMP19 HRA and found to pose no likely significant effects on 

any designated sites. 

Confirmation regarding whether the development allocated and supported by the NP can be 

covered by the existing water/groundwater abstraction licence(s) and still be compliant with the 
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HRA which would have been conducted by the EA before issuing of the licence. Given the above 

responses we consider this to be the case.” 

5.11 A critical point stated in the letter is as follows: 

“I apologise for the delay, but provide a response to your request for points of confirmation below, but 

firstly the EA are the competent body from a technical perspective in terms of HRAs and therefore you 

should chase for their response if not yet received.” 

5.12 The response issued to the NPSG from the EA (included at Appendix B) stipulated: 

“We are fine with Thames Water’s response. In a planning sense, we leave it to water companies to say 

whether or not they can supply/serve new developments.” 

5.13 Taking into consideration the response from Thames Water Utilities Ltd which highlights the need for a 

technical response from the EA in terms of the HRA of the current water abstraction licence, and the 

fact that this was also highlighted by the council in the first version of the HRA, it was deemed by 

Wiltshire Council’s ecology team that more comprehensive information was required from the EA in 

respect of the HRA of the water abstraction licence in order to inform an updated HRA screening of the 

NP. 

5.14 Therefore, the council’s ecology officer had discussions and email correspondence with the EA with the 

result that the necessary further information was acquired on behalf of the NPSG on 15th July 2021 (see 

Appendix C). The response from the EA stated: 

“Marlborough and Clatford are the key water company (Thames Water) abstractions (within and just 

outside the mapped area respectively). 
 

All the SACs and SPAs within the Kennet (and elsewhere) have been reviewed under the Habitats 

Directive over the last ~15 years to ensure existing consents are not causing an adverse impact on the 

protected area. All licences that would potentially impact the protected areas were assessed (including 

Marlborough and Clatford), and a handful required licence changes over the last ~10 years to ensure 

potential adverse impacts were addressed. Marlborough and Clatford were both ruled out from needing 

licence changes as part of this process as no adverse impact was concluded. 
 

The protected areas in the Kennet that were assessed in this process included the River Kennet and 

Lambourn Floodplains, The River Lambourn SAC, and Kennet Valley Alderwood. 
 

All new licences that are applied for and considered to have an adverse impact on a protected area will 

need to go through the HRA process to rule out an adverse impact or address this potential impact. 
 

So I think in short, the answer to the query is: existing licences have had their impacts on protected 

areas assessed and addressed as necessary. All new licences (or licence changes) will be assessed for 

their impacts on protected areas through the HRA process.” 
 

5.15 The second response from the EA provides assurance that the existing abstraction licence, which 

Thames Water advised would accommodate the proposed development in the Marlborough NP, has 

been subject to thorough assessment by the EA under the Habitats Regulations with the conclusion of 

no adverse impact on the European sites associated with the River Kennet. 

5.16 The NPSG requested that Wiltshire Council repeat the HRA screening of the NP ahead of formal 

submission of a Regulation 15 draft of the NP to the council, in order to take account of the information 

obtained from Thames Water and the EA. The second, more detailed response from the EA acquired by 

the council was needed to inform a meaningful re-screening of the NP under the Habitats Regulations. 

The second updated HRA screening dated 20th August 2021 therefore, likewise pertains to the Pre- 
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Submission draft of the NP (November 2020) given that the Regulation 15 draft of the NP had not been 

made available to the council at the time the re-screening was requested. 

5.17 This third version of the HRA produced alongside the council’s Regulation 16 consultation response, as 

detailed in Table 1, aligns with the second version notwithstanding the policy changes, and highlights 

that the potential physical mechanism for likely significant effect on the Kennet and Lambourn 

Floodplain SAC as a result of policies MARL1 to MARL4 inclusive, still exists despite the information 

obtained from Thames Water and the EA. This is because new development within the catchment of 

the River Kennet will necessitate the supply of additional water and utilise additional water resources. 

5.18 Nonetheless, the response provided by Thames Water confirms that the additional quantum of housing 

and development that could come forward as a result of the Marlborough Area NP has already been 

accounted for within water usage projections covered by the current water abstraction consent. 

Moreover, the second response provided by the EA confirms that existing consents have been subject 

to HRA over the last 15 years to ensure they are not resulting in adverse effects on European sites, and 

that as part of the review of consents, Marlborough and Clatford were ruled out of needing any 

changes to the existing consents due to adverse effects. 

5.19 Wiltshire Council is not aware of any plans for the existing water abstraction consents to be reviewed 

again in the near future by the EA, or of any planned revisions to the existing consents. In addition, the 

council is not aware of any communication from Natural England regarding the need for the existing 

consent to be reviewed and/or revised such that less water abstraction should be permitted. It should 

be noted that this HRA has been produced on the basis of the present situation and using currently 

available evidence and information, including the recent correspondence from Thames Water Utilities 

Ltd and the EA. Furthermore, as detailed in Section 1.4, the principle has been established through case 

law15 that an HRA need only consider the effects of a proposal or policy in as much detail as is specified 

by the plan. 

5.20 On the basis of the findings and information discussed above, the updated HRA screening exercise 

presented in this document comprising the third version of the HRA, has enabled the conclusion, 

beyond all reasonable scientific doubt, that the Submission draft (August 2021) of the Marlborough NP 

will not result in a significant adverse effect on any European sites or their qualifying features either 

alone or in-combination with other plans and projects. Therefore, it has not been necessary to subject 

the NP to an appropriate assessment under the Conservation of Habitats and Species (Amendment) (EU 

Exit) Regulations 2019. 

5.21 It should, nevertheless, be acknowledged that as specified in Table 1, any planning applications for 

development of sites allocated by policy MARL1 and/or development supported by policies MARL2 to 

MARL4 inclusive, will require assessment in accordance with Regulation 63 of the Habitat Regulations. 

This is especially pertinent given the probable delay between the plan being ‘made’ and the submission 

of planning applications for allocated sites and/or developments supported by the plan, and the 

possibility that new evidence may come to light which could require consideration with regard to the 

Habitats Regulations. 

 

 
Prepared by Emma Fisher, Ecologist, Wiltshire Council, 20th October 2021 

 
 
 
 
 

 
15 Commission of the European Communities v UK and NI, opinion of Advocate General Kokott, 9 June 2005, Case C-6/04 
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Appendix A: Letter from Thames Water Utilities Ltd to NP Steering Group 
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Appendix B: Email from the Environment Agency to the NP Steering Group 
 
 

From

Sent: 22 June 2021 14:11 

To

Cc: Thames Water Planning Policy <ThamesWaterPlanningPolicy@savills.com> 

Subject: RE: Marlborough Neighbourhood Plan - Habitat Regulations Assessment - RESPONSE ON 

BEHALF OF THAMES WATER UTILITIES LTD 

 
 

Hi
 

Thanks for checking! 

 
We are fine with Thames Water’s response. In a planning sense, we leave it to water companies to 

say whether or not they can supply/serve new developments. 

 

Kind regards,

 
 

 
Planning Lead – Salisbury River Park Scheme – Environment Agency 

 
Rivers House, Sunrise Business Park, Higher Shaftesbury Road, Blandford, Dorset, DT11 8ST 

 

 

 
Working days: Tuesday 9-5, Thursday 9-2, Friday 9-5 
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Appendix C: Email from the Environment Agency to Wiltshire Council 
 
 

From

Sent: 13 July 2021 19:02 

To

Subject: RE: Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan 
 
 

Hi

 
Marlborough and Clatford are the key water company (Thames Water) abstractions (within and just 

outside the mapped area respectively). 

 

All the SACs and SPAs within the Kennet (and elsewhere) have been reviewed under the Habitats 

Directive over the last ~15 years to ensure existing consents are not causing an adverse impact on 

the protected area. All licences that would potentially impact the protected areas were assessed 

(including Marlborough and Clatford), and a handful required licence changes over the last ~10 years 

to ensure potential adverse impacts were addressed. Marlborough and Clatford were both ruled out 

from needing licence changes as part of this process as no adverse impact was concluded. 

 

The protected areas in the Kennet that were assessed in this process included the River Kennet and 

Lambourn Floodplains, The River Lambourn SAC, and Kennet Valley Alderwood. 

 

All new licences that are applied for and considered to have an adverse impact on a protected area 

will need to go through the HRA process to rule out an adverse impact or address this potential 

impact. 

 

So I think in short, the answer to the query is: existing licences have had their impacts on protected 

areas assessed and addressed as necessary. All new licences (or licence changes) will be assessed 

for their impacts on protected areas through the HRA process. 

 

Hopefully that helps, but please let me know if you need any more info. 

Thanks
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Comment: 

 
Please see attachments for response. 



 

 

  

 

Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (2021 – 2036) 
Consultation Response Form 

 
 
 

Please return to Wiltshire Council, by 5pm on Monday 8th November 2021. 
 

By post to: Spatial Planning, Economic Development and Planning, Wiltshire Council, 
County Hall, Bythesea Road, Trowbridge, Wiltshire, BA14 8JN. 

 

By e-mail to: neighbourhoodplanning@wiltshire.gov.uk 
 

Via the council’s website at: http://consult.wiltshire.gov.uk/portal 
 

Documents viewed via the consultation portal may not be available to view with Internet 
Explorer. Please use an alternative internet web browser such as Google Chrome or Microsoft 
Edge. 

 
This form has two parts: 

 

Part A – Personal details 
Part B – Your representation(s). Please use a separate sheet for each representation. 

 

Part A – Personal details 

*if an agent is appointed, please fill in your Title, Name and Organisation but the full contact details of the agent must be completed. 

 
 1. Personal details 2. Agent’s details (if applicable)* 

Mrs     
 

First name     
 

Last name     
 

Job title 
(where relevant) 

Principal Landscape and Planning Officer  

Organisation 
(where relevant) 

North Wessex Downs AONB  

Address Line 1   
   

Address Line 2   d  
 

Address Line 3     
 

Address Line 4   

Postcode     
 

Telephone Number   

Email Address     
 

Ref: (For official use only) 

mailto:neighbourhoodplanning@wiltshire.gov.uk
http://consult.wiltshire.gov.uk/portal


 

 

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each part of the draft plan you wish to comment on 

 
To which part of the Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (2021 – 2036) do your 
comments relate? 

 
 

Page: Paragraph: Other: 
 

Comment: 
 
 

Policy MARL1 

Pleased to see the words approx. changed to up to for the no. of dwelling proposed. 

Land rear of Salisbury Road 
The AONB has continuously opposed this sites inclusion in the neighbourhood plan in addition to 
its inclusion in the Wilts Core Strategy and consultation to inform the Wilts local plan review. 
The site is very much detached in character and orientation. Its location in an upper valley away 
from the main settlement gives it a strong rural character and development of this would appear set 
out on a limb. It would also be visible from the A345 which affects the approach into and out of 
Marlborough. 

 
The NP group believe this rounds off the edge of Marlborough, I’m afraid the AONB unit cannot 
agree with rounding off, on a map it may round off the settlement but in reality, due to the detached 
character of the site it would not have a rounding off effect, it would have the opposite as it would 
encroach into open countryside which is void of residential/domestic developments. 

 

Concern over the proposed access which would be over the old railway line, an important 
Bat/ecological corridor which would be significantly impacted by noise and lights from vehicle 
movements and domestic/streetlights. 

 
The sites proposed do not appear to be landscape led. Woodland planting aimed at hiding the 
development is not acceptable mitigation. 

 
Barton Dene 
We consider the green space to the north is of landscape value to the local area however given its 
proximity to existing development and that no development is proposed on the North eastern 
common, the AONB would not oppose its inclusion. A well-designed scheme could ensure it 
appears as a natural extension of Barton. Opportunity to have a high-density development 
adjacent to leisure centre which could see more than 40 dwellings accommodated on site. 
Northern boundary has a high sensitivity, and this should be reflected in the finished building 
heights and boundary treatment as previously raised at reg 14 stage. 

 

Land off Cherry Orchard 
Welcome the use of a brownfield site. Raised concerns previously over the use of the entire site 
given its proximity to the old railway line (important ecological site). Good to see the development 
area has been reduced to reflect this, although it would appear covenants have played a part. 
Ecological assessments must play a part in shaping the development. 

 

Land at Kelham Gardens 
Concern over the sites proximity to the River Kennet (SSSI) and potential for flooding and 
contamination. 
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Future notification 
 

I wish to be notified of the decision on the 
Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan: YES: 

 
NO: 

 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

 

Thank you for completing this form. 

 
Data Protection 

 
Wiltshire Council has a duty to protect personal information and will process personal data in 
accordance with Data Protection legislation. The personal data you provide on this form will only 
be used for the purpose of the Wiltshire Development Framework. It may also be used for the 
prevention or detection of fraud or crime and in an anonymised form for statistical purposes. The 
data will be stored on computer and/or manual files. You have a right to a copy of your information 
held by any organisation, with some exemptions. To gain access to your personal data held by 
Wiltshire Council or if you have any Data Protection concerns please contact Wiltshire Council’s 
Data Protection Officer on 01225 713000 (switchboard) or e-mail to 
dataprotection@wiltshire.gov.uk .” 

x 

8/11/21  
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Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (2021 – 2036) 
Consultation Response Form 

 
 
 

Please return to Wiltshire Council, by 5pm on Monday 8th November 2021. 
 

By post to: Spatial Planning, Economic Development and Planning, Wiltshire Council, 
County Hall, Bythesea Road, Trowbridge, Wiltshire, BA14 8JN. 

 

By e-mail to: neighbourhoodplanning@wiltshire.gov.uk 
 

Via the council’s website at: http://consult.wiltshire.gov.uk/portal 
 

Documents viewed via the consultation portal may not be available to view with Internet 
Explorer. Please use an alternative internet web browser such as Google Chrome or Microsoft 
Edge. 

 
This form has two parts: 

 

Part A – Personal details 
Part B – Your representation(s). Please use a separate sheet for each representation. 

 

Part A – Personal details 

*if an agent is appointed, please fill in your Title, Name and Organisation but the full contact details of the agent must be completed. 

 

 1. Personal details 2. Agent’s details (if applicable)* 

Title 
 

  

First name 
 

  

Last name 
 

  

Job title 
(where relevant) 

Principal Landscape and Planning Officer  

Organisation 
(where relevant) 

North Wessex Downs AONB  

Address Line 1 
 

  

Address Line 2 
 

  

Address Line 3 
 

  

Address Line 4   

Postcode 
 

  

Telephone Number   

Email Address 
 

  

Ref: (For official use only) 

mailto:neighbourhoodplanning@wiltshire.gov.uk
http://consult.wiltshire.gov.uk/portal


 

 

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each part of the draft plan you wish to comment on 

 
To which part of the Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (2021 – 2036) do your 
comments relate? 

 
 

Page: Paragraph: Other: 
 

Comment: 

 

Policy MARL18 
 

Welcome the inclusion of a dark skies policy. 
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Future notification 
 

I wish to be notified of the decision on the 
Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan: YES: 

 
NO: 

 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

 

Thank you for completing this form. 

 
Data Protection 

 
Wiltshire Council has a duty to protect personal information and will process personal data in 
accordance with Data Protection legislation. The personal data you provide on this form will only 
be used for the purpose of the Wiltshire Development Framework. It may also be used for the 
prevention or detection of fraud or crime and in an anonymised form for statistical purposes. The 
data will be stored on computer and/or manual files. You have a right to a copy of your information 
held by any organisation, with some exemptions. To gain access to your personal data held by 
Wiltshire Council or if you have any Data Protection concerns please contact Wiltshire Council’s 
Data Protection Officer on 01225 713000 (switchboard) or e-mail to 
dataprotection@wiltshire.gov.uk .” 

x 

8/11/21  
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Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (2021 – 2036) 
Consultation Response Form 

 
 
 

Please return to Wiltshire Council, by 5pm on Monday 8th November 2021. 
 

By post to: Spatial Planning, Economic Development and Planning, Wiltshire Council, 
County Hall, Bythesea Road, Trowbridge, Wiltshire, BA14 8JN. 

 

By e-mail to: neighbourhoodplanning@wiltshire.gov.uk 
 

Via the council’s website at: http://consult.wiltshire.gov.uk/portal 
 

Documents viewed via the consultation portal may not be available to view with Internet 
Explorer. Please use an alternative internet web browser such as Google Chrome or Microsoft 
Edge. 

 
This form has two parts: 

 

Part A – Personal details 
Part B – Your representation(s). Please use a separate sheet for each representation. 

 

Part A – Personal details 

*if an agent is appointed, please fill in your Title, Name and Organisation but the full contact details of the agent must be completed. 

 

 1. Personal details 2. Agent’s details (if applicable)* 

Title 
 

  

First name 
 

  

Last name 
 

  

Job title 
(where relevant) 

Principal Landscape and Planning Officer  

Organisation 
(where relevant) 

North Wessex Downs AONB  

Address Line 1 r  

Address Line 2 
 

  

Address Line 3 
 

  

Address Line 4   

Postcode 
 

  

Telephone Number   

Email Address 
 

  

Ref: (For official use only) 

mailto:neighbourhoodplanning@wiltshire.gov.uk
http://consult.wiltshire.gov.uk/portal


 

 

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each part of the draft plan you wish to comment on 

 
To which part of the Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (2021 – 2036) do your 
comments relate? 

 
 

Page: Paragraph: Other: 
 

Comment: 

 

Policy MARL17 
 

B. Proposals for para 72 dwellings will be refused 
 

There are the right intentions in this policy and in theory we would support it however it goes against 
national policy and therefore we cannot support it. The policy could be amended to seek that any isolated 
homes under para 72 of the NPPF should be landscape led and include a sensitivity assessment and an 
LVIA. 
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Future notification 
 

I wish to be notified of the decision on the 
Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan: YES: 

 
NO: 

 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

 

Thank you for completing this form. 

 
Data Protection 

 
Wiltshire Council has a duty to protect personal information and will process personal data in 
accordance with Data Protection legislation. The personal data you provide on this form will only 
be used for the purpose of the Wiltshire Development Framework. It may also be used for the 
prevention or detection of fraud or crime and in an anonymised form for statistical purposes. The 
data will be stored on computer and/or manual files. You have a right to a copy of your information 
held by any organisation, with some exemptions. To gain access to your personal data held by 
Wiltshire Council or if you have any Data Protection concerns please contact Wiltshire Council’s 
Data Protection Officer on 01225 713000 (switchboard) or e-mail to 
dataprotection@wiltshire.gov.uk .” 

x 

8/11/21 
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Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (2021 – 2036) 
Consultation Response Form 

 
 
 

Please return to Wiltshire Council, by 5pm on Monday 8th November 2021. 
 

By post to: Spatial Planning, Economic Development and Planning, Wiltshire Council, 
County Hall, Bythesea Road, Trowbridge, Wiltshire, BA14 8JN. 

 

By e-mail to: neighbourhoodplanning@wiltshire.gov.uk 
 

Via the council’s website at: http://consult.wiltshire.gov.uk/portal 
 

Documents viewed via the consultation portal may not be available to view with Internet 
Explorer. Please use an alternative internet web browser such as Google Chrome or Microsoft 
Edge. 

 
This form has two parts: 

 

Part A – Personal details 
Part B – Your representation(s). Please use a separate sheet for each representation. 

 

Part A – Personal details 

*if an agent is appointed, please fill in your Title, Name and Organisation but the full contact details of the agent must be completed. 

 

 1. Personal details 2. Agent’s details (if 
applicable)* 

Title 
 

  

First name 
 

  

Last name 
 

  

Job title 
(where relevant) 

Principal Landscape and Planning Officer  

Organisation 
(where relevant) 

North Wessex Downs AONB  

Address Line 1 
 

  

Address Line 2 
 

  

Address Line 3 
 

  

Address Line 4   

Postcode 
 

  

Ref: (For official use only) 

mailto:neighbourhoodplanning@wiltshire.gov.uk
http://consult.wiltshire.gov.uk/portal


 

 

Telephone 
Number 

  

Email Address 
 

  

 

Part B – Please use a separate sheet for each part of the draft plan you wish to comment on 
 

To which part of the Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan (2021 – 2036) do your 

comments relate? 
 
 

Page: Paragraph: Other: 
 

Comment: 

 

Housing need 
 

The AONB welcomes the NPs focus on providing affordable housing however we do not agree 
with the housing numbers in the NP and this was also the case for the consultation to inform the 
Wilts local plan review held earlier this year. The AONB considers that including Marlborough 
within the Swindon area puts unnecessary pressure on the area to accommodate Swindon’s 
growth and does not give any weighting to the settlement’s location within a protected 
landscape. 
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Future notification 
 

I wish to be notified of the decision on the 
Draft Marlborough Area Neighbourhood Plan: YES: 

 
NO: 

 
 

Signature: Date: 
 

 

Thank you for completing this form. 

 
Data Protection 

 
Wiltshire Council has a duty to protect personal information and will process 
personal data in accordance with Data Protection legislation. The personal data you 
provide on this form will only be used for the purpose of the Wiltshire Development 
Framework. It may also be used for the prevention or detection of fraud or crime and 
in an anonymised form for statistical purposes. The data will be stored on computer 
and/or manual files. You have a right to a copy of your information held by any 
organisation, with some exemptions. To gain access to your personal data held by 
Wiltshire Council or if you have any Data Protection concerns please contact 
Wiltshire Council’s Data Protection Officer on 01225 713000 (switchboard) or e-mail 
to dataprotection@wiltshire.gov.uk .” 
 

 
Comment ID: 30 
 
Response: 19/11/21 10:35 
 
Status: Processed  
 
Submission Type: Email  
 
Version: 0.7 
 
Comment:  

 

Thank you for you consultation on Marlborough NP Reg 16, Natural England is a non-departmental 

public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure that the natural environment is conserved, enhanced, 

and managed for the benefit of present and future generations, thereby contributing to sustainable 

development. We advise that the allocation at the site ‘Land Rear of Salisbury Road’ is unsound for 

the following reasons; 

1. It is not consistent with NPPF para 174 d) [Planning policies should be] minimising impacts on and 

providing net gains for biodiversity. The site is in close proximity to a site (Marlborough Railway Tunnel) 

likely to be of national importance for bats. In particular it is likely that the tunnel supports numbers of 

hibernating bats that meet or exceed the threshold for designation as a Site of Special Scientific Interest 

(SSSI). I attach the latest roost survey by the Wiltshire bat group as evidence demonstrating the 

significance of this site to bat species. 

Evidence has not been presented that the site can be developed without adversely impacting this 

biodiversity feature, and we are very concerned that development here will inevitably impact bats using 

this tunnel. We note the information in the site allocation report that seeks to address this issue, in 

particular pages 41-42. It is unclear what status the “Wood” report (pages 38-46) has, i.e. whether it 

is the view of the NDP or that of the sites proponent. It asserts that the issue of impacts on bats using 

Marlborough Railway Tunnel can be adequately mitigated through the same measures as used for 

the adjoining site. However the current proposal differs from the previous one in a number of crucial 

x 

8/11/21  
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regards; 

i. it requires a breach of integrity of the railway line. It is unclear from the information provided whether 

such a breach (and associated illumination and disturbance) will affect the bats concerned. 

ii. bats may be using the proposed site in an entirely different way to how they used the developed 

site (before development). 

iii. this development will provide cumulative severance of the tunnel entrance from the wider countryside. 

In the absence of knowing how the bats use the surrounding landscape, and the importance of the 

tunnel site, significant impacts cannot be ruled out. 

iv. no evidence has been supplied as to the effectiveness of the measures implemented on the adjoining 

site. We are not sure if that development has been completed and if so, how long it has been occupied, 

and whether issues such as tunnel entrance vandalism have materialised and wither there have been 

issues with compliance with relevant planning conditions. 

We further note that the policy requirement is; 

A biodiversity strategy shall demonstrate how the proposal will retain and enhance the green 

infrastructure along its eastern boundary (the former railway line) to provide a habitat corridor towards 

the Savernake Forest SSSI to its south and to connect with the corridor to its north as part of demonstrating its 

proposals to deliver a biodiversity net gain. 

We advise that there is no evidence that this policy requirement is deliverable. The railway line will be breached in one 

or more places for vehicular access and will be subject to varying degrees of illumination and disturbance. As such it 

seems highly unlikely that it will be enhanced as green infrastructure by the development. 

2. We advise that the SA is flawed and consequently the allocation is not justified. Specifically, looking at the Table 

4.6 of the ‘Revised alternatives appraisal findings’ Natural England does not agree with the determination for both 

option D and option E that there would be ‘no significant effect’ on biodiversity. The justification on page 117 makes no 

reference to potential impacts on bats. We advise that there would be likely significant effects on the significant bat 

population using Marlborough Railway Tunnel as discussed earlier in this response. 

With regards to the accompanying HRA I can confirm that Natural England concur with the councils conclusion that 

the Marlborough NP will not have an Adverse Effect on Integrity (AEoI) on European sites. 

Lastly, Natural England understands that the AONB Partnership has provided advice (attached) on Marlborough 

NDP. The AONB team will have direct knowledge of the site and its relationship with and to the designated area and 

are well-placed to advise on how the scheme would impact on the purpose of designation. We recommend that their 

advice is given appropriate weight in determining this Marlborough NDP 
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